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1.

Introduction

Copious amounts of research has been done thus far on the drivers of economic growth. Various
models attempt to describe it and policies aim to stimulate growth through diverse avenues.
Comparatively little has been done to measure the direct influence of open innovation on economic
growth. In this paper two Triple Helix Projects are analysed in terms of their economic impact with a
specific focus on the open innovation within them.
The first of these is a collaboration between multiple government entities, academic institutions and an
industry partner with the goal of economic development in Southern Africa. A web-based open
innovation broadcast platform was used to source and disseminate technology throughout the region.
This collaboration spanned several countries including South Africa, Namibia, Mozambique and
Zambia and was analysed in terms of its macro-economic impact.
The second triple helix collaboration is smaller than the first, consisting of a single
industry-university-government coupling. The aim of the collaboration is to develop

the

necessary

tools for the effective management of open innovation in Southern Africa. The bulk of the
collaboration outcome is localised within the boundaries of the industry partner. This partnership is
analysed from the perspective of the micro-economic impact of open innovation, through triple helix
collaboration, on small firms.
The authors have searched through the literature and could not find a satisfactory paper describing the
direct influence of open innovation on economic growth. Many periphery studies exist (see section 2)
that describe the performance contribution of Open innovation within the firm but these do not go past
mentioning innovation as an economic driver. One aim of this paper is to begin to address this
shortcoming in the literature.
The two triple helix collaborations are analysed by assessing five possible ways they could potentially
contribution to economic growth. These five methods of economic growth contribution are:
a. The creation of social capital through network expansion;
b. Increased firm resilience;
c. Fostering of human capital through knowledge transfer;
d. Improved competitive advantage through knowledge and technology absorption; and
e. Multi-factor growth through NSI collaborations.
It is concluded that Open Innovation contributes to economic growth through all of the above stated
avenues, but to varying degrees. The configuration and specific aims of a Triple Helix configuration
shape the effect it has on organisations. Small firms with limited absorptive capacity draw little value
from intermediated technology transfers; larger firms, with a greater absorptive capacity and available
finances, can use it as an effective means to absorb external technology and so expand their
competitive edge.
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2.

Theoretical Background

The national state of innovation
South Africa is a upper middle income country with some industries, infrastructure and capabilities
that are on par with first world standards. On the other hand poverty, stable power supply and
education are retardant factors in South Africa's development.
The Global Innovation Index ranks South Africa as the 53rd most innovative country out of
a score of 38.2, as calculated from key economic indicators.

142 with

To put this into context consider that

Switzerland, the first ranked country on the list, has a score of 64.8. South Africa's score is thus about
60% of that of the most innovative country.

Compared to the other BRICS countries South Africa is

more innovative than Brazil (61st) and India (76th), but less innovative than China (29th) and Russia
(49th). (Cornell University, INSEAD, WIPO 2014). However, the same study shows that Namibia and
Zambia are significantly less innovative, ranking at 125 and121 respectively.
Innovation on a national level is bolstered by a well established National System of Innovation.

As

an illustration, in 2008 the TIA act (Act no 26 of 2008, Republic of South Africa) was passed with the
objective:
"...to support the State in stimulating and intensifying technological innovation in order to improve
economic growth and the quality of life of all South Africans by supporting the development and
exploitation of technological Technology Innovation Agency innovations." Several grand challenges
was defined to stimulate the economy (South Africa - Department of Science and Technology 2008).
They include
a.

Farmer to Pharma challenge.

This initiative's goal is to utilise South Africa's bio-diversity to

stimulate growth in live sciences and so stimulate economic growth.
b.

Expanding the limits of space science and technology.

c.

Energy and energy security

d.

Climate change

e.

Human and social dynamics

Open Innovation and the National System of Innovation
Henry Chesbrough defined the term 'Open Innovation' as a paradigm that assumes that firms can and
should use external ideas as well as internal ideas, and internal and external paths to market, as they
look to advance their technology (Chesbrough, et al. 2006). Furthermore, he states that the Open
Innovation paradigm treats R&D as an Open System.
From a more fundamental theoretical perspective the effect of Open Innovation on National Systems
of Innovation is profound and has been explored in a limited amount of studies (Wang, Vanhaverbeke
and Roijakkers 2012).

The ability of a firm to successfully implement open innovation is positively

correlated to several external factors, most notably a continuous supply of outside knowledge,
highly-educated personnel, financial resources, effective legal systems and the institutional protection
of IP wrights (Wang, Vanhaverbeke and Roijakkers 2012). These factors can all be correlated with
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those associated with a NSI. The most prominent of these correlations are explored below:
a.

Open Innovation reinforces the importance of NSI.

A well equipped and functional NSI

supplements and directs the available amount external knowledge, which in turn enables the
innovative firm to absorb it;
b.

Technology markets, as an instance of open innovation practice, tap into under developed

technology markets and allow firms to trade technologies. In this way open innovation aids the goals
of the NSI by disseminating knowledge into new market spaces and creating new streams of revenue
for firms through the selling of technology;
c.

A key dimension in OI is the use of networks to gain and distribute knowledge. This is consistent

with the core NSI concept whereby diverse efforts foster different kinds of collaboration and
networking activity. Networked interaction between innovation networks and a NSI is critical for the
development of OI practices;
d.

A well-defined system of intellectual property protection can ease knowledge flows. Both

inbound and outbound Open Innovation are dependent on knowledge flows which, by virtue of their
nature, will have some component rooted in intellectual property protection. In this context the IPR
protection system and legal regime within the NSI framework is an important enabler of OI practices;
and
e.

Major public support for basic research is needed to foster a healthy open innovation ecosystem.

Companies are shortening their R&D cycles to save costs and shifting their internal focus from basic
research to more immediate application orientated innovation.

The NSI can act as support system to

breach the gap in support for basic research and so support OI.
Open Innovation in South Africa
Open Innovation is a growing field in South Africa.

Consider the results of a 2012 survey of open

innovation in South African SMEs (Krause, Schutte and du Preez 2012).


This survey found:

63% of respondents report having implemented 1-3 innovations in-house or into the market over

the previous year, 20% reported 4-10 innovations and 10% reported having no innovations;


The types of innovation implemented were mostly product related; 70% of the recipients

implemented these. About 50% implemented business model innovations and the same number of
organisations implemented strategy innovations;


Respondents were asked if they considered themselves knowledgeable on the topic of open

innovation.

About 18 % of the recipients agreed strongly, 37% agreed slightly, 27% had no opinion

on the matter and about 20% disagreed in varying grades.

The same trend was visible when asked to

comment on their organisation's knowledge of Open Innovation;


Most recipients agreed (76.5%) that Open Innovation is a viable method for innovating in their

business; and


Finance (61.2%), resources (54.1%) and organisational culture (30.6%) were identified as the

three most prominent barriers to using open innovation.
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It is clear from these results that most respondents agree that open innovation is a viable method for
innovation within their businesses, but lack the resources to implement it. It should be noted that the
poll questions was set up according to Chesbrough's definition of Open Innovation.
Economic Growth
The endogenous growth theory states that "economic growth is an endogenous outcome of an
economic system, not the result of forces that impinge from outside." (Romer 1994) This theory
implies that investment in innovation, human capital and knowledge generation are significant
contributors to economic growth and that long run growth is dependent on policy measures. Although
this is one of many models (e.g. Classical, neoclassical & Schumpeterian) its focus on and inclusion of
innovation and knowledge generation renders it the most viable for the assessment of economic
growth within the parameters of this study. This is therefore the basic theoretical model that was used
to frame the impact of open innovation on economic growth, as a precursor to economic development
(the two being related, but not identical).
Open Innovation and Economic Growth
The impact of Open Innovation on economic growth can be investigated from several vantage points.
Prominent causal chains between the Open Innovation and economic growth are discussed in this
section and include (1) the creation of social capital through network expansion, (2) increased firm
resilience, (3) fostering of human capital through knowledge transfer, (4) improved competitive
advantage through knowledge and technology absorption and (5) multi-factor growth through NSI
collaborations.
Other avenues for economic development through open innovation might be possible, but for the
purposes of this paper these will suffice.
Social capital is both a requisite for open innovation as well as an outflow from its implementation.
A basic network is needed to initialise its working and as knowledge and technology disseminates
more ties are forged between organisations. A study (Westergren and Holmström 2012) on the
transition of KLABS mineral group's transition from a closed to a more open system of innovation
reveals several preconditions for Open Innovation. Among them is the need for expertise in
implementing a culture of knowledge sharing and building of a trustful environment. The transition
has also resulted in the creation of new value networks.
Firm resilience can be created through several Open Innovation practices. Open practices, including
OI and the adoption of open source software, have been suggested as tools to create public-good
innovations. This has been studied in the context of the struggling Greek economy and deemed a
viable method for cost reduction in the innovation process. As such OI can be deemed a valuable
method to sustain innovation output while an economy is under pressure. (Papadopoulos, et al. 2013)
In the context of software SMEs it has been shown that Open Innovation can be used to diversify
product and service range. Allowing programmers and software engineers to allocate a portion of
their workday to an open source project of their choice creates an environment where market
13

opportunities are more easily identified. It also eases the absorption of new technology into the firm
and acts as a buffer preventing product stagnation. (Colombo, Piva and Rossi-Lamastra 2014)
The creation of firm resilience through product diversification is therefore a positive contribution of
open innovation towards economic stability.

This concept can be expanded to most high tech

industries where technological turnover is high.
A study (Kafouros and Forsans 2012) on chemical firms headquartered in India showed that the
performance contribution of in-house R&D remains higher than that of external knowledge sources.
This does not negate the importance of external knowledge sourcing, especially in emerging
economies where firms do not have strong innovative capabilit ies. It is shown that these firms can
enhance their innovation performance by accessing frontier technologies and so become more
competitive globally.
Furthermore it was shown that incorporating external scientific knowledge has a varied effects,
depending on the origin of the external knowledge.

The performance effects of acquiring domestic

scientific knowledge and technologies are small or negligible while foreign sources thereof improve
firm performance considerably (Kafouros and Forsans 2012) (Wang, Cao, et al. 2013).

This was

observed to the extreme where knowledge acquired from domestic sources can have an adverse effect
on internal R&D. It is shown that knowledge acquired from foreign firms is more effective in
enhancing R&D and firm profitability. Why then do firms invest so heavily in local knowledge? Two
possible reasons are the initial cost of acquiring foreign knowledge or technology and the inability of
firms to identify the frontier of technology.
This viewpoint is not universally excepted. A different study (Fu, Pietrobelli and Soette 2011) provides
evidence that "despite the potential offered by globalisation and liberal trade regime, the benefits of
international technology diffusion can only be delivered with parallel indigenous innovation efforts
and the presence of modern institutional and governance structures and a conducive innovation
system".

One of the stated arguments for this is that foreign technology remains only static

technology in the form of imported equipment and do not evolve into real indigenous technological
capability without indigenous innovation.
Triple Helix Collaborations
The Triple Helix model is a conceptual framework that describes the interaction of business,
government and universities. Recently this model has been commended as powerful tool in regional
development (Etzkowitz and Ranga 2010).
For the purpose of this paper the Triple Helix model should be seen as a highly calibrated instance of
Open Innovation.

This is justified by the symbiosis of knowledge creation between universities and

organisations. The impact on government policy through the created knowledge is also a valid
inter-entity information exchange.
According to (Etzkowitz and Ranga 2010) it is widely recognised that there are no
universally-applicable measures for knowledge-based regional development, given widely different
14

conditions in different world regions. The crux of the argument is that recommended best practices are
rarely attuned to the early development stages of knowledge development. It is thus better to adapt a
model from the formative phases of successful cases, taking into account the region's own weaknesses
and opportunities.
Within the context of the triple helix model, one of the partaking institutions is usually the driving
entity around which the other institutional spheres are arranged (Etzkowitz and Ranga 2010). In a
statist regime (Triple Helix I) government drives academia and industry.

In a laissez-faire regime

(Triple Helix II) industry is the driving force and in a mature knowledge based society universities
play a larger role, yielding a balanced model (Triple Helix III) .
3.

Methodology

Although both projects under consideration can be classified as Triple Helix collaborations their
attributes differ considerably.
partners.

The Regional Connect project has multiple academic and government

These partners are from various countries and the project is strongly aimed at stimulating

innovation across Southern Africa. It is thus fitting to examine this project in terms of its innovation
network and macro-economic impact.
In contrast to the Regional Connect project the Data Value project has only three partner entities and is
more strongly focused on industry capacity increases through technology adoption and academic
outcomes. This project is thus better suited to be examined at a micro-economic level with special
attention given to open innovation's economic impact on the firm.
A fundamental assumption in this study is that the Endogenous Growth Model holds true and therefore
that technological growth implies economic growth, and then further that economic growth is a
necessary prerequisite for economic development. In the previous section five avenues were identified
whereby open innovation can contribute directly to economic growth or to technological growth.
These are used as a criterion to qualitatively assess the two triple helix projects and so evaluate their
economic impact.
4.

The Triple Helix Projects

The two Triple Helix configurations studied are presented here. The two projects presented in this
paper differ considerably in their structure and goals.

The first Triple Helix collaboration, the

Regional Connect project, is aimed at stimulating innovation over a large region. The second Triple
Helix project, the Database Development Project, has a smaller focus and aims to produce the tools
necessary for effective Open Innovation management. RIIS is the industry partner on both these
projects. Figure 1 illustrates the configuration of the two projects.
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Figure 1: Configuration of Triple Helix Partnerships
4.1

The Regional Connect Project

The first project, Regional Connect, is a collaboration between:
a.

The Research Institute for Innovation and Sustainability (RIIS)

RIIS is an innovation intermediary located in Pretoria, South Africa. Its core services includes the
development and management of Open Innovation exchange platforms and innovation consultation.
RIIS is the managing partner on the project.
b.

The University of Namibia (UNAM)

The largest national institution of higher education in Namibia. UNAM supports a student population
of 19 000.
c.

The Southern Africa Innovation Support (SAIS) programme

The SAIS programme is a four year pilot project which seeks to promote innovation in Southern
Africa. The programme supports collaboration between the innovation systems of African countries in
order to create a positive impact on economic and social development in the region and is funded by
the Finnish Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
d.

The National Business Technology Centre in Zambia (NTBC)

NTBC was established in 2002 with the objective of linking development, and already commercialised,
technologies form both local and international sources with local technology seekers for the creation
of wealth and employment.
e.

The Eduardo Mondlane University in Mozambique (EUM)

The UEM is the oldest and largest university in Mozambique. The UEM is located in Maputo and has
about 35 000 students. The university is only an observing partner in this project.
The

Regional

Connect

project

utilizes

an

Open

Innovation

(www.oiregionalconnect.com) to connect technology seekers with providers.

broadcast

platform

Business needs are

published in the form of a "Challenge" that is then brought to the attention of a large number of
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possible solution providers. Proposals are collected and filtered and the most promising ones are
presented to the challenge owner.
Over the course of 12 months, a total of 75 organisations were contacted and engaged in order to
undertake a Challenge. It is important to note that the service offered to these clients cost them (the
clients) nothing directly, though indirect costs such as time should be counted. The zero-cost of these
challenges is due to the fact that SAIS, backed by the Finnish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, subsidised
each of these challenges. Despite, therefore, having the opportunity to benefit from an

essentially

zero-cost, international technology search, only 5 organisations accepted the offer. It is unlikely that
economic or financial reasons were the motivating reason for the lack of interest. Indeed, the Regional
Connect business development team noted several important reasons for restraint:
a. A desire to see the process work elsewhere in their market
b. An inability to identify an internal business process that could be improved
c. A lack of buy-in from an executive decision maker
d. Reluctance to engage with foreigners
These reasons point to a few underlying factors a risk averse nature, technical competence to identify
areas for improvement, awareness of the benefits of open innovation (although the attitude was more
broadly around innovation), and a very ‘closed’ culture. These point to a general characterisation of
many of these firms as likely to have a low technological absorptive capacity, a point to which we will
return.
Five of these challenges are analysed to demonstrate the economic impact of the project. The first
economic effect of Open Innovation to consider is that created by network expansion. Figure 2
illustrates the potential influx of novel technology and knowledge due to the Regional Connect project.
The five challenges elicited 68 responses from 13 countries. Although only a small sub-set of these
will be formally implemented, every challenge response shared with a challenge owner creates value
in three different ways:
a.

The technology landscape, relevant to the challenge industry, is revealed and provides the

challenge owner with a holistic perspective on possible problem solving avenues;
b.

Direct collaboration creates possibilities for technology absorption which in turn bolsters the

participating firms' competitive advantage; and
c.

Insight in the market landscape makes it easier to identify potential product innovations.

South Africa is the largest contributor of challenge proposals, contributing 43 out of the total 68.
This can be explained by the fact that the project was managed out of South Africa and that most of
the participating solution providers are located here. It should also be noted that South Africa is a
technology leader compared to Zambia and Namibia. These countries are rated 121st and 125th in the
Global Innovation Index, respectively (Cornell University, INSEAD, WIPO 2014).
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Figure 2: Potential Knowledge influx for Namibia and Zambia
The expansion of innovation networks was not limited to those of the challenge owner alone.
project collaborator's networks were also expanded.

The

RIIS, in its capacity as the project managing

party, benefited through the expansion of its solution provider database. This has a very direct impact
on its future capacity for innovation intermediation.
4.2 Database Development Project (DDP)
The DDP is a collaboration between RIIS, THRIP and the NWU.

The aim of the project aim is to

produce various technologies and systems necessary to effectively run open innovation services.
Post-graduate students from NWU are hosted on a long term basis at RIIS, providing them with
industry experience.

RIIS benefits from the development of new technologies and systems and from

their collective knowledge. The project is currently in its second year and has produced several
positive outputs, including the development of processes, a challenge campaign management system
and a database of potential solution providers.

The original project mission statement was provided

as:
“The data project aims to create a structured data environment supported by cutting edge database
management tools (including software and hardware) to collect, classify and store data, supported by
automated processes to acquire and extract data and extensive reporting options, ensuring that RIIS
remains the preferred supplier and a credible practitioner of open innovation in South Africa and the
Africa.”
This aim remains intact, but was expanded to include development of supporting business structures,
such as a time management system.
The development of web based innovation exchange platforms cons ists of a variety of activities
requiring a diverse skill set. An external contractor is responsible for a substantial amount of web
development, but was assisted by students in all stages of development. The stages included scoping,
design and prototyping, implementation, testing, content generation and maintenance. Several high
18

quality innovation exchange platforms were produced in the process.
At the onset of the project a business requirements analysis was done and the required areas of
development identified where the project would have a maximum impact. It was determined that the
processes in place were inadequate and these were subsequently updated.
The nature of RIIS' business requires a comprehensive contact database. At the onset of the project this
was run on a spreadsheet system with minimal centralisation and with no data standards. This has been
remediated through the development of a contact management system specifically tailored to suit open
innovation challenge campaigning.
Open Innovation challenges are mostly technically advanced. Through collaboration between RIIS and
the NWU expert knowledge became more readily available to aid in the execution of challenge
campaigns.

Research support was extended contact discovery for Open Innovation challenges.

4.3 Data value project benefits
The project has benefited the industry partner (RIIS) in the following ways:
a.

Utilisation and availability of specialised skill sets

Through the THRIP project students are assigned to perform tasks for RIIS. In some cases on a
permanent bases and on others as vacation internships or task specific assignment. The students are
chosen on the merit of their skill set and the need for their skill sets in the project implementation.
b.

Business Process updates trimmed an array of redundant activities, restructured others and

highlighted the need for training in several areas.
c.

Increased business intelligence through more comprehensive reporting capabilities.

d.

Readily available expert knowledge and research assistance, applied to both internal development

and industry specific open innovation challenges.
e.

Increased resilience through process refinement.

f.

Development of human capital.

The project has benefited the academic partner (NWU) as follows:
a.

An increased capacity for relevant publication is generated by the triple helix ecosystem. The

availability of industry relevant problems and real world data fosters the generation of practical
research questions that has the potential to impact policy and generate valuable business intelligence,
technologies and processes.
b.

Several research proposals has thus far been identified and fed back to the NWU.

The project has aided government mandate as follows:
a.

The bursary scheme associated with THRIP creates opportunities for students that would in

alternate circumstances not be able to afford an education.
b.

The project activities speak directly to South Africa's 'brain drain' problem.

involved are either studying engineering or IT.
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All of the students

5.
5.1

Discussion
Regional Connect

The heart of the Regional Connect project was to leverage technology and innovation networks to
accelerate innovation in Namibia and Zambia, with a specific focus on adding competitive advantages
(for smaller organisations), and improving operational efficiency (for larger companies).
The triple helix architecture is therefore focused on establishing system-wide networks and
relationships, and improving the viability of technology transfer between organisations (both locally
and globally); it is therefore a system-level architecture.
The Regional Connect project showed that there was significant caution around the use of open
innovation to solve challenges. This is considered to be as a result of the 'foreignness' of the concept,
particularly as Namibia does not have a strong Intellectual Property regime. Many firms and
organisations are therefore unwilling to reveal their IP on what is perceived to be an ‘Open Platform’.
This was further exaggerated by South Africa’s lack of affiliation to the African Regional Intellectual
Property Organisation (ARIPO). Many firms directly expressed their reservation about South Africa
(seen to be the largest technology contributor in Figure 2) and South African firms not being held
accountable by ARIPO; in other words, South Africa could ‘steal’ their ideas.
This demonstrates a behavioural resistance against an Open Innovation approach, even one where
Intellectual Property rights are strongly protected (as they were within Regional Connect).
A second important insight from the project was that challenge owners could not implement the
solutions found through open innovation because of a lack of both financial and human resources.
Not only do the firms lack direct financial resources with which to purchase the technologies, but there
are significant skills shortages in order to implement them. In both instances of SMME clients, an
important prerequisite for their OI Challenge was “requires no or limited advanced skills to operate”.
This is because of the lack of advanced skills within these firms. These two factors – limited financial
resources, and limited skills – suggest a poor absorptive capacity of these firms for advanced
technologies.
Because of these two factors (risk aversion to Open Innovation, and limited absorptive capacity), a
negative feedback loop is created, particularly for smaller organisations: they are unlikely to adopt
and/or implement leading technologies, resulting in poorly competitive industries, which in turn
results in fewer financial resources and skills absorption to enable new technology investment.
It is notable that the challenge owners that actively pursued solutions are large organisations with
relative monopolies in their local industry, affording them significant financial resources with which to
adopt these technologies.
A further important consideration is the virtual non-existence of local technologies for local challenges.
Despite significant effort put into sourcing local technologies, only four proposals (out of a total of 68)
originated from Namibia and Zambia. This is indicative of the limited innovation capability of local
firms (at least in the industries in which the challenges were run). The potential for benefitting from
20

technology transfer is therefore very high, except that firms lack the necessary absorptive capacity.
The implication of this is that open innovation processes, such as that operated by the Regional
Connect project, will only create economic benefits provided that the beneficiaries of the processes
(the firms searching for technology) are suitably empowered or enabled to absorb these technologies.
On a wider scale it can be argued that the network formation achieved by the Regional Connect project
can only occur through the application of external incentives. Both Namibia and Zambia are
technology followers, with very little to show in cutting edge technological or research development
(Cornell University, INSEAD, WIPO 2014).
A point of concern is the observation that the open innovation platform utilised in the Regional
Connect project had little effect on the absorptive capacity of smaller firms. The firms were presented
with excellent technological solutions to their business problems, but were unable to implement these
due to cost.

This calls for a diversification in approach when dealing with different firm sizes.

A

local industry-university collaboration might have a more profound impact on the growth of these
firms.
5.2 Database Development Project
The core aim of the DDP is to maintain RIIS’s position as a credible practitioner of open innovation
services, i.e. to maintain and grow the economic and commercial competitiveness of a firm.
This particular triple helix architecture is therefore focused on the micro, firm-level (as opposed to the
much broader system-level of the Regional Connect project); i.e. it is a firm-level architecture.
Although the product bouquet of the firm constantly undergoes evaluation and is evolved through
market dynamics, the firm's internal processes and technological prowess would stagnate if it was not
for the availability of funds from government development programs such as THRIP. It is, of course,
not a revelation that the ability of firms to innovative is critical in gaining and sustaining competitive
advantage and has become fundamental in the concept of the firm (Teece, Pisano and Shuen 1997).
However, the capacity of smaller firms to undertake significant amounts of research and development
is limited by their access to resources, and the negligible impact which a ‘normal’ R&D budget – in
percentage terms – could generate. By way of example, a firm of $1m turnover that dedicates 2% of
turnover to R&D annually will spend only $20,000. This could potentially be of significant impact to
the organisation, but in comparison to the very large (multi-million dollar) research budgets of larger
organisations, it is inconsequential. The ability of a small firm, then, to access significant amounts of
research funding through matched funding programmes (such as THRIP), and to access leading
practitioners (through the university collaboration) allows a small firm to compete well beyond its
direct competitors.
These additional resources directly impact on the absorptive capacity of the firm (RIIS, in this case) to
develop, implement and benefit from organisational and process innovations that would otherwise be
de-prioritised in favour of operational requirements.
What was critical for this to happen is a minimum level of technical and financial resources to support
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the programme. Financial resources in the programme were generated both through private equity
injections to the firm, along with cash generated through organic growth. At the same time, the
relatively high level of technical competency in South Africa provided the required skill set for the
firm to both develop, as well as utilise, the innovations. In both examples, the absorptive capacity of
the firm enabled it to benefit and maintain competitive benefits from the THRIP / NWU collaboration.
6.

Conclusion & Future Direction

This study contributes to the literature by analysing two triple helix projects and their economic
impact on different scales. It is shown that projects of this nature can contribute to economic growth
through the forging of innovation networks and so increase social capital, bolster firm resilience
through technology dissemination and intelligence, and influence absorptive capacity.
Open Innovation is a viable option to hasten economic growth. It supports the framework and aims of
national systems of innovation and creates an environment in which economic growth activities can
flourish.

It would also be a fair assessment to conclude that all the partners present in a triple helix

network is required before open innovation, in the modes that it was utilised in these projects, can be
implemented at a level sufficient to have a significant economic impact. Without government funding
and mandates almost no channels for innovation would be formed. Without universities local
knowledge would stagnate.
It was clear from the Regional Connect project that there is much ignorance on the subject of
innovation and that a cultural change is necessary before firms will start to actively search out
innovation intermediaries and other similar organisations and programmes.
Firm size and capabilities should be taken into consideration before endeavouring on an innovation
initiative. International technology awareness and adoption is a good strategy for larger companies
while university-industry collaborations can be more suitable for the needs of smaller companies.
The negating factors for small firms to capture value from direct technology transfer is a lack of
technology awareness, lack of skills to utilise a more advanced technology and a most notably a lack
of financial resources. These factors, among others, result in small firms having a very low absorptive
capacity. An interesting avenue of future research would be to determine the levels of absorptive
capacity required before a firm starts to benefit from direct technology adoption.
These initiatives should enable small firms to innovate internally through direct funding and
incentives for university-industry collaborations. At the same Open Innovation challenges, or similar
open methods, should be used to bolster innovation in larger firms.
The reasoning behind this approach is that most small firms do not have the financial capacity to
innovate internally and require specialised skill sets and knowledge to do so. These can be supplied
through university-industry collaborations.

Government mandate and oversight can have a large

impact on the scale at which these collaborations are formed.
It was shown that the cost of technology adoption from developed countries can have a detrimental
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effect on organisation's absorptive capacity. Selective technology adoption subsidies can help to negate
this, but would be complex to administrate. It is thus recommend that the administration be
decentralised across triple helix collaborations where the decisions for fund allocations must be
approved by both government development agencies and subject experts from universities. This will
not only minimise unfruitful expenditure but the open nature of the triple helix collaboration can also
act as a buffer against corruption.
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The TRIPLE HELIX relation in China-Mozambique Projects: The Case of
Information Technology Infrastructure Construction in Mozambique
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Av. Patrice Lumumba, 770
Abstract:The relationship between China and Africa has for many years taken place in multiple forms.
China has supported the progress of African countries through construction of schools, hospitals,
drinking water facilities and other public infrastructure relevant in Africa. Equally to this aid,
thousands of medical staff and goods were sent from China to Africa, and African staff has been sent
to China for training in many domains. In particular, Mozambique, since its independence has been
receiving such support from China including loans that summed into millions of dollars, in the last
decade. With the emergence of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) aid from China has
also covered this sector. Aid from China to Mozambique is huge and important for both countries and
therefore, important to be academically analyzed identifying best practices of development theories
inscribed in these projects in order to evaluate the contribution of these projects in the development of
Mozambique.
It is under this context that this article aims to analyze the TRIPLE HELIX relationship in projects
between China and Mozambique, specifically one of the biggest ICT project in Mozambique. The
TRIPLE HELIX is a spiral model of innovation that captures multiple reciprocal relationships at
different points in the process of knowledge capitalization. The TRIPLE HELIX model is seen as a
holistic approach to innovation (an indicator of development) based on the networking of diverse
organizations and disciplines. Understanding the role of the elements of the TRIPLE HELIX model,
namely the academy, the industry and government it is crucial in order to make relationship projects
between countries more sustainable in the context of socio-economic development and promote
innovation in developing countries.
We analyzed the project of construction of a Government Data Center in Mozambique, an ICT project
of about 35 million USD, financed by EX-IM Bank of China under the cooperation between China and
Mozambique. In this case, we analyzed the importance of this project for the country’s development,
innovation related issues and the strengths and weaknesses of the relationships inscribed in the project
through the TRIPLE HELIX model.
Qualitative data collection methods and analysis were applied in order to build this case study. The
authors, who are part of the implementer’s team exploited participant observation methods as the key
method given that they were part of the project. A literature review about TRIPLE HELIX model,
innovation and socio-economic development was conducted as data collection methods. In addition a
review of documents about China and Mozambique and their relationship was also done as data
collection method.
As result of this study, findings show that in the case of the implementation of the Government Da ta
Center, transference of knowledge and technology is taking place, there are strong governmental
relationship between countries and strong industry relationship between both countries.
Behind the Government Data Center, the Government of Mozambique recognizes the role of ICTs to
support socio-economic development. This recognition can be found in the Government actions and
official documents like the Poverty Alleviation Paper, the Government Development Strategy 2025, the
Public Sector Reform Document, the Five years and annual Government programs strategy, where it
is stated that ICTs are seen as means to support development. As well as in other traditional
development areas, the Government of Mozambique has been investing in proper ICT infrastructure to
allow better service provision in the country and access to ICT by the majority of the population. This
infrastructure is also supposed to mainly support the country’s e-Government initiatives, given that the
success of e-Government depends also on a good infrastructure. The e-Government Strategy in
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Mozambique was approved in 2005 and part of the flagship projects are under implementation. This
strategy was anticipated by the National ICT Policy that was approved by the Council of Ministers in
2000, a document that shows the vision of Mozambique with regard to ICTs. ICT infrastructure is
important part in this policy. Therefore, the Government developed a project then financed by EX-IM
Bank of CHINA in order to construct the first Government data-center in Mozambique. This project of
35.02 million USD was carried out by the Ministry of Science and Technology (MCT) at the time and
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd (Huawei). The construction is a one year project that started in 2014.
It has been relatively some time ago that the country has been using computer based technologies,
around, mid 60’s. However, this usage in the public sector has not been integrated, each Government
institution have the authority to individually acquire own technology and systems, often not linked or
interoperable to other Government institutions. Another issue is that such kind of “disorder” cost a lot
to the Government as the acquisition of Information Technology by the Government institutions is on
charge of the State. Acknowledging that the Government has decided to integrate Government’s
technology, data, information and systems, implement e-Government and reduce the digital divide.
Apart from re-engineering of services, reform and modernization, a good ICT infrastructure is key for
the success of all Government plans and strategies. The construction of the Government Data Center
is expected to contribute for the improvement of public services through the use of ICTs; effectively run
the ICT projects under the country’s e-Government Strategy; avoid duplication of efforts and
initiatives of data infrastructure implementation inside the Government institutions, and separation
and dispersion of service provision; build an environment that will better allow data integration and
service integration, and normalization and standardization of ICTs in Mozambique; fight against
threats of critical data and information of the Government; allow good management of the costs of
ICT solutions; and finally reduce bureaucracy, increase speed and integra te services, increase data
security and access to services among other objectives.
The achievement of these objectives is partly possible thanks to the good relations between the
Government of China and Mozambique. The relationship between both countries has been good, in the
sense that they have never been disrupted since they started. The relationship between the Government
and industry in both countries is also markable positively, both countries incentivate their companies
and entrepreneurs (small, medium and big) through local mechanisms to engage in the development of
solutions that contribute to development of the industry of their countries.
Keywords: TRIPLE HELIX, Mozambique, innovation, socio-economic development, Government
Data Center
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1.

Introduction

Developing Countries such as Mozambique are engaged in promoting development in their countries
through many fronts. Building country’s main infrastructure is one of the foremost activities that is
crucial for socio-economic development. The political, economic and social tendency of Mozambique
keeps long-term stabilisation and fast development. The government takes active measures to revive
the national strength and realise the stable development of the economy and society, which can
provide a favourable macro environment for the construction and operation of infrastructure projects.
So this article aims to investigate the behavior of the relationships engaged in the development of
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) infrastructure through the TRIPLE HELIX
conceptual framework within a project under China-Mozambique cooperation. The case study is about
the construction of Government Data Center and shared e-Government Infrastructure in Mozambique.
There are many reasons why this infrastructure has to be constructed. The first one is already
mentioned, which is to contribute to the country’s development. Mozambique is enjoying a high speed
development both economically and technically. More and more companies and government bodies
were set up and most of them use ICT to perform their duties. Organization (public and private) and
individual people are increasingly using internet and information systems, for instance. Therefore, the
latest technology, high-tech data processing equipment and safe data center is needed to face the rapid
growth of needs and the development of technology.
In addition it is necessary to improve the internal communication and work efficiency, enhance the
contact between the government departments, strengthen the government function via e-agriculture,
e-education, e-medicine and e-taxation between others, and raise the education level and agriculture
development level of the people. Also, via the leading of the government, enhance the construction of
appropriate infrastructure, improve investment and business environment, innovate technologically
government service provision.
The Data Center project will lay out the information infrastructure and facilitate government agencies
to transform themselves into the era of digitalization. Important too, the project aims to provide a
communication/ICT platform for the government, so as to meet the access demand of different
ministries and commissions of the government. Moreover, by using the leading-edge technologies, it
will integrate the networks between different ministries and commissions, finally realise the integrated
network platform, integrated data center and integrated maintenance personnel, and create a
high-quality e-government bearing network. So there is a myriad of expectations from the data center
from, modernization to improve data security level and information sharing of the Government of
Mozambique, providing reasonable basis for decision-making, efficiency of the Government operation,
reduce costs, provide better public service to the citizens, enhance the image of the Government, so on
and so forth to contribute to the country’s socio-economic development.
The realization of these dreams is possible through the cooperation between China and Mozambique
that have started a long time ago, and currently this cooperation is aggressive in financing the
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construction of infrastructure in developing countries. This is very good, as development is possible
having proper infrastructure and other cooperation partners are not engaged in this type of business.
The Mozambican Government Data Center Project is a loan financed by EXIM Bank of China on an
amount of 35.02million USD. This project is being carried out by the Ministry of Science and
Technology (MCT) and Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd (Huawei).
We found few academic writings about the relationship between China in Mozambique in the ICT
sector. Nevertheless, it is important to say that, the ones we found, in other areas were very useful in
building this paper. To point some, Jansson and Keala (2009) published a study in 2009 under the
center for chinese studies at University of Stellenbosch, that describes the history of the cooperation
between China and Mozambique, amounts involved, areas of cooperation and challenges. The study
reveals that, in 2008 the investment from China was about US $76.8 million, making China the second
largest foreign investor in Mozambique after South Africa with US $136 million in the same year. In
2008, the telecommunication sector was benefited by US $25 million from China to expand the main
telecommunication company network to the rural areas. Challenges in this relationship are pointed as
illegal logging in the forestry sector and illegal fishery done by Chinese companies in Mozambique.
Roque (2009) and Ronbinson (2012) emphasize that in China and Mozambique relationship
infrastructure expansion is the major part of the cooperation. Within Africa and internationally, China
has a competitive advantage in building that infrastructure the problems within this cooperation are the
same as mentioned by Jansson and Keala (2009) and Ekman et. al (2013). Participation of China and
Chinese companies in international tenders launched by Mozambique in general is big. Over 30
chinese construction companies have office in Maputo. Nevertheless, China will continue playing its
role in the development of infrastructure in Mozambique, due to its know-how as well as the capacity
to mobilize funds, this last, being the weakness of the country (Notí
cias 2015).
This paper is structured as follows. After this introductory section is presented the research
methodology, then we give a slight picture of the setting to contextualize the reader about
Mozambique, where the project is taking place and we describe in few lines the project under study.
Then is presented a literature review that, in one side does a summary of previous studies and on the
other side, the section summarizes the theoretical framework applied as the lens to discuss this study.
We then discuss the results, followed by conclusions and recommendations.
2.

Research Methodology

In this section, we describe research perspectives, approaches, data collection and analysis methods.
Thus, we have followed a qualitative research approach, as the aim was to understand the phenomenon
(Silverman 2005) of a new Data Center in the context of Mozambique in order to develop interpretive
insights that can enlighten future similar projects in Mozambique or in other countries that share some
similar socio-economic characteristics and international relationships.
Exploring the richness, depth, and complexity of the phenomena under study we were based primarily
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on multiple meanings that are socially and historically constructed with the intent to advocate the
ongoing of the project (Straub et. al 2005) on its natural setting, attempting to interpret the
phenomenon in terms of the meanings it brings to Mozambique (Denzin and Lincoln 2005). Although
the study falls under the collection of qualitative studies, quantifiable data was also used to explain
and describe some findings and indicators relevant for understanding the context. For example, the
size of population, the amount of money exchanged under the cooperation between Mozambique and
China, economic figures of Mozambique, project value, so on and so forth.
With regard to the epistemological perspective, assuming that reality is socially constructed we believe
that other people may have a different understanding of the phenomena under study, from ours.
Therefore, we place this study under non-positivist (interpretative) studies. This study examines the
implementation of the first government data center in Mozambique. The Government Data Center
project was strategically designed as the main pillar to support the implementation of an e-government
strategy and thus an infrastructure enabled to host e-government information systems and respective
data. Examining this project as an Information Technology project, according to Walsham (1993) it is
an interpretive research. These studies are characterized by the fact that, they generally attempt to
understand a phenomena through the meanings that people assigning to them and in Information and
Communication Technologies, they are aimed at producing an understanding of the context for
Information and Communication Technologies, and the process whereby they influence and are
influenced by the context.
In terms of research design and methods, we can say that the research was longitudinal. It started in
2010, when the authors of this paper got involved in the Government Data Center Project. A
longitudinal case study helped to accompany the whole project implementation and breadth in all of its
specificities, in a way that we managed to marry a case study and an interpretive research approach.
According to Walsham (1993), case studies provide the main vehicle for research in the interpretive
tradition. As a result, the researcher may gain a sharpened understanding of why the instance happened
as it did, and what might become important to look at more extensively in future research (Flyvbjerg
2006).
The fact that the authors, who are managers in the organization in charge of implementing the
Government Data Center Project constituted a motivation to share this experience through this paper.
Together with that, constitutes motivation to write about the cooperation betweenTRIPLE HELIX
China Mozambique and how the triplex helix concept is on it applied. This motivation was
materialized by our daily observations of what we were doing during the project implementation
period.
Observations are data collection methods that constitute a classic form of data collection in a
naturalistic field research. Observations are used for the purpose of description - of settings, activities,
people, and the meanings of what is observed from the perspective of the participants. Observations
can lead to deeper understandings than interviews alone, because they provide knowledge of the
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context in which events occur, and may enable the researcher to see things that participants themselves
are not aware of, or that they may be unwilling to discuss (Patton 1990).
There are several observation strategies available. In some cases it may be possible and desirable for
the researcher to watch from outside, without being observed. Another option is to maintain a passive
presence, being as unobtrusive as possible and not to explicitly interact with the participants. A third
strategy is to engage in limited interaction, intervening only when further clarification of actions are
needed. Alternatively, the researcher may exercise more active control over the observation, as in the
case of formal interviews to elicit specific types of information. Finally, the researcher may act as a
full participant in the situation, with either a hidden or known identity. Each of these strategies has
specific advantages, disadvantages and concerns, which must be carefully examined by the researcher
(Schatzman and Strauss 1973). Although, secondary data sources, and with a high probability of
bringing bias to the study, observations in this case constituted the main research data collection
method and very useful, as they helped to build this paper. So we write this paper as inside observers
(Walsham 1995).
3.

Case Study

Socio-economic indicators
Mozambique is a southern African Country with a population estimated in 27.121.000 people for 2015
in 2014. Mozambique has two clashing faces. On one side, Mozambique is a beautiful country, with a
long coastline of 2 470km, bathed by warm waters of the Indian Ocean and enjoying all the sea
resources that this Ocean can offer. Mozambique serves interland countries like Malawi, Zimbabwe
and Zambia (See Fig. 1).
The forest of Mozambique is immeasurable, the fauna is rich, lakes and rivers offer a value added to
the economy of this country, the biggest dam in Mozambique is in Zambezi River, which has a
capacity to produce more than 2000megawatts. Recently, a myriad of natural resources such as gas,
petroleum, coal, and other mineral were discovered in the country.
On the other side, Mozambique is cyclically affected by draughts, floods and other natural hazards
with all the negative consequences for a fast developing country. In the Human Development Index
(HDI), Mozambique is positioned in the second poorest country from bottom-up (185th out of 187)
(UNDP 2014). Population living under the poverty line is 52.9% (in 2009).
Life expectancy is currently about 50.7 years. And the GDP (Gross Domestic Product per capita) is
605.03 USD and Mortal Maternity Ratio – 480 deaths/100,000 live births (World Bank 2014); Infant
Mortality rate is 62 deaths per 1,000 live births (World Bank 2014). Main health problems are Malaria,
HIV/AIDS, Cholera, Car Accidents; Deficient access to sanitation, water and electric ity are some of
the faced social problems. In terms of ICT Indicators in 2012, fixed teledensity is 0.4%, mobile
penetration is 33.1% and internet users is 4.8% (Mabila, 2013)
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Fig. 1 Mozambique geographic localization (available at: www.glenscare.co.mz)
ICT environments
The country is engaged in the implementation of ICTs to improve the services provision, contribute to
the country’s development and make Mozambique an active stakeholder in the knowledge society.
Aside from several ICT projects in which the country is involved in, there are legal framework
documents that can be used as a prove that there is a willing of the government to use ICTs to improve
life of citizens and make mozambicans benefit from the usage of ICTs.
To name the main ICT documents in Mozambique, the Government approved the ICT policy in 2000
and its implementation strategy in 2002. Some of the projects in this policy strategy have already
started to be implemented and some are in an advanced stage of exploitation compared to others. The
ICT policy and Strategy were the first kind of documents created in the Southern Africa region, being
Mozambique a pioneer.
Then, in 2004 was approved the e-Government Strategy followed by the approval of the
Interoperability Framework that will help the integration and interoperability of the Government main
information systems and technologies. So, the Government data Center is a project that is part of this
document since the creation of the ICT policy to the Interoperability Framework.
The national ICT industry is emerging but still not to the level to satisfy the demand, mainly when it
comes to the development of software and hardware. In terms of formal education, there are a severa l
higher education institutions and training for basic ICT skills. But also, they are not enough for now
satisfying the current country’s demand.
The Government Data Center Project and Shared Infrastructure of e-Government
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In 2009, the Government of Mozambique signed with Huawei a turnkey contract, of 35.02 million
USD to build a data center, the first of its kind in Mozambique, the Government Data Center and
Shared Infrastructure of e-Government. The Government Center is tier three. It has two floors and
about 2000 square kilometers, about 1000 on each floor. It has also two alas one to serve the private
sector and other to serve the public sector. Given that the data center construction fee is a loan offered
by the Government of China to the Government of Mozambique. This loan needs to be returned, so
there is a need to sell services to return the money of the Government of China.
The Data center comprises IT rooms, control room, NOC, staging room, telecommunication, security
room, aisle, cooling room, power room, fire suppression room, toilets, cafeteria, lounge, garden,
parking space, reception room, helpdesk, offices for managers 5, a meeting room for 50 people and
another one for 10, a video-conferencing room, a call center, 2 room for development of applications.
Other details are not revealed due to the nature of the project. The project includes basic infrastructure
for the data center like, road access, sewer, water systems and fiber deploying.
This project is a great achievement for the Mozambican Government after several negotiations with
Huawei. The first design proposed by the government of China was of about 1000 square kilometers,
comprising only the main functions of a data center basically the IT rooms. The first design was not
suitable for the reality of Mozambique and did not satisfy us.
After long administrative processes the construction of the data center started earlier in 2014, and it is
expected to be finished by the middle of 2015 and immediately start operation. This is the first
experience of a Government Data Center in Mozambique. There is plan to build some more of the
same nature and spread them along the country. These data centers will serve local business of the
regions where they are going to be built in and play the role of redundant data center for the first one.
Stakeholders involved in the construction of this data center were mainly the Government at the
highest level for negotiating the contract for this and other government projects. In addition, the
implementer of the project is the Ministry of Science and Technology, the highest e-Government
authority in the country. It has among other duties to establish an efficient and reliable e-Government
infrastructure and applications as means for promoting economic, political, social and cultural
development for the Nation. The Ministry of Science and Technology had a set of technicians to work
for the project, although multitasked with other activities of the ministry. For other issues related to the
project other Ministries were involved when needed.
In addition, the private sector was subcontracted for some services under this project. Private sector
was local and from abroad, specially, from South Africa and Portugal. Huawei was the executor of the
project, the designer, manufacturer, supplier of ICT equipment and solutions. Training in the main
domains for operating the data center was to be provided by Huawei too.
This project was designed to first respond to the needs of the e-Government strategy of the country
that preconize the existence of a safe and secure place to place Government data in a reliable, scalable
and manageable environment with a high. Likewise, currently with the growth of ICT usage in the
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country, there is a need to organize this growth. Government institutions have their own small data
centers, that require Government’s frequent maintenance frequent and mostly to not respond to the
current needs. So, Government sustaining this high number of small data center is expensive, therefore
integrating all data centers services in one become more affordable for the Government.
4.

Literature Review and Conceptual Framework

Previous Studies
This paper is drawn on the concept of TRIPLE HELIX of University-Industry-Government
relationships. This concept was initiated in the 1990s by Etzkowitz (1993) and Etzkowitz and
Leydesdorff (1995) that shows the shift from the dominating Industry-Government at the time dyad in
the industrial society to a growing triadic relationship currently used which is between
University-Industry-Government in the knowledge society. In this society the role of the university is
prominent for innovation and economic development.
The application of this concept in research and development is growing substantially since its beginning
and can be found in regional case studies in America of Etzkowitz et. al (2005); Saenz (2008) and
Bianco and Viscardi (2008), Boardman (2009); Wang and Shapira, (2012);in Europe Lawton Smith and
Bagchi-Sen (2010); Geuna and Rossi (2011); Svensson et. al 2012; in Asia to be added Kruss (2008) and
Booyens (2011); These studies look at various aspects of the university third mission of
commercialization of academic research and involvement in socio-economic development, such as
forms, stakeholders, drivers, barriers, benefits and impact, University technology transfer and
entrepreneurship, contribution to regional development, Government policies aimed to strengthen
University-Industry links, etc. Although mentioned some studies in Africa, there are scarce studies in
Portuguese speaking countries, therefore a motivation to write about TRIPLE HELIX in this context.
TRIPLE HELIX
TRIPLE HELIX refers to the multiple reciprocal relationships among institutional sectors (public,
private and academic) at different points in the know ledge capitalization process (knowledge,
consensus and innovation spaces). In TRIPLE HELIX, the main actors have specific roles. The
paradigmatic institutions are the University, the Industry, and the Government, and the paradigmatic
relationship is interactive concerted action embedded in projects, communication, and new kinds of
shared values. Academic-Industry-Government cooperation requires new learning, communication,
and service routines on the part of institutions that produce, diffuse, capitalize, and regulate processes
of generation and application of useful knowledge.
According to Etzkowitz (2002) a trilateral series of relationships among industries, governments and
universities is emerging in regions at different stages of development and with different inherited
socio-economic systems and cultural values. As regions seek to create a self-reinforcing dynamic of
knowledge-based economic development, the three institutional spheres are each undergoing an
internal transformation, even as new relationships are established across institutional boundaries,
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creating hybrid organizations such as technology centers and virtual incubators. In this study we look
to analyse this behaviour in a technology project. Accordingly, the new networks within a region,
established by means of concerted tripartite interactions, may allow the emergence or renewal of
high-tech complexes.
The university does not play only the traditional mission of teaching and research, offer professionals
in various scientific disciplines, business, culture etc. Rather than only serving as a source of new
ideas for existing firms, universities are combining their research and teaching capabilities in new
formats to become a source of new firm formation, especially in advanced areas of science and
technology. It becomes an entrepreneurial university, provide students with new ideas, skills and
entrepreneurial talent train and encourage students to become entrepreneurs and firm founders,
contributing to economic growth and job creation in a society that needs such outcomes more than
ever. Entrepreneurial universities also have an enhanced capacity to generate technology that has
changed their position, from a traditional source of human resources and knowledge to a new source
of technology generation and transfer.
Rather than only serving as a source of new ideas for existing firms, universities are combining their
research and teaching capabilities in new formats to become a source of new firm formation, especially
in advanced areas of science and technology. And also, universities are more adaptive than the others
because of the continuous flux of students (Shinn, 2002)
Government acts as a public entrepreneur and venture capitalist, in addition to its traditional regulatory
role in setting the rules of the game. The interaction between linear and reverse linear dynamics results
in the emergence of an interactive model of innovation.
5.

Analysis and Discussion

International Cooperation
The Data Center Project is a fruit of long international cooperation between China and Mozambique
that has been taking place for long time. This relationship dates back the earlier 60’s when
Mozambique was fighting against the colonialism. The political environment at the time was favorable
for this good relationship where both countries were on the side of the socialism ruling way. In this
cooperation, support from China to Mozambique was not only about the political ruling system but
also in terms of support to the army in terms of guns, military training and instructors. The cooperation
had political nature.
Recently military equipment was donated to Mozambique. Nonetheless, after the independence the
support from China gained a more economic nature, with China sending to Mozambique medical
doctors, food, as well as offering training of different kinds in China for the Mozambicans. In the last
20 years the international cooperation between China and Mozambique became aggressive, the
Government of China offering huge amounts of loans to Mozambique and emphasizing the
construction of infrastructure and huge amounts of natural resources are imported to China. This last
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relationship is very controversy among the analysts, asking whether it is a win to win cooperation, in
the molds that it is happing. The Government Data Center project is under this last kind of relationship,
it is a loan from Government of China to Mozambique. This means that China wins the loan and its
companies implementing the project and wins the Data Center. In this paper we do not analyze the
macro-economic issues under the government cooperation. But we recognize that the data center
project it is extremely important for the country in current days were usage of ICTs is booming in
Mozambique and there is a lack, or non-existing such kind of infrastructure to support this booming in
the public sector. In general, infrastructure development is what Mozambique needs in order to support
any other socio –economic activity. How can the economy growth faster if the are no roads to
transport goods across the country and avoid high prices in some points.
Other cooperation with Mozambique did not contribute much in the creation of big infrastructure, like
railways, main roads, IT communication infrastructure and bridges. The one existing was built in the
colonial time. And Mozambique does not have own money to build such kind of primary infrastructure.
The data center will help to organize the e-Government idea. There is no e-Government idea without
proper and secure infrastructure.
In this international cooperation, although in both sides there is a good willing for a fair cooperation,
the baseline puts both countries in different stages, the socio-economic development levels are
different, each country possesses different resources and power, so we believe that the TRIPLE
HELIX relationship may heritage the same problems. We believe that there’s need for the TRIPLE
HELIX to break these challenges and offer its benefits to the participants.
The TRIPLE HELIX relationship
The TRIPLE HELIX relationship emphasizes the participation of 3 components, namely the
Government, the Industry and the Academy. We analyze how these 3 participated in the Data Center
project.
Government participation
Both Governments of China and Mozambique participated very actively in this project. The Ministry
of Science and Technology, as the sector in charge of ICTs manifested its interest of having a
Government Data Center that would help the Government to materialize the integration of
Government systems, network, information and e-Government. This idea was approved by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. A first concept was developed and on the basis of that, the loan was
negotiated. This was negotiated at the top level of both Governments. The modality of the contract was
also discussed at the Government level as well as other projects. It was the Government of China who
selected Huawei to execute the project. When the project was approved technical staff of the Ministry
was involved in the implementation of the project representing the Government of Mozambique.
The top level of the Government of Mozambique was involved mainly in the negotiations of the
project and the implementation was handed to the technical staff at the Ministry. Nevertheless, the
technical staff had to report to the Government the ongoing of the project. Due to bureaucratic issues,
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it took almost 6 years from the conceptualizing of the idea, to signing the contract and starting
implementation. And during this time, it was enough for the IT sector to develop. Therefore the
Mozambican technical team had to renegotiate what was possible in the contract, in order to adjust to
the development of ICT in the country. But it was difficult as the rules were already defined by the
Government of China. For example, the Mozambican technical team was concerned with the house of
the Data Center, which had been conceptualized by the Chinese team, we think for a Chinese context.
Another issue that needed to be amended was related to the updated of the IT equipment. Other issues
were also needed to be amended. Although the construction of the Data Center to be delivered by
Huawei was turnkey solution, our involvement and monitoring was really crucial, to ensure that a
good solution for the Government was built, otherwise we would have received something that was
not what we wanted.
During the implementation of the project the technical staff of various Ministry of Science and
Technology and others from public sector realized that maybe it would have been better that technical
staff would have been involved earlier in the negotiations, because at some point it was difficult to
implement strictly the lines of the contract. There was feeling that the contract was discussed at
political level but some technical issues lagged behind, and were crucial for the success of the project.
And at the point of the implementation the technical staff from Huawei was arguing that the contract
had to be implemented as it was. A lot of discussion took place between both technical teams in order
to change what we thought it would be for the benefits of the Mozambicans. Scarcity of qualified
human resources at the time of the negotiation of the contract, hurry and the existence of a
non-formalized management team from the side of Mozambique influenced the status quo of the
contract. It was amazing that after long discussions we were understood by the Huawei team. The
project was not satisfactory and amends had to take place.
Industry
In TRIPLE HELIX it is expected that the participation of the intervenient is done in the same basis,
better saying, it is “fifty–fifty” or in equal basis. By industry we understand firms that have the
capacity to transform raw material into new products or create innovative products. Huawei is a good
example of industry. Although it provides IT services, its core business is to produce technology.
China in general is an example of a country that has a developed industry produces and exports a
variety of goods abroad, therefore the current its current status in development. Local patterns are
good indicators of a country’s development.
Differently from Mozambique, the production of local patterns or the industry is weak. This fact is
clearly observed in this data center project. There was from the side of Mozambique, the participation
of firms that provide services and not industry as such. We would have been happy if at least we had a
participation of an industry to assembler IT equipment brought by Huawei. Future contracts should
underline the participation of the national industry in the project to ensure exchange of knowledge and
strengthen national industry.
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For the civil work of the Data Center, Huawei contracted a South African company to design the
project. And Huawei contracted for the construction a Mozambican company that sub-contacted a
South African Company. This reveals a trust in South African companies in impairment of
Mozambican companies. Nevertheless, workers at the bottom level of the project were locally
contracted. A full participation of a Mozambican company was observed in the activity supervision of
the construction and implementation of the Data Center. Meanwhile, we were happy because Huawei
showed commitment during the process to develop a data center with good quality. It was the first
experience of Huawei in Mozambique, building a Data Center and keeping this quality would
somehow give some trust to this company in future projects.
Academy
The academy in the TRIPLE HELIX is very important; it helps to implement the project following
scientific models and at the same time perform academic research, produce knowledge, innovation and
train students in these projects.
Unfortunately, the project did not involve formally the academy, there is no university involved in the
project. Future projects should have a clause for formal participation of the university and their role in
the project.
Although, it was not formally set up the participation of the university, the managers of the project
representing the government at the Ministry of Science and Technology were academics, ensuring the
scientific models for managing the project were applied, in spite of the fact that students were not
involved as preconized in TRIPLE HELIX. Hopefully in the training phase and exploitation of the
data center, these resources are going to be involved.
Lessons learned in the process
The involvement of the Mozambican workers and technicians in the project was a challenge as well as
interesting. At all the levels we observed that the Chinese part was very focused very committed to the
work, the work in the team was very well distributed, one person would pursue only one thing of the
project. It was notable how quick they would give an answer of something. The team had different
specific specialists. Managers were changed in a period of 2 to 2 years. There were 24hours available
for the project. However, there weakness resided in the fact that project managers were not very free
people for taking immediate decisions about the project. When something new was raised by the
Mozambican team, the other part of the managers could not respond rapidly most of the time. We had
a feeling they had first to have approval of someone from the top level management. Like the boss.
From the side of the Mozambican team, we acknowledge that we did not have the same culture of
project organization and work as the Chinese team. Mozambique as shortages of human resources, and
it was reflected in the project. At the level of the Government representation, high level of technicians
had been selected from diffract Governments sector to take care of the project. Most of these people
use to be occupied with other duties, mainly in the management of IT sector in their institutions. This
people was a very well trained staff and with experience and with some independency in taking
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decisions.
The amazing fact of this team was that they knew what the best solution of a data center was for the
Government of Mozambique and they fought to get it done. Members of this team had long experience
in taking decision and advising to their superiors on what was good in IT for the Government and
Mozambicans.
When the agreement of what was to be built was discussed and signed this team did not participate.
They were called for the implementation later. It took serious rounds of discussion until both teams
agreed that the data center had to be updated according to the willing of the Mozambicans. The
discussions were back and forth, but the last result for a great mark for us.
It is important to stress as lessons in this project that the Chinese culture of work is different from ours
and although we lack money, we know in detail what is good for us, what do we want, what is our
vision and we fight for that.
6.

Conclusions and Recommendations

In spite of all discussions about the relationship between China and Mozambique, the data center is
important. In the future we recommend that before signing the contracts, deeper discussion between
both technical staff and economists have to be performed. The separation of the discussion between
the top level and technical staff about the contract was difficult. We also recommend that both teams
have to be structured similarly and contract clauses have to predict the formal participation of
academy and industry. And finally, we think that China-Mozambique projects need to be followed up
carefully and researched.
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1.

Introduction

Nowadays, knowledge become increasingly divergent, a single company is difficult to conduct R&D
rely on itself (Chesbrough, 2003). Innovation is no longer a separate activities, but a dynamic and
complicated integrated activities which related to multi-level, multi-agent, multi-stage and a variety of
innovative elements(Dan Liu, Yan Changle, 2013). In this context, synergic innovation has become
one of the key factors of enterprise rapidly access to technology advantage (Jin Chen et al. 2014).
The report of the eighteenth congress of the Communist Party of China clearly put forward to
implement the strategy of innovation driven development, and require pay more attention to synergic
innovation. As a new innovation paradigm, synergic innovation has gradually become a hot topic
around the world.
1Evolution of innovation theory and the background of synergic innovation theory
Schumpeter(1912) pointed out that innovation is the core force of modern economic growth, it was a
kind of creative destruction. Since then, more and more scholars studied on the theory of innovation.
With the progress of science and technology, innovation has became increasingly complex. That kind
of innovation which driven by entrepreneurial spirit, completed by single individual was more and
more difficult. Innovation presents a multi subject participation and complex feature.
Jonathan Huebner (2005) analyzed the history of human science and technology innovation, found that
developed a new technology in 20th century was more harder than 19th century, because of the
limitation of economic and physical. Innovation increasingly rely on the collective behavior and
network relationship, multi-agent collaborative innovation is the most effective path (Robert, 2008).
Freeman(1987) raised the concept of national innovation system(NIS), and considered NIS was a
network which composed by various institutions in the public sector and private sector, the activities
and interaction effect of these institutions will promote the development, introduction, improvement
and diffusion of new technology.
Lundvall (1992), Nelson (1993), Patel & Pavitt (1998) regarded innovation as a whole system that
various factors related each other. OECD (1997) stated that innovation and technology progress was
the consequence of a complex relationship between the main bodies of knowledge production,
distribution and application, and the innovation performance of a country depended on the way how
these main bodies connected to be a knowledge innovation aggregation. Later, system approach of
innovation expanded to the regional level. Cooke (1992) proposed the concept of regional innovation
system (RIS), and defined it as a interactive learning system that formed by enterprises and other
organizations under the institutional environment characterized as embeddedness. Innovation is the
result of complex interactions between the regional, national and even hyper-national organizations
(Cooke, 1998). A single company was difficult to conduct R&D rely on itself, organizations should
use both internal and external ideas, share risk and benefit with partners. Chesbrough (2003) proposed
the openness innovation model. The boundary of organization’s innovation activities was fuzzy, the
enterprise's profitability depended on the ability of acquire innovation resources from external and
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convert it into commercial value.
German scientist Haken proposed the idea of synergetics at 1971, after the 1980s, the idea of
synergetics has been gradually applied to synergic innovation theory (Yubing He, 2012). Synergic
innovation was arises at the historic moment that innovation paradigm gradually became systematic,
networked and collaborative(Dan Liu et al. 2013, Yongzhou Li et al. 2014), it is the new progress of
National Innovation System theory(Jin Chen, Yingjuan Yang,2012).
2.

Connotation and features of synergic innovation

2.1 Connotation of synergic innovation
Persaud (2005) pointed out that synergic innovation is the collaborative progress based on research
and development(R&D) cooperation between multi participants to elevate enterprise’s innovation
abilities. Take the multinational corporations as research object, studied the relationship between
enterprise’s synergic innovation ability and cooperation between R&D units distributed worldwide in
multinational corporations. Ability of synergic innovation is to accumulate, allocate new knowledge or
reorganize existing knowledge, includes four dimensions which are R&D strategic synergy,
operational management synergy, knowledge management synergy and innovation skill synergy.
Serrano & Fischer (2007) described synergic innovation as a structured joint process to achieve new
product R&D. During the process, the partners share information, make plan and solve key technical
problems together.
The core of synergic innovation is knowledge increment. In order to achieve major scientific and
technological innovation, enterprise, government, universities, research institutions, intermediary
organizations and users integrated deeply, come into being superimposed nonlinear system effects
through the in-depth cooperation and resource integration between knowledge creation subjects and
technology innovation subjects (Jin Chen & Yingjuan Yang, 2012). Synergic innovation can achieve
an overall synergistic effect through the interaction between supply chain enterprises, research
institutes, universities, intermediary institutes and government, and coupling of innovation elements,
which can not happened by separate elements. It is more emphasis knowledge exchange and
technology transfer within innovation behavior actors (Xuemei Xie, 2014).
Research on synergic innovation has been expanded from inside to outside.(Yi Su,2013), namely from
collaborate within enterprise to vertical collaborate inter-enterprise and furthermore to non
vertical(horizontal) collaborate represented by industry-university-research.
2.2 Types of synergic innovation
2.2.1 Synergic innovation within enterprise
Synergic innovation within enterprise means collaborate between internal departments and staffs in the
enterprise. Srivastava & Gnyawali (2011) indicated that the quality and diversification of technology
resource profile were helpful for breakthrough innovation, enterprise should integrate innovation
elements such as technology and internal resources. Hagedoorn & Schakenraad (1990) thought that
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relationship in technology innovation has interaction and complementary effect, thereby emerge more
and more collaborative innovation in organization. Chinese scholars carried on related researches,
such as enterprise should implement collaborative innovation in technology, organization and
culture(Gang Zhang et al. 1997), technology and market innovation synergetic development(Jin
Chen,2006), balance coordination of organizational innovation and technological innovation(Chong
Xin et al.2013)
2.2.2 Synergic innovation inter-enterprise
Synergic innovation inter-enterprise mainly refers to a kind of vertical synergic innovation, which
means the cooperation among supply chain members such as customer, suppliers, buyers, competitors
and so on. Many scholars especially emphasized the importance of “Users” to enterprise innovation.
Von Hippel(1988) studied on user driven innovation since 1970s, put forward users should be
predominance in the stage of idea formation, Charles & David(2012) believed that enterprise can
cooperate with customers in different innovation stages through a variety of ways, the ability and skills
of enterprise’s synergic innovation is important factor for organizational success. Guisheng Wu(1996),
Jin Chen(2001), Tongtong Zhen(2013) carried on relevant researches.
Some scholars studied the collaboration between enterprise and suppliers. In order to reduce R&D cost
and time, increase product’s quality and value, manufacturers pay more attention to incorporate
upstream suppliers to product or process innovation(Wynstra,1998). Clark & Fujimoto(1991) found
that this kind collaboration was conducive to cut down R&D time and improve the product’s quality.
Johnsen & Ford(2000) pointed out that supply chain management, partnership and network has been
regarded as the best management practices by many organizations, which has a profound inf luence to
enterprise innovation.
3.

Horizontal multi agent synergic innovation

Horizontal multi agent synergic innovation refers to enterprise cooperation with non supply chain
numbers such as universities, research institutions, government, intermediary organizations.
Industry-university-research cooperation is one of the typical form, most studies focused on it.
3.1 Triple helix innovation theory
Etzkowitz

&

Leydesdorff

(1995)

proposed

triple

helix

innovation

theory

which

is

Industry-University-Research cooperation innovation, and raised high concerns from academia,
industry, and politics fields. There were three collaborative models between government, industries
and universities, respectively were national socialism, laissez-faire and overlap model, and the overlap
model was considered more conducive to cooperation innovation. The overlap field of university,
industry and government is the core of innovation system, three parties’ contact is the important factor
to promote knowledge production and dissemination. Its meaning is to integrate universities,
enterprises and government which have different value system and function, promote knowledge
convert into productivity, drive innovation spiral siding. Entrepreneurial university is the propeller of
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triple helix innovation, university can make significant contribution to formation of new enterprise and
industry, it is not only a source of innovation, but also the organizers of innovation activities.(Chunyan
Zhou,2006)
Some scholars criticized to triple helix innovation, someone though that the components of triple helix
mode were not complete, should not be confined to universities, enterprises and government. A debate
was raised at the Fourth World Triple Helix Conference in 2002, that is whether or not triple helix be
extended to fourth helix? Chunyan Zhou et al(2006) proposed the double triple helix innovation model
which was Industry-University-Research and University-Public-Research, some scholars attempted to
expand the quadruple even more multiple helix, added some other elements such as labor, venture
capital and informal sectors. On the basis of the triple helix model, Etzkowitz etc(2006),Carayannis &
Campbell(2010) added public and environment, and constructed the quintuple helix innovation model.
Shapiro(2007) argued that research institutions should replace university as the element of triple helix
model. Santonen(2007) considered that don’t regard user as one of the element was the defect of tripe
helix model. Some scholars defined the elements as government, industries, universities, capital and
users.
3.2 Intermediary institutions
Besides the elements of government, industries, universities, capital and users, some scholars studied
the function of intermediary institutions in synergic innovation. Hoppe & Ozdenoren(2005) believed
that intermediary institutions were crucial in the marketization process of technical invention, which
contribute to reduce or eliminate the uncertainty between technology inventor and adopters. University
Technology Transfer Office(TTO) was very important in the Industry-University-Research
cooperation, and was helpful to foster effective Industry Science Links(ISLs), some companies even
regarded skills and expertise of TTO’s staffs as the key factor to university-industry cooperation
efficiency(Siegel et al,2000). Debackere & Veugelers (2005) analyzed the evolution mechanism of
effective TTO, studied the incentive structure design of university scientific research team and
execution of effective decision within TTO. Macho-Stadler etc(2007) build a theoretical model to
explain the specific role of TTO to university invention licensing, companies were inadequate
understanding to information quality of university’s invention. Certification of TTO’s reputation can
reduce the information asymmetry problem about invention’s quality, which will cause less but more
valuable innovation be sold at a higher price, thereby make TTO get higher technology transfer
income. Hellmann (2007) stated that TTO allows scientists engaged in scientific research, and
achieved the efficiency of specialized division.
Along with the increasingly improving of cooperative innovation level, more studies focused on joint
nodes between all kind of innovation actors. Intermediary institutions performed various tasks in
innovation, which be called as third party (Mantel & Rosegger, 1987), bridges (Bessant & Rush, 1995;
McEvily & Zaheer, 1999), agent (Hargadon & Sutton, 1997; Provan & Human, 1999), information
intermediary (Popp, 2000).
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Industry-University-Research is one of mode of synergic innovation, but synergic innovation is not
limited to it. Synergic innovation surpassed the boundaries of traditional Industry-University-Research.
Synergic innovation emphasized the close cooperation between all the innovation actors and the
synergistic effect of varies innovative elements under the dynamic and complicated network
environment based on information technology, consequently to complete the whole innovation
process(Dan Liu, Changle Yan,2013).
4.

Synergic innovation effect and measure of synergy degree

Synergic innovation effect means that the whole system larger than sum of individual participants,
especially the effect of complementarities and externalities, through integration their resources by
partners in innovation process (Meijers,2005). Synergic innovation effect not only depends on
innovation resources, but also depends on the choice of innovation mode. Xuemei Xie (2014)
measured the synergic innovation effect through five indexes, regarded synergy mechanism and
environment as moderator variables, analyzed the influence of synergic innovation mode to synergic
innovation effect.
Scholars measured system synergy degree by different methods. Leydesdorff (2014) developed triple
helix algorithm, a quantitative method to measure the relationship of the triple helix. The algorithm is
based on Shannon comentropy, the entropy value (T value) reflects the synergy degree of
collaboration between university, industry and government. Lin Li & Zehuan Yang (2013) established
the evaluation index system of regional synergy innovation degree from four dimensions, and
evaluated the regional synergy innovation degree of Hunan province in China. Ming Zhang (2011),
Hongqi Wang & Yulian Xu (2012), Zhiyin Liu & Ming Tan(2012) engaged in similar researches.
5.

Influence factor and drive mechanism to synergic innovation behavior

There were not many literatures on the influence factor to synergic innovation behavior, but scholars
conducted series researches on the influence factor to synergic innovation performance, collaborative
willingness, collaborative efficiency and knowledge diffusion. Simonin(1993) found that the main
influence factors to synergic innovation performance included alliance’s cultural differences,
previous experience, enterprise’s absorptive capacity, knowledge type, learning barriers and
alliance’s relationship. Laursen & Salter(2004) discovered the "inverted U" relationship between the
scale of collaborative network and innovation performance, Knudsen & Nortensen(2011) found that
reinforce interaction strength will slow down R&D speed and increase R&D cost.
Cohen & Levinthal (1990) raised the concept of absorbing ability, R&D input could improve
enterprise’s technology absorbing ability. Laursen & Salter (2004) stated that enterprises with high
R&D ability were more likely to cooperate with universities.
Influence factors also included the followings: enterprise’s R&D input, research quality of academic,
physical distance(Bishop et al,2011), information disclosure risk, benefit divergence, property of
knowledge,

management cost(Gilsing etc,2011), synergic
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mode

between university and

enterprise(Zeng etc,2010; Terry Shinn & Erwan Lamy,2006), policy support, protect of knowledge
achievement, interest allocation mechanism, financing channels(Haiyan He et al, 2014), enterprise’s
absorbing ability, government funding, firm size, open R&D strategy(Xia fan et al, 2012), long-term
R&D orientation, government direct subsidy, cooperation experience(Yi Xu et al, 2014), firm size,
absorbing ability, taxation policy(Wei Liu et al, 2013).
Moreover, scholars carried out in-depth research to synergy mechanism and driving mechanism of
synergic innovation. Synergy mechanism is the inner mechanism and control method that caused the
synergic innovation effect (Xuemei Xie, 2014). Synergy mechanism composed by implementation
mechanism, motivation mechanism and restraint mechanism (Schiuma & Lerro, 2008), which can
promote the formation of system self-organization ability(Yin Zhou, Hua Liu, 2010)
Jin Chen, Yinjuan Yang (2012) explored the driving mechanism of synergic innovation, considered
science & technology, market, and culture were the three factors to drive synergic innovation. Cultural
differences will block knowledge exchange within university-industry collaborative innovation, so
cultural conflict should be effective controlled (Bjerregaard, 2010). Arza & Lopez (2011) found that
company’s network ability rather than knowledge base was the driving force to the connection of
company and public research institutions. Sherwood & Covin (2008) argued that benefit allocation
mechanism was the key factor to Industry-University-Research collaborative innovation.
6.

Research review

Current research achievements laid a solid foundation for synergic innovation theory, as a new
innovation paradigm, there are still some remains field should be further studied.
First, research on synergic innovation behavior. Compare with traditional cooperative innovation,
synergic innovation has difference and similarities. The similarities is that both of them in essence are
a kind of cooperative behavior, emphasize the cooperation and share between variety innovation actors.
But there are difference in the matter of cooperation subject, cooperation mode, benefit allocation,
term of cooperation. Researches focused on enterprise cooperation innovation behavior, but seldom
concern on the pattern of synergic innovation behavior and measurement on behavior, which is
necessary for an in-depth study.
Secondly, research on synergic innovation effect, mainly includes performance evaluation and its
influence factors to synergic innovation. Performance evaluation to synergic innovation refers to
evaluation index system, evaluation method, reliability and validity of evaluation. Influence factors to
the performance of synergic innovation covers enterprise, government, research institutions, regional
environment, forms of cooperation and so on.
Thirdly, research on the driving mechanism. What is the driving force of synergic innovation? What
are the obstacles to synergic innovation? How these factors influence the decision-making of synergic
innovation? To answer these questions, must to deeply analyze the driving mechanism of synergic
innovation. For this purpose, on the one hand, we can conduct quantitative analysis by mathematical
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model; on the other hand, we may carry on the qualitative research on typical cases.
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Abstract：Technology standard and technical innovation are the core factors affecting advances of
mobile communication competition individually and collectively. By respectively reviewing the past 40
years of evolutions of technology standard and technical innovation, this paper explores the
co-evolutions mechanism between technology standard and technical innovation. Based on the
analysis, this paper firstly discovers that technology standardization tends to concentrate, while the
modes of technical innovation switched from standalone closed innovation to systemic synergetic
innovation. Secondly, explores both the co-evolution mechanism and effects between technology
standardization and technical innovation. Thirdly, further argues that it is the synergetic innovation
that plays a very important role to balance the value creation of technical innovation and value
sharing of technology standardization. The conclusions of this paper have important practical
implications for nurturing synergetic mechanism of technical innovation ecosystem of mobile
communication industry.
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1.

Introduction

China has witnessed the fast growth of its mobile communication industry over the last two decades
since the first mobile operator China Unicon was founded in 1994 (Xia, 2012). Two meaningful
institutional changes in telecommunication sector with Chinese characteristics, including the twice
restructuring of the telecom operators around 2000 and 2008, were all mainly for mobile
communication and made some far-reaching influences on the development of the mobile
communication (Xia, 2011). By the end of June of 2014, mobile phone subscribers reached to 1.26
billion, meanwhile penetration rate reached to 92.6 phones for every 100 people (MIIT, 2014). With
the continuing expanding of mobile communication networks, majority of the mobile communication
standards from 1G systems to 4G systems, had been operated or experimented within China whatever
their results were success or failure. As a result, a lot of actors and organizations have made great
progresses, contributing to the construction of ecological system of mobile communication. For
instances, not only three network operators have been nurtured their powerful operation capabilities;
network equipment manufacturers such as Huawei and ZTD, have been enormously successful while
other MNC’s were facing the devastating failures; and content/application providers such as Baidu and
Tencent etc., achieved greatest successes too; but also service providers such as China Unionpay and
Alibaba, handset manufacturers like Huawei, Millet, Lenovo and ZTE, all have been gradually raised.
While the ecological system of mobile communication has been becoming more and more diversified,
the unsatisfactory performance of the homegrown TD-SCDMA standards can’t be widely accepted in
such a good market environment, not only China Mobile who invested a lots but failed to withdraw
their investment. Why could China fail to enjoy the fruits from the victory of the homegrown
TD-SCDMA? Is the innovation more important than standardization? What is the co-evolution
mechanism between technology standardization and technical innovation?
In order to explore these questions, this paper firstly generalize the past 40 years of evolutions of the
successive generations of standards in mobile communication industry; Secondly, the paper reviews
the corresponding evolutionary process of the technical innovations mechanism and their ensuing
results which accompanied by the standardization processes of mobile systems; Thirdly, explores the
co-evolutions mechanism between technology standard and technical innovation.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: Firstly, it provides a historical review on successive
processes of standardization in the mobile communication from the first beginning, and discovers in a
global perspective that the model of standardization shifted from performance-based de facto
standards to design-based de jure technology standards between the 2G and 3G mobile communication
system accompanied by the emergence of 3GPP and 3GPP2.
Secondly, based on comparison of the functions of technical innovation and technology
standardization, this paper elicits that the major force of technical innovation was oriented to make
varied for value creation and the main dynamics of technology standardization was focused on
integration for value sharing.
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Thirdly, according to analysis of mutual effects and co-evolution mechanism between technology
standardization and technical innovation, this paper finds that the synergetic innovation mechanism
played a decisive role of promoting the performance of technology standardization and technical
innovation in mobile communications industry rather than standardization.
2.

Literature review

2.1 Innovation impact on standardization
In most cases, technology innovation functioned as market dynamics to determine a de facto standard.
According to U-A dynamic model, alternative technologies intensely compete until the dominant
version gains sufficient market share to become the single standard (Utterback, 1994; Tassey, 2000).
Market control by one firm can truncate this competitive process. Such control is particularly effective
in cases of increasing returns and can quickly force acceptance of the monopolist’s proprietary
technology element as the standard (Tassey, 2000). So for a de jure standard, the literature normally
recognizes that standardization is a down-stream phase of innovation rather than a basis of technology
innovation. So, technology standards only serve as the references for technology innovation (Jiang et
al., 2012).
2.2 Standardization impact on innovation
Standardization affects the R&D, production, and market penetration stages of economic activity and
therefore has a significant collective effect on innovation, productivity, and market structure (Tassey,
2000). However, these effects can be both positive and negative.
Standards play an important positive role to promote and drive innovation. The use of standards
triggers innovation because technology providers can reduce their costs to serve customers by
applying or providing innovative technologies. Standards can codify information of a particular
technology, disseminate new knowledge, facilitate interoperability between new products and services,
and provide a platform for further innovation (Jiang et al., 2012; Friedrich J, 2011). In addition ,
standardization played an important role to synchronize disjointed technical innovations in a systemic
innovation, this then led to the design and proto-type manufacture of viable products that attracted the
attention of the business people to seriously consider their introduction into the market (Kano, 2000).
However, standardization can increase efficiency within a technology life cycle, but it also can prolong
existing life cycles to an excessive degree by inhibiting investment in the technological innovation that
creates the next cycle (Tassey, 2000). So, a two-tiered approach in mobile communications, which
defined successive generations of standards and only specified the interface specifications between
sub-systems, was in order to alleviate negative effects of standardization on technical innovations
(Kano, 2000).
3.

Research design

3.1 Research architecture
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Since the days of Schumpeter (1950), technology and technical innovations have played an important
role in the studying of economics, industrial organizations and development (Dosi, Teece & Chytry,
1998; Chandler et al., 1998; Kano, 2000). However, the literature is still seriously lacking for further
researches focusing on innovations in mobile communication. Otherwise, standards were regarded as a
tool for regulation and technical interconnection in telecommunication industry (Kano, 2000, Jiang et
al., 2012), but the papers are seriesly short of exploring the relationship between innovation and
standardization in mobile communication (Jiang et al., 2012).
Hence, this paper will review the past 40 years of evolutions of the successive generations of standards
in mobile communication industry in section 4. Secondly, this paper will further review the
corresponding evolutionary process of the technical innovations in section 5. Thirdly A systemic
thinking would be made by combining the viewpoints of both innovation and standardization, to
exploring the co-evolutions mechanism between technology standard and technical innovation in
section 6.
A case study method (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 1989; Gao & Liu, 2012) was used to study this complex
process, focusing on identifying the key factors and underlying mechanisms affecting this process.
Specifically, the study tried to answer the following questions: what are the key functions that
technical innovation and technology standardization played during the evolution of mobile
communication. What factor impacts the co-evolution process?
3.2 Research method
Data were collected for case analysis mainly by means of searching for the second data in literature
and interviewing people who are familiar with the development of the mobile communication. There
are two aspects of considerations to do so: Firstly, one of the authors started his career in 1986 as a
telecommunication senior engineer engaged in technical project of various telecommunication systems.
For example, Ericsson’s AXE-10 Programmed Exchange System in China Telecom for 13 years, GSM
mobile network in China Unicom for 3 years, IP broadband backbones network in China Netcom for 4
years. Hence, the advantage of author’s career benefited for interviewing the concerning experts of
communication technologies and officials in government agencies. Secondly, two authors of this paper
have studied together on collaborative innovation during the doctoral period since 2006, and fostered
good capacities to make senses and capture the key points at the interviews.
These interviews occurred between 2010 and 2014. People interviewed are from many organizations
and government agencies, including multinational firms such as Siemens, Ericsson, Alcatel-lucent,
Qualcomm, LG, and Samsung; key domestic equipment firms such as Datang, ZTE, Huawei, and
Potevio; mobile carriers such as China Mobile, China Telecom , and China Unicom;
content/application providers such as Baidu and Tencent; service providers such as China Unionpay
and Alibaba, Handset makers such as Huawei, ZTE, and Lenovo, Millet; IC suppliers such as T3G,
Spreadtrum Communications, CCSA, CYIT; TD-SCDMA Industry Alliance, TD-SCDMA Technology
Forum; government agencies such as MIIT, the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), and the
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National Development and Reform Commission(NDRC).
Following the grounded theory development principles, data analysis was conducted simultaneously
with data collection (Glaser &Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 2008).According Gao & Liu (2012),
commentaries were written on each interview and whenever a new theoretical concept emerged. To
assure validity, the theoretical sampling principle and data saturation principle were followed. Patterns
were also searched for by comparing across events to look for different interpretations of those events
by the key players as many as possible.
4.

Co-evolution mechanism between Standardization and Innovation

4.1 Evolution of standardization
Since the first mobile phone set of the 1G Systems put into service in 1973(Chen, 2013), systemic
innovations in mobile communication are the successive generations, each of which required a new
standard (Antonelli, 1998). From the viewpoint of standardization, a systemic innovation requires an
overall framework and a set of interface specifications among component subsystems. But emergence
of mobile phone equipments was regarded as a component or sub-system of total fixed telephone
system rather than as stand-alone system in the mid-1970s.
The first generation (1G) mobile systems , which supplied public cellular mobile communication
services as a system rather than sub-system, were standardized around 1980s. Since there is no
predecessor to follow, the type of innovation of 1G system obviously was a systemic innovation by
setting up of a new standard architecture.
The 1G system was mainly launched by monopoly operators of fixed telecommunication networks, or
closed cooperators between operators and manufactures. For example, NTT mobile System which
developed originally by the Japanese biggest telecommunication corporation NTT, and firstly operated
in 1979; Nordic Mobile Telephony(NMT) was launched in 1981 and Total Access Communication
System(TACS) was launched in 1985 in Europe; Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) developed
independently by AT&T and put into use around USA in 1983. Besides that, the 1G standard was all
regional standards, because the mobile phones at those times were too big to carry across the Atlantic
or the Pacific Oceans.
The second-generation (2G) digital systems，were standardized in early 1990s, including two main
streams (Kano,1999): Firstly, the personal communication systems (PCSs), such as Digital Enhanced
Cordless Telecommunications (DECT) of Europe standardized in 1993, Personal Handy phone System
(PHS) of Japan also in 1993, and as many as seven standards in USA in 1990s. Secondly, the cellular
mobile systems, such as Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) of Europe in 1992,
Personal Digital Cellular (PDC) of Japan in 1993, and ANSI-136 (based on TDMA technology) and
ANSI-95 (based on CDMA technology, dubbed as CDMA one) of USA, standardized in 1993 and
1995 respectively. In this paper the authors pay more attentions to the cellular mobile systems rather
than the personal communication systems (PCSs) in order to focus on the research target.
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The 2G standard was also regional standards based on global viewpoint, because they were not
approved officially by ITU. However, from the regional viewpoint of Europe, the GSM standard was
regional de jury standard within Europe, which officially approved by ETSI. Due to the double
harvests in monopolized market in Europe and competitive market outside Europe on one side, and
increasing the efficiency of economic activities by improving products’ compatibility &
interoperability on the other side, the GSM standard gained more competitive advantages in the
market than the other competitors, and began to show a prototype of world class standards.
The third-generation (3G) multimedia systems，included two main streams: International Mobile
Telecommunication-2000(IMT-2000) and wiMAX. In this paper the authors ignore the wiMAX in
order to focus on the research target. Three main technical standards were covered by IMT-2000 and
were officially standardized in year 2000. The GSM evolved 3G system standard (dubbed as
WCDMA), was developed by an industry forum called the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project);
and ANSI-95 evolved 3G standards (dubbed as CDMA2000) by the 3GPP2. While Japan decided not
to evolve its 2G system which called PDC, Chinese began to become a new member of the 3G family
with the homegrown TD-SCDMA standard instead.
The 3G standard was global standard, which was officially approved by ITU and licensed by
governments around the world as regulation policies. The procedures and modes of standardization
changed greatly from 3G, which left the cut-throat competition behind the standard and paid more
attentions to the technical design-based proposals.
The fourth generation (3G) LTE systems，dominated by the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership
Project). LTE Release 8 was frozen in December 2008 and this has been the basis for the first wave of
LTE equipment. The 3GPP officially began research woks from R8 in 2004, and released five versions
of standards about LTE until now, such as R8、R9、R10、R11、R12. The standard version of R10 which
be completed in March 2011 and be called LTE-Advanced system (Sun et al., 2013). The two versions
of LTE family, such as FDD-LTE(WCDMA evolved 4G system standard) and TD-LTE (TD-SCDMA
evolved 4G system), are very similar.
In fact, they differ only in the physical layer and, as a result, the version implemented is transparent to
the higher layers. This means that UEs will be able to support both TD-LTE and FDD-LTE with one
chipset with only minor modifications required. All major chipset vendors, such as ST-Ericsson, Altair,
Semiconductor, and Qualcomm have already released chipsets that support both LTE flavors. UEs
based on those chipsets are available from Sony Ericsson, Huawei, Samsung, Nokia, and others
(Ascom, 2012).The architecture of distributing the intelligence amongst the base-stations in LTE,
provides a chance to enjoy same base station by different operators. By generalizing the successive
generations of standardization in mobile communication, three trends could be highlighted:
Firstly, the number of standards from 1G to 4G was gradually deceased while reached the peak
number more than 10 standards for 2G systems, for example, three versions in IMT-2000 family and
two versions to only one LTE family. The trend is clear that the form of standards is integrated based
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on the viewpoint of quantity of standards.
Secondly, the differences between the standards became smaller. For 3G standards of IMT-2000 family,
there were a little differences among the three standard versions due to backward compatibility with
different 2G systems; and for 4G standards of LTE family, there were only small differences in the
physical layer of user terminals. It is obvious that the content of standards is getting integrated based
on the viewpoint of differences between the standards.
Thirdly, the model of standardization has been shifted between 2G and 3G system. According to
preceding classification of the standards as four types, the standards for 1/2G systems are regional
performance-based de facto standards, which mainly determined by market dynamic, the standards for
3/4G systems are global design-based de jure standards, which mainly determined by consensus of
various combinations of vertical and horizontal consortia and accepted by governments finally.
Understanding the transition of standardization models can clarify the pattern of market competition
after the deployment of 4G standard to reshape new market advantages.
4.2 Evolution of innovation mechanism
Since the first mobile phone set of the 1G Systems put into service in 1973, the global market place
and the information and telecommunication technologies have gone through tremendous changes. The
traditional approach of self-reliance or self-sufficiency for global competition became a virtually
impossible goal. Even the global leaders in their respective industries found it necessary to find
collaborative partners to design an innovative value chain, combining their own core competencies
with that of other world-class firms (Tapsott, 2006). Hence, the models of innovation mechanism in
mobile communication industry also have varied rapidly from closed innovation to open innovation at
the firm’s level, and from standalone innovation to synergetic innovation based on innovation system
viewpoint. Hence, this paper bases on the perspective of industry innovation system level to divided
innovations into standalone closed innovation and systemic synergetic innovation, in order to explore
the evolution of innovation mechanism in mobile communication industry.
By generalizing the evolution process of innovation mechanism in mobile communication, three
trends could be highlighted:
Firstly, the systemic synergetic innovation was pulled by the market dynamic forces. Need for
compatible mobile communication system in that mobile phones could be used around the world. In
1/2G systems because users could go more easily across national borders in Europe, regional
standardization within Europe was considered more necessary than other countries. As a result, closed
collaborative innovation mode was first operated in Europe. After mobile phones had become so small
as to be carried in a pocket, and many people traveled around the world suffered from incompatible
2G standards adopted by different countries. Therefore, motivation of users would like to use the same
mobile phone and the same mobile phone number around the world, became the dynamics of
synergetic innovations under on a global basis (Kano, 2000).
Secondly, the innovation mechanism was dominated by the international standard organizations such
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as 3GPP and 3GPP2 since the introduction of 3G system. The 3GPP and 3GPP2 play very important
role as focal organizations in the ecosystem of innovation to achieve synergies between actors and
organizations in mobile communication industry around the world, such as government, network
operators, network equipment manufacturers, handset manufacturers, universities etc. to carry out
systemic synergetic innovation for value creation.
Thirdly, the balance between the integration of the mobile communication system and diversification
of users terminals is realized by the a two-tiered approach in mobile communications, which defined
successive generations of standards and specified the interface specifications between sub-systems in
order to alleviate negative effects of standardization on technical innovations (Kano, 2000).
4.3 Balancing value creation and value sharing by synergetic mechanism
There are two complementary forces promoting the co-evolution of the mobile communication, i.e. the
technical innovation force and the technology standardization. The force of the technical innovation
which dominated by market factors promotes value creation for the diversity of the mobile systems
and auxiliary equipments, while the force of the technology standardization which dominated by
regulation factors guarantee integration disjointed innovation for value sharing.
In the previous literature, the government should play the role to coordinate with both the technical
innovation force and the technology standardization in search for balance. Such as, relevant
government departments should be keen to discover and absorb the value of innovations, and release it
for technology standard at the right time, to ensure the space for industrial technology innovation and
the reasonable restriction on industry development, but problem is how can ensure the government to
do all the decisions correctly?
However, the synergetic innovation mechanism, which dominate by 3GPP and 3GPP2 as focal actors
in the mobile communication ecosystem, play important role.

The function of the synergetic

innovation mechanism, like a resonance between the wave of technical innovation force and the wave
of technology standardization, balance the synchronization of them to ensure the diversity and
integration of the mobile communication system.
5.

Discussion and conclusion

5.1 Discussion
Both technical innovation for value creation and technology standardization for value sharing are very
important in the advances of mobile communication. However, the synergetic mechanism is more
significant to balancing the value creation and value in a vivid industrial innovation system. The lack
of synergetic mechanism in an innovation ecosystem to ensure synergetic innovation, no standard that
even has gained the first mover advantage can survive from the intense market competitions.
TD-SCDMA was based mainly on technologies from Datang who proposed individually in 1998, and
accepted as one of the three international standards by ITU in 2000 and 3GPP in 2001. The advantages
of first mover from the 3G standard is very tremendous, but Until China Mobile officially adopted
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TD-SCDMA in January 2009, the synergetic innovation ecosystem for homegrown TD-SCDMA had
not been established duo to a lot of reasons, such as the network operators hesitated to operate,
network equipment manufacturer Huawei was reluctant to join in at the beginning, most handset
manufacturers worried their investments, and even the attitudes of government is uncertain for a very
long time (Gao &Liu, 2012). As a result, the operators of TD-SCDMA such as China Mobile are
searching for a next-generation technology that will overcome the limitations of TD-SCDMA, such as
limited/expensive handsets available only in the domestic market; multiple mode handsets needed for
global roaming (Ascom, 2012). So, work hard in establishing synergetic innovation ecosystem for 4G
TD-LTE, should be the key to the catch-up strategy for china mobile communication industry.
5.2 Conclusion
By reviewing both the successive generations of standards and the corresponding evolutionary process
of the technical innovations in mobile communication industry from the first beginning, the paper
reviews the corresponding evolutionary process of the technical innovations respectively and
comprehensively, the paper explores the co-evolutions mechanism between technology standard and
technical innovation.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: this paper elicits that the major force of technical
innovation was oriented to make varied for value creation and the main dynamics of technology
standardization was focused on integration for value sharing, and the synergetic innovation mechanism
played a decisive role of promoting the performance of technology standardization and technical
innovation in mobile communications industry rather than standardization only.
The conclusions of this paper have important practical implications. For example, the government
should realize that the success of the 4G standards and market requires a competent innovation
ecosystem encompassing participants in various roles to realize the synergy. In addition, the related
businesses should reshape their collaborative innovation strategies based on their network positions
and should develop new synergistic innovation-based competitive advantages instead of adhering to
the paths that were successful in the past.
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1.

Introduction

A country’s economic growth and income can be expected to depend on the diversity of products
which this country produces (Cadot et al. 2013). Hidalgo & Hausmann (HH) (2009) proposed to use
the economic complexity index (ECI) to measure the complexity of a country’s economy. ECI can be
evaluated using their so-called Method of Reflections (MR) and is inferred from the diversity and
ubiquity of the products that a country produces (this method is also used for evaluating the product
complexity index (Hausmann et al., 2011, p. 24). Furthermore, ECI is strongly correlated with a
country’s income measured as GDP per capita or GDP per capita growth (Ourens, 2013, at p.24). From
this perspective, the correlation between income and HH’s complexity measure can also be considered
as a consequence of the well-known relation between export and income growth (Kemp-Benedict,
2014). According to HH, ECI can be expected to reflect also the manufacturing capabilities of
countries.
However, these authors did not provide a precise definition of capabilities. Do these include the
technological capabilities and their respective knowledge bases? In other words, HH did not
endogenize knowledge-based innovations into ECI. However, technological complexity is connected
with the knowledge base of an economy. As the OECD (1996, at p. 3), for example, formulated:
“Knowledge is now recognized as the driver of productivity and economic growth, leading to a new
focus on the role of information, technology and learning in economic performance”
In our opinion, there is a need for a synthetic measure of technological capabilities of nations
according to the amount of knowledge that they have currently accumulated in the form of patents.
Moreover this measure of technological capabilities should be in some way linked with the measure of
manufacturing capabilities since according endogenous growth theory (Romer, 1986) economic
growth is provided through combination of technology and manufacturing. We propose to quantify the
patent portfolio as a proxy for the technological complexity of a country in analogy to the product
portfolio as the basis for the ECI. By constructing a patent complexity index (PCI) the technological
dimension of the complexity can be explicated by this proxy.
Patents have been considered as a reliable measure of innovative activity (Arcs & Audretsch, 2002),
although patents are indicators of invention, not innovation, and there always exists some disparity
between patents and products because not all patents are meant to lead to innovation; for example,
defensive patents. Extending HH’s Method of Reflections to additional dimensions provides a method
for evaluating the efficiency of a Triple Helix (TH) model of innovations in terms of net economic
income. This also provides the opportunity to gain more information about the functional structure and
productivity of innovation systems.
The research question of this study thus addresses a link between the study of the knowledge base of
an economy, the prevailing type of innovation systems, and the net economic income of nations.
Innovation systems can be considered as institutional arrangements. The innovation system mediates
between the knowledge production process and the economy. Freeman and Perez (1988), for example,
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suggested that radical innovations in crucial factors can lead to a structural shift in the economy.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 shortly describes HH’s Method of Reflections. We
analogously define the Patent Complexity Index (PCI). Section 3 presents the evaluation of
technological complexity for three selected sets of countries. In Section 4 HH’s Method of Reflections
is generalized to additional dimensions and a parallel with the TH system is drawn. Major findings and
conclusions are summarized in Section 5.
2.

Method

1.

a) Economic Complexity Index

Hidalgo and Hausmann (HH) developed the Method of Reflections with which to evaluate the
complexity of a country’s export (Hidalgo & Hausmann, 2009). They show that the complexity value
of a country’s export is correlated with the log of the income. The structure of the country’s export
reflects the underlying “capabilities” of a country.
In HH’s Method of Reflections one constructs a matrix

where the index

refers to country and

refers to product. The corresponding matrix elements are assumed to be 1 if Balassa’s revealed
comparative advantage index (RCA) (Balassa, 1965) is larger than or equal to one and otherwise zero.
(1)

where

is the value of product

manufactured by country . In other words, it is implied that a

country can be expected to export a product if it produces this product proportionally more than
average in the world. The sums

and

in Eq. 1 can be interchanged without altering

the result.
Summing the elements of matrix

by rows (countries) one obtains a vector with components

referring to corresponding products and indicating a measure of product ubiquity relative to the world
market. The sum of matrix elements by columns (products) provided a vector defining the diversity of
countries exports.
(2)
is the number of countries and

is the number of product categories. HH used

=178 and

=4948. More accurate measures can be obtained by adding the following iterations:
(3)
That is, each product is taken with corresponding weight proportional to its ubiquity on the market,
and each country is also taken with weight proportional to the country’s diversity. Substituting the first
equation of system (3) into the second one obtains:
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(4)
Equation (4) can be presented as a matrix equation
(5)
where vector

is a limit of iterations
(6)

HH introduced the economic complexity index (ECI) as an eigenvector

of the matrix

(7)
associated with the second largest eigenvalue. ECI is defined according to the formula
(8)
HH present the complexity measure as a vector with components referring to corresponding countries.
ECI is orthogonal to a country’s diversity score, defined by the second equation of System (2).
Consequently it was argued that complexity and diversity measures capture different kinds of
information (Kemp-Benedict, 2014). But this conclusion refers to a set of all countries, considered as
components of the diversity vector. The orthogonality between the vectors is achieved via
rearrangement of the diversity-vector components and by attributing different weights to them. With
respect to a single component of a diversity vector, however, one still can argue that it keeps the trace
of initial diversity. Kemp-Benedict (2014) noted that the correlation between ECI and the logarithm of
the national income is a consequence of the relationship between export and income growth.
b) Patent Complexity Index
HH hypothesize that diversity and ubiquity scores of the countries reflect underlying “capabilities.” By
capabilities they imply the ability of countries to make corresponding products, but this can also be
interpreted as technologies. The corresponding technologies are legally documented as patents, so that
patents can also be assumed as a proxy measure for capabilities. In this design one constructs a matrix
, which is essentially matrix

in which product groups, indicated by index p, are substituted

by patent technology groups, indicated by index t. Following the MR formalism explained in Eqs. 2-8
one can derive a matrix
(9)
and a patent complexity index (PCI) estimated according to Eq. (8), as follows:
(10)
The condition for RCA index (Eq. (1)) in this case would mean that a country’s “specialization” or
efforts in promoting certain technology with respect to other technologies is above or below the
average of that of the world. This index is a threshold that separates countries which make an accent
on developing technologies from those that do not make such accent. The diversity score (second
equation of (3)) would reflect the diversification of the corresponding specializations, but not the
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diversification of a country’s patent portfolio.
For example a less developed country may have a single patent in each of four technology groups so
that each group occupies 25% of this country’s patent portfolio. But a developed country may have 10
patents in each of 25 technology groups, so that each group occupies 4% of total number of this
country’s patents. If the world average value exceeds 4%, the less developed country will be ranked as
more technologically diversified than the developed one according to this diversity score. Whereas the
developed nation is more technologically diversified since it possesses more patents in more
technology groups, a less developed country may have a leading position in terms of percentages of
patents per specific technology group.
In other words, PCI captures the technological diversification

of a country expressed in patent

portfolios. This measure is more volatile when applied to less developed countries as compared with
developed ones, because in case of less developed countries small changes in the number of patents
may entail large changes in the PCI. In the next section we present the results of calculations of PCI
for a set of three different groups of countries and compare the results with the corresponding ECI.
3.

Results

The first group of countries comprises Pacific-region countries: Japan, USA, Canada; the second
group includes three European middle-size countries: Sweden, Norway, Switzerland; and the third
group consists of three BRICS nations: China, India, and Russia. The data cover the period 1980-2012.
The values for ECI were retrieved from the internet resource entitled “The Observatory of Economic
Complexity” at http://atlas.media.mit.edu/about/team/. Data on patents for 196 countries subdivided
into 36 technology groups for the period 1980-2013 were retrieved from the WIPO statistics database
(at http://ipstats.wipo.int/ipstatv2/?lang=en). We considered national patents issued where patent
families are distributed by origin and first filing office, and by total count by filing office for 196
countries. In other words, these are national patents. ECI values and results of the calculations of PCI
are presented in Figs. (1-6)
The first group of countries includes technologically developed ones. Japan’s ECI values are among
the highest ones and Japan therefore ranks first and second during the observed time interval. The
USA is ranked at places six to twelve, and Canada assumes the places six to forty one. While the curve
for Japan shows a gradual increase of economic complexity, the USA and Canada exhibit slight
decreases on the ECI (Fig.1). Following the interpretation of HH, one can conclude that the set of
“capabilities” of the last two countries is shrinking over time. Since “capabilities” are related to
technologies used this may also be interpreted as some degree of specialization which is inherent to
countries at more advanced stages of development (Klinger & Lederman, 2006; Cadot et al., 2011).
In terms of national innovation system effectiveness specialization would indicate some kind of a
“lock-in”.
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Fig.1 Economic complexity index (ECI) for Japan, USA, and Canada for 1980-2012 (source:
https://atlas.media.mit.edu/en/rankings/country/)

Is this decrease in efficiency also the case when the techno logical diversification is taken into account?
In order to answer this question one can study the behavior of the Patent Complexity Index (Eq. 9)
indicating the “rate of growth” of the corresponding technology bases (Fig.2).

Fig.2 Patent complexity index (PCI) for Japan, USA, and Canada for 1980-2012.
Figure 2 shows similar behavior of Japan’s and the American PCI which indicates an accentuated
growth during the observed period, and comparatively weaker growth for Canada PCI. Canadian
growth, however, is stable, while the curves for the USA and Japan correlate highly in showing
different cycles. The break in 1997-1998 may have to do with the type of patents used and specific
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registration features such as the introduction of a new classification system. Also the break can be
connected with changing procedures of patent offices. Linear regression lines in the Figure 2 are
introduced for the more obvious indication of the general trend than fitting the data.

The markedly

upward trend would show an increase in the country’s ranking positioning in technological complexity
over the years.
The second group of middle-sized European nations consists of Sweden, Norway, and Switzerland.
Sweden and Switzerland score the highest values of ECI among 101 countries, listed in the Atlas of
Economic complexity (at http://atlas.media.mit.edu), during the entire period 1980-2012: Sweden
varies between the ranks two and four in the list and Switzerland is always among the top four.
Sweden and Swiss PCI behave in a similar way which may be attributed to correlation between the
knowledge generating systems of the two countries. The corresponding ECI values for Norway are
lower; this country occupies the places thirteen to forty-tree in the observed range and the curve
indicates a decrease in economic complexity.

Fig.3: Economic complexity index (ECI) for Sweden, Switzerland, and Norway during 1980-2012
(source: https://atlas.media.mit.edu/en/rankings/country/)

It has been argued that a decrease in diversification is a common feature among countries at the
advanced stage of development since these countries rely more on specialization than on
diversification (Klinger & Lederman, 2004 and 2006). Note that in these sets the only developed
nation with increasing diversification was Japan.
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Fig.4: Patent complexity index (PCI) for Sweden, Norway, and Switzerland during 1980-2012
Using the two decades window one can mention that whereas Sweden’s PCI is stable, the PCIs of
Switzerland and especially of Norway show a marked decrease. In Sweden, the mechanisms of
embedding high- and medium-tech manufacturing and KIS are similar to other European nations.
Sweden’s innovation system functions as a national innovation system (Lundquist & Power, 2002;
Asheim & Conen, 2005; Roselio, 2007; Asheim & Gertler 2005; Bennewort et al., 2009; Martin,
2012).

Sweden because of contextual stability was able to make the transition to a knowledge-based

economy more smoothly during the ’80s and ’90s, may not sufficiently open up to the challenges and
become “locked-in” into the institutional arrangements of the previous period. Sweden, The
Netherlands, and Denmark fall into the category of weak formal but strong informal institutions and
locking-in institutional arrangements could be inefficient (Williamson, 2009). The country has been
placing significant emphasis

on creating the

conditions

for

innovation

-

led growth

(http://www.abc.es/gestordocumental/uploads/economia/WEF_GCR_CountryProfilHighlights_2011-1
2.pdf).
The major factor in the Norwegian economy is the marine and maritime industries. In Norway areas
with high concentrations of knowledge institutions are uncoupled from the needs of the industry
(Asheim & Isaksen, 1996; Narula, 2002; Isaksen & Onsager, 2010; Herstad et al., 2011, Strand &
Leydesdorff, 2013). And this uncoupling unfavorably affects technology complexity.
The third group of BRICS countries occupies above-average positions in the rankings of countries in
Atlas of Economic complexity with respect to ECI values. More specifically China occupies the
twenty-second to fort-second places, Russia the thirty-first to forty-fifth places, and India the
twenty-fourth to sixty-second places in the observed range. The pronounced growth of the Chinese
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ECI can also be attributed to the fact that the Chinese economy is more manufacturing-oriented which
provides diversified product export (Leydesdorff & Zhou, 2014). The curve for China contrasts
sharply with the decrease of the ECI values for Russia. If the curve for China is assumed since 1992,
the time of opening of China, this contrast would be even more obvious, During the same time, the
Indian ECI shows some decrease.

Fig.5. Economic complexity index (ECI) for China, Russia, and India for 1980-2012 (source:
https://atlas.media.mit.edu/en/rankings/country/)
Comparison of the ECI curves in Figure 5 and the PCI curves in Figure 6 teaches us that the behavior
of PCI does not closely follow the behavior of ECI. This is also the case for other countries. However
there seems to be a trend branch around 1992: the opening of China and the demise of the Soviet
Union. The line for India is positive since that date. The line for China sharply upward The Chinese
PCI demonstrates a slight decrease as opposed to India PCI which gradually increases, while Russia
PCI sharply descends. The Russian economy relies increasingly on oil and gas revenues more than on
diversified manufacturing.
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Fig.6. Patent complexity index (PCI) for China, Russia, and India for 1980-2012
Comparing Figures 5 and 6, one can reach the following conclusions:
China can be considered as an economy with high growth rates (World Bank Group, 2015). Caporale
et al., (2015) show, based on trade data from 1992-2012, that there has been a shift from resource- and
labor-intensive to capital- and technology-intensive exports. Fisher-Vanden and Jefferson (2008) point
to three main factors explaining the growth rate in China: capital-biased technical change which drives
neoclassical growth, internal R&D which drives efficiency based on competitive advantages and
deliberate acquisition of foreign technology. Increase in economic (i.e. manufacturing) complexity is
provided by more thorough implementation of available technologies. However, limited effort is made
for new technology development for future growth which may account for decreasing linear regression
trend in Chinese PCI. This complies with the results of a previous study (Leydesdorff & Zhou, 2014)
which suggest that most synergy in the knowledge base of the Chinese economy is generated at the
provincial level and provinces are less profiled in terms of high and medium tech firms than large
industrial cities and municipalities.
India, in turn, demonstrates the other development model. Preserving relatively stable manufacturing
complexity the country tries to develop a wider spectrum of technological opportunities which can
play a role in the future. India’s linear regression of PCI slightly increases during the period. India is
doing remarkably well on this indicator during the last decade however the study of ECI showed that
MR complexity indicators are exposed to multiple sources of noise which is especially the issue for
less developed countries (Ourens, 2013).
The shrinking Russian economic capabilities are complicated by a weakening technological base. An
analysis on the base of the commercial database (Orbis™) confirmed that the Russian economy is not
knowledge based. “The knowledge base of the economy is concentrated in the Moscow region
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(22.8%); St. Petersburg follows with 4.0%. Only 0.4% of the firms are classified as high-tech; and
2.7% as medium-tech manufacturing (NACE, Rev. 2). Except in Moscow itself, high-tech
manufacturing does not add synergy to any other unit at any of the various levels of geographical
granularity” (Leydesdorff et al., 2015, p.1229).
The question may arise why the PCI values of Japan and the USA demonstrate a behavior which
is different from the group of European and Asian Pacific countries? The PCI behavior is connected
with connected with the number of patents issued. Figures 7-9 present the change in the number of
patents for the observed period in the three different groups of countries (data for Russia start from
1992 because till 1991 this country was part of the Soviet Union). One can mention the prominent
increase in the number of patents around 1996 for USA and Japan which perhaps can be attributed to
the change in patent system. This change may also be the reason for the break in the curves for PCI.
We also mention that Sweden has this trend breach in 1995, though much less accentuated. The growth
in the number of Chinese patents, though impressive, still lags behind the numbers of patents of Japan
and the USA. E.g. the total number of Chinese patents by 2012 is about 80,000 (Fig.9) whereas the
same number for US and Japan is above 200,000 (Fig.7).

Fig. 7 Total number of patents issued for USA, Japan, and Canada (source: WIPO Statistics database at
http://ipstats.wipo.int/ipstatv2/IpsStatsResultvalue)
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Fig 8.

Total number of patents issued for Sweden, Switzerland and Norway (source: WIPO Statistics
database at http://ipstats.wipo.int/ipstatv2/IpsStatsResultvalue)

2.

Fig 9. Total number of patents issued for China, Russia and India (source: WIPO Statistics database at
http://ipstats.wipo.int/ipstatv2/IpsStatsResultvalue)

We were not able to find pronounced correlation between ECI and PCI. Corresponding Pearson
correlation coefficient r and is presented in Table 1.
3.
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4.

Table 1: Pearson correlation coefficient r for ECI and PCI variables.
6.

5.

R
7.

USA

-0.6141**

8.

Japan

0.2861

9.

Canada

-0.2348

10. Sweden

-0.1063

11. Norway

0.7825**

12. Switzerland

0.5377**

13. China

-0.2043

14. Russia

0.2090

15. India

-0.2727

16. **. p<0.01 .

ECI and PCI would not be considered statistically significant in the situation with all the countries
except USA, Norway, and Switzerland. In other words, these two indicators can be expected to capture
different kinds of information.
4.

Method of Reflections in the Triple Helix

HH discussed product complexity with respect to countries and products. In this study, we added
patent complexity with respect to countries and patent technology groups. The allusion of the TH
metaphor that deals with geographical, technological, and organizational distributions suggests the
addition of one more relation. In addition to matrices
where index

refers to product and

and

one can introduce matrix

refers to technology, defined by the corresponding patent

technology groups. Certain technology is used in different products. Corresponding matrix element by
analogy with Eq.1 is taken to be
(11)
where
(12)

Each technology is used in different products. Matrix element

corresponds to the quantity of

product p export of certain country manufactured with the technology t.
matrix element equals 1 if
product-technology diversity vector

That is according Eq. 12

or zero otherwise. Analogously with Eq. 2 one can define as the
and technology-ubiquity vector
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, as follows:

(13)

So constructed three two-dimensional matrices
representations of one three-dimensional array

,

, and

where index

can be considered as
refers to country,

refers to

product, and t refers to technology. The elements of the array are 0 or 1, and defined with help of
Eqs.1 and 12. Specifically the array

contains the information referring to three different

spheres: geographical (country), industrial (product), and scientific (technology). The structure built in
such a way brings an analogy with the Triple Helix model describing the interaction among the three
institutional actors: university, industry, and government where geographic dimension is a proxy of
administrative actor (government), technology is a proxy of university, and product manufacturing is a
proxy of industry. One can further construct three vectors
(14)
(15)
(16)
The first two vectors defined by Eqs. 14 and 15 are essentially the diversity and ubiquity vectors of Eq.
2. But this time diversity is estimated as a sum of products where each product has a weight coefficient,
which is proportional to a number of technologies, associated with the product. In other words weight
coefficient accounts for the product technological capacity. Accordingly the equation for product
ubiquity

counts the number of countries exporting product p and a number of technologies

comprised in this product, and

counts the countries implementing technology t and the number of

products relying on this technology they export. One can generate higher-order elements in the series
by iterative sequences similar to Eq. 3:
(17)
(18)
(19)
The interpretation of the first few terms is that

is the average ubiquity of products, and

technologies, comprised in these products, exported by country c;

is the average diversification

of countries exporting product p with average technology ubiquity;

is the average diversification

of countries exploiting technology t with average product ubiquity.
Consequentially,
with average ubiquity.

is the average diversification of countries exporting products and technologies
Eqs. 17 to 19 provide an intermixture of geographical, technological, and

manufacturing distributions. This overlay resembles the structure of the TH model of innovations,
containing three institutional actors: university-industry-government, responsible primarily for
knowledge (technology) generation, (product) manufacturing, and legislative regulation, respectively.
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Due to the very similar structures of these constructs, one can expect that the vectors

,

,

can

be used to measure the efficiency of TH innovation system because they capture the same information
as TH system (in terms of geographical, product and technology distributions). This may not only
provide an opportunity for numerical evaluation of the efficiency in relative units, but also link the TH
efficiency with existing economic indicators.
For example, the indicator for economic complexity
two-dimensional indicator

of Eq. 17 is somewhat similar to

of Eq. 3 which is highly related to countries’ income in terms of GDP

per capita and can be considered as a predictive tool for a country’s long-term growth. The advantage
of three dimensional indicator of economic complexity is that it is defined with respect to both product
and patent components, unifying thus two dimensional economic and patent complexity indexes.
One also obtains an opportunity to measure the efficiency of a TH system of wealth generation in
terms of net income. The problem that remains to be solved is that HH define their complexity
measure as an eigenvector associated with the second largest eigenvalue. In our extension of the
method to the TH case (Eqs. 17-19) the vector

can be calculated iteratively.

But it would

correspond to HH’s vector associated with the first largest eigenvalue, whereas HH’s complexity
indicators are associated with vectors corresponding to second largest eigenvalue. The difficulty of
finding equivalent to the vector corresponding second largest eigenvalue impedes construction of
economic, product, and technological complexity measures. The system of non-linear equations 17-19
can be substituted by linear approximation if one re-defines iterative sequences of Eqs. 14-16 as
follows:
(20)
(21)
(22)
I.e. instead of reciprocal interdependence between HH coefficients as defined in Eq. 3 one introduces
cyclical interdependence between coefficients, as depicted in Fig. 10. Reciprocal interdependence
implies that at each iterative step each of two indicators is conditioned by the value of other indicator
which is related to the previous iterative step. Cyclical interdependence can be referred to as
auto-catalytic process. That is each of complexity coefficients in iterative sequence is modulated by
only one another complexity index. So that economic complexity coefficient is conditioned by product
complexity coefficient, product complexity coefficient is in turn conditioned by technology
complexity coefficient, and technology complexity coefficient is conditioned by economic complexity
coefficient.
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Fig. 10: Reciprocal (a) and cyclical (b) interdependence between complexity coefficients in iterative
sequences
In this way each of complexity coefficients can be iteratively defined in an explicit form. For example,
one obtains for

:
(23)

which can conveniently be written as a matrix equation
(24)
Where vector

represents the set of values

and matrix

has elements
(25)

Thus the task of finding complexity coefficients can, in analogy with HH’s case, be recast as a
problem of linear algebra, and it can be as well shown that maximum variability is captured by the
eigenvector of
5.

with the largest eigenvalue less than one (Kemp-Benedict, 2014).

Conclusion

An important question which is of significance to researchers and policy makers is the evaluation of
the effectiveness of the functioning of a TH system. In a number of studies, this effectiveness has
numerically been evaluated using the synergy in interaction among the three TH actors (e.g.
Leydesdorff, Dolfsma, and Van der Panne, 2006; Leydesdorff and Zhou, 2014; Leydesdorff,
Perevodchikov, and Uvarov, 2015). However this synergy 1) is measured in abstract bits of
information, which is an entropy measure and cannot be directly related to basic economic measures
(such as turnover, income, etc.); 2) synergy, being an integral measure, cannot be attributed
proportionally among three sub-dynamics—technological trajectories, market selections, and control
mechanisms that govern TH evolution. In this study we tried to take a step in solving this problem.
We showed that Hidalgo and Hausmann’s Method of Reflections (MR) can, with some modifications,
be applied to a Triple Helix system of innovations. First, starting from ECI we introduced the measure
of technological complexity measured as the patent complexity index (PCI) so that the combination of
ECI and PCI can capture more diversified information about the structure and efficiency of the
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corresponding innovation systems. Economic complexity was not statistically correlated with a
country’s technological complexity, which means that the two measures capture different kinds of
information.

Second, we generalized the MR to three relevant dimensions. Introduction of

technology component may support the MR more potential when used to predict future country’s
economic growth, since technology plays an important role in modern economy. Third, the MR when
applied to TH model may allow for a direct estimation of the TH efficiency in terms of GDP per capita.
We are going to more completely study this aspect in a future study.
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Importance of Inclusive Innovation Communities for the Regional
Triple-Helix Systems in Globalized Economy
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the role of communities within the innovation systems as they
reshape and build relationships and functions to enable innovative processes. More specifically, the
focus is on internationally oriented communities that enable the use of foreign human capital within
the regional innovation system. As an intangible asset, the value of human capital (professional
knowledge) depends very much on its match with the socio-cultural environment and the links that
knowledge holders are able to create with relevant communities (Lundvall 1992). We claim that
innovation communities and innovation-related communities play a crucial role when foreign
individuals aim to use their professional knowledge within the innovation system. Access to innovation
activities is fostered by community-building practices that provide relevant social and professional
networks and cultural knowledge for the newcomers. These communities offer access points to the
social networks and activities of the innovation environment. The question for policy makers is, how to
foster the emergence of these communities. More theoretical question is; how absorptive capacity to
acquire external tacit knowledge and DUI-learning opportunities (of foreign human capital) is linked
to international and foreign communities and their community building practices, and how they shape
the absorptive capacity of triple helix system..
Increasingly global environment, where innovation processes are not limited to research labs, but take
place among the employees (employment driven innovations), interactions with customers and users
(user driven innovations) and with many other groups and actors (e.g. open innovation, democratizing
of innovation, community based innovation crowdsourcing), the ability to overcome culture -based
barriers of learning is highly important capability for the innovation system.
This paper explores the question by using data gathered from the Finnish innovation system through
thematic interviews (45) and questionnaire (N=220) among the innovation and innovation related
communities and other relevant stakeholders. The INCO-study 2013-2014 was funded by Tekes (The
Finnish funding agency for technology and innovation)
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1.

Community building reorganizing interaction

1.1 Community building and reorganizing interaction
This paper use the concept of Triple Helix systems as a framework (Triple Helix/innovation system) to
discuss the role of communities within the system as the reshape and construct the components.
relationships and functions to enable innovative processes. More ecifically. the focus is on
internationally oriented communities that enable the use of foreign human capital within the system
and process that is relevant for the emergence of "consensus space" in the context of internationalizing
Triple helix systems (Ranga & Etzkovitz 2013.).
This paper discuss the role of communities within and across the innovation systems as they reshape
and build relationships and functions to enable innovative processes. More specifically. the focus is on
internationally oriented communities that enable the use of foreign human capital within the regional
innovation system. As an intangible asset. the value of human capital (professional knowledge)
depends very much on its match with the socio-cultural environment and the links that knowledge
holders are able to create with relevant communities (Lundvall 1992). We claim that innovation
communities and innovation-related communities play a crucial role when foreign individuals aim to
use their professional knowledge within the innovation system. Access to innovation activities is
fostered by community-building practices that provide relevant social and professional networks and
cultural knowledge for the newcomers. These communities offer access points to the social networks
of the innovation environment and gradual steps to words actual innovation activities. The question for
policy makers is. how to foster the emergence of these communities. More theoretical question is; how
the social construct of innovation system that define its capability to deploy external tacit knowledge
and to integrate external DUl-Iearning (doing. using. interacting) processes evolves? In this paper.
external tacit knowledge and DUl-Iearning opportunities refer to foreign

human capital. and

capability to absorptive capacity to integrate foreign human capital.
The Finnish innovation system offers a good laboratory of social sciences for this case. since it has
well developed innovation system. but poorly developed ability to deploy foreign human capital. The
main challenges of Finnish economy to integrate the foreign human capital have been discussed by
several reports from the beginning of the millennium. The main conclusion is rather clear. Despite
some highly international niches. the foreign highly skilled people frequently confront the same
obstacles when they try to use their expertise within the Finnish innovation system.
Job opportunities and career advancement opportunities within the national or regional systems are
low due to small job markets and lack of professional networks and social capital. Employers are not
very familiar with recruiting from abroad or foreigners in general and consequently. practices to
manage the multicultural organizations. groups or teams are not highly developed.
(e.g. Forsander 2002; Hoffman 2007; Raunio & For sander 2009; Trux 2010. Vaattovaara 2010.)
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It should be noticed, that share of highly-educated immigrants (30 %) is higher in Finland than
average in EU, and immigration flows are constantly growing. Still, the deployment of this resource
remains low in Finland (of foreign job seekers 22 % were highly educated 2010). While small
economy and strong institutions explain the part of the exclusiveness, many obstacles can be found
from social and cultural practices and may then be solved by renewing the practices of relevant
communities. Increasingly global environment, where innovation processes are not limited to research
labs, but take place among the employees (employment driven innovations), interactions with
customers and users (user driven innovations) and with many other groups and actors (e.g. open
innovation, democratizing of innovation, community based innovation), the ability to overcome
culture-based barriers of learning is highly important capability for the innovation system.
We place the development of “cultural competence” (Koehen & Rosebaum 2002) or “culturally
oriented absorptive capacity” (Cohen & Levinthal 1990; Vaara et al 2007) to more general framework
of inclusive innovation. Inclusive innovation approach may be the most significant turn that has
renewed the innovation policy studies since the emergence of systematic thinking in late 1980s
(Freeman 1988; Lundvall 1992). Inclusive innovation shifts the focus from knowledge creation and
deployment towards inclusive practices that do not only offer product and service to the wider group
of people (customers), but also bring more people to join the innovation and learning processes, and
value creation. Inclusive approach has been used especially in context of emerging economies and
development countries, in both research and policy (Lundvall et al 2010; Globelics 2012). However,
the concept originates from Europe, and also Finnish innovation policy has used the inclusive
approach as important value base (e.g. Himanen 2001), but, inclusiveness has had a very national
meaning referring inclusive society for the citizens. In our approach,
inclusive innovation system refers capability to deploy professional, cultural and social
knowledge from global knowledge pool.
As an intangible asset, the human capital cannot be distracted from social and cultural capital. Value
of the human capital as professional knowledge depends very much on its match with socio-cultural
environments (Mahclup 1984). Our claim is that innovation communities and innovation related
communities play crucial part when foreign individuals aim to use their professional knowledge within
innovation system (Hassink & Klaedering 2012). Inclusiveness of ‘social capital’ and ‘cultural capital’
defines the access to innovation communities on the region. Communities, crossing the boundaries of
firms or any other formal innovative teams are then relevant platforms for foreign talent to enter the
regional innovation system as they often arrive without related social networks and cultural knowledge.
For the proper analysis the key concept of innovation community has to be clarified, as well as its
relation to inclusion.
Despite some highly international niches, highly skilled foreign people frequently confront
obstacles when they try to use their expertise within the innovation systems: Job opportunities and
opportunities for career advancement – as well as supportive professional networks – are limited (e.g.
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Trux 2010, Vaattovaara 2010). While in case of Finland’s small economy may explain some the
difficulties faced, exclusion can be found also in the social and cultural practices that steer interaction
among individuals. Therefore, it is important to renew the interaction practices of the relevant
communities that link foreign human capital with innovation activities and the innovation environment
in general. This is especially topical in culturally distant economies or in small countries and emerging
or developing economies where domestic knowledge base may be thin and/or
narrow. However, same logic may be found from the regions with thick and wide knowledge base; for
example, in the Silicon Valley’s Indian and Chinese “science, technology and business-oriented
diasporas” that focus on certain ethnic groups only (e.g. the Indus Entrepreneurs, HYSTA). It should
be noticed, that activities of these formal and informal ethnic and international communities in Silicon
Valley, have significantly improved the Asian based new comers opportunities to utilize their
knowledge in the region, and benefit from the utilization. (e. g. Saxenian 2006; Sahay 2009.)
Communities may link individuals directly with business and innovation, or with business people and
innovators, beyond one company or organization. In the case of many other countries with less
abundant and active ethnic diasporas, it may be more appropriate to focus on the various international
communities including both, natives and newcomers in much more diverse settings. International
innovation, professional and social communities, may provide access points to the innovation
economy.
The key questions are: What kind of communities or actors fostering community-building mechanisms
make the innovation environment more inclusive for foreign human capital?, Do the representative of
global human capital find community building practices as important element within the innovation
systems? and; How have community members benefitted from the activities of the communities?
The issue has become more topical due to the increase in immigration and the broadening concept of
innovation (e.g. social, open and democratizing innovation), which means that not only highly-skilled
experts, but also workers, students and many others may be part of the innovation economy.
2.

Communities providing the framework for the knowledge creation and use

2.1. Innovation communities: fuzzy concept and innovation policy tool (re)defined
To build the solid foundations for the study, the content of innovation community is (re)defined
through literature review. Since the goal of the study is to understand the role of the communities as
inclusive platforms, the categories are created according to culture to which community aims to
accommodate its members. Each stylized category of communities has a different goal and context for
inclusive practices that aim to teach new members the relevant cultural and social codes to ease the
interaction, and to support the achievement of the key goal(s) of community. We categorized
communities as innovation communities, professional and business communities and social and
cultural communities, based on the literature discussed below, and further empirical findings,
discussed later on.
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The key goal of community is defined according to its relation with innovation and knowledge. Actual
innovation communities aim to produce innovations, or support certain part of the innovation process.
Process includes at least three different phases that may be used to distinguish the different innovation
communities from each other according to their position in “knowledge value chain” (e.g. Strambach
2008) of the knowledge creation (exploration, March 1991), application (examination, Cooke 2005) or
commercialization (exploitation). The continuum may be divided between those who mostly create
new knowledge and those who apply existing knowledge (or technologies).
Innovation system studies (e.g. Doloreux 2002) frequently refer to ‘social capital’ that supports both,
innovation processes and opportunities of individuals (Burt 2001) through increased trust and
understanding of the socio-economic context. According to system approach a wider environment
(system) has crucial impact on the innovation process. The communities that are more related to this
socio-cultural environment than actual innovation processes may be called innovation related
communities. They are often professional or business related, but concept of social capital (Putnam
1991) takes economically relevant interactions much further to hobbies and informal social relations.
Accordingly, four tentative categories of communities may be defined based on their relations with
innovation and learning, and part of the culture that they aim to accommodate their members
2.2. Innovation (related) communities in two different literatures
In literature knowledge creating communities are frequently referred as epistemic communities,
a term first introduced by Knorr Cetina (1981). They are involved in the deliberate production of
knowledge and may include employees in an R&D unit, international groups of scientists, or task
forces set up to launch new advertising campaigns. They comprise ‘agents who work on a mutually
recognized subset of knowledge issues, and who at the very least accept some commonly procedural
authority as essential to the success of their collective building activities. They are deliberately focused
on the production of new knowledge, with little a priori reference to the different contexts in which
new knowledge produced will be used.

Epistemic communities are structured around a goal to be

reached and a procedural authority endowed internally or externally to fulfill that goal. Within an
epistemic community, agents are bound together by their commitment to enhance a particular set of
knowledge. The recruitment rule is thus defined with regard to the contribution an agent makes to
fulfill this goal. Notions of autonomy and identity are thus weaker than in the case of communities of
practice. Because of the heterogeneity of the agents, and the desire for knowledge creation for its own
sake, a priority of epistemic communities is to create a ‘codebook’ of conventions and practices, since
deeply shared values are absent. (Amin & Cohendet 2004.)
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Knowledge applying communities resemble communities of practice (CoP), that refer to ‘tightly
knit’ (Brown & Duguid 1998) groups that have been practicing together long enough to develop into a
cohesive community with relationship of mutuality and shared understanding (Lave & Wenger 1991,
Wenger 1998). Lave and Wenger (1991) have emphasized that the community of practice is not a
team, a loose network or officially assigned project group. The communities of practice are more as a
form of self-organization which corresponds neither to organizational boundaries nor to friendship
groups. It is based on sociality among practitioners and on the sharing of practices (Corradi et al.
2010), and it holds together, as long as there is a common understanding of the purpose of the
existence (Lave & Wenger 1991). CoP is a source and the medium for socialization and the key
learning, process is mainly social and cultural phenomena, not so deeply cognitive phenomena.
Knowledge applying communities include also for example “innovation communities” that consist
from functionally integrated and interdependent set of organizations involved in commercializing a
new technology. Members of the community can be identified by examining the sources and flows of
vertical complementary assets and information used in the process of commercialization. (e.g. Lynn
et.al. 1997)
Supportive professional and business communities cannot be found directly from innovation
community literature, when focus is on integration of foreign professionals to innovation environment.
Instead, parallel discussion may be found from literature concerning “scientific diasporas” (e.g.
Kuznetsov 2006) or even more directly from emergence of trans-national communities and business
associations, especially in case of Silicon Valley (e.g. Saxenian 2006.). These communities (e.g.
Indian TiE, Chinese Hysta) are set up to support the innovation oriented business, but also precisely
alleviate ethnic and culture based discrimination and exclusion. Therefore, they have crated respective
practices.
Nevertheless, Henry & Pinch (2000) offer a good working-definition, according to whom knowledge
communities in certain economic sector may consist from separate organizations but are united by a
common set of norms, values and understandings, who help to define the knowledge and production
trajectories of the economic sector to which they belong. (ibid 2000.) Following this line of though,
communities may be categorized according to organizations consisting and/or running the community
e.g. 1) Government-supported agencies, 2) University-based groups, 3) Business executive groups, 4)
Nonprofit organizations focused on independent entrepreneurs 5) Groups of government or nonprofits
sharing best practices

According to this approach professional and business communities “are group

of people who meet regularly, typically with skilled facilitation, to learn and share insights about the
challenges of managing innovation and entrepreneurship. They build management capabilities and
professional networks through this mutual learning and support, tapping into the knowledge and
experience or people outside their own organization, industry or country.” (Nordic Innovation
Publication 2012.)
Enabling social and cultural communities are even further away from innovation community
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discussions, but are plenty in literature, that discuss the integration of work-based immigrants (e.g.
Bauder 2006; Vertovec 2009) and their families more in general (Faist 2000; Cohen 2006). This is
highly relevant, since literature do not only emphasis the importance of social relations and cultural
understanding that support the immigrants professional career directly, but also reminds, that
frequently reason to cease the international assignment is related to failed integration and socialization
of the family to the new country.
3.

Data and methodology

The data was gathered in four different phases. Firstly, literature study explores the concept of the
innovation community; how it is used especially in international context. Processes include the
analysis of literature by using ISI-data base and certain parameters. In addition hand-picked sample
from relevant innovation related literature is analyzed, and to provide more solid base for the key
concepts of the study, selected economic immigration related contributions are included to the
analysis.
Secondly, 45 interviews were conducted in selected regions (Helsinki, Tampere, Turku, Oulu) for
‘community leaders’ and key members in order to define the structure and key activities of the
communities. Also relevant development agencies were included in order find out how they utilize
these communities if at all. Field is virtually unexplored and so thematic and open interviews were
considered as the most relevant approach In addition, information was gathered from the web pages of
the communities.
Screening of innovation-related communities and preliminary phone interviews
By using the contacts of the research group, as well as the snowballing method and an Internet search
(of web pages of the communities), existing communities were mapped and recognized. The total
number of the screened communities was 75.
The leaders of 19 out of 75 communities were interviewed by phone.
The screening of the innovation (-related) communities continued throughout the project.
Conducting face -to-face interviews
The most relevant communities, development agencies and firms (innovation platforms) were
interviewed. The field under study is unexplored, so thematic and open interviews were considered as
the most relevant approach. The interviews lasted from 1 to 1.5 hours; all were recorded.
The aim of the interviews was twofold: 1) to recognize the most relevant community-building
practices from foreigners’ point of view; and 2) to recognize how the development agencies and firms
utilize international communities (if at all).
Interviews were conducted from August to the end of 2013.
Organizing small workshops
Part of the interviews were conducted in a context of small workshops; these were used to fire up the
discussion among the different actors, such as those representing innovation (-related) communities,
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development agencies, innovation platforms and, in some cases, firms.
The total number of workshops in October 2013 was three; we will organize the other 1–2 workshop(s)
at the end of this year.
Table 1. Interviews with the stakeholders (a work-in-progress)

In total, 70 interviews were conducted in Finland, Sweden and Canada with ‘community leaders’
and other stakeholder, but Swedish and Canada cases are not discussed here. The results were used to
define the existing community-building activities and categories of communities in case of Finland.
The results suggest that there are at least three categories of communities providing various
community-building practices that potentially open access to participation in innovation activities or
the innovation environment. Platforms or networks that provide these practices vary greatly, but the
notion of community is used in this policy brief for the sake of the simplicity.

4.

Innovation and innovation-related communities

4.1 Categories of communities based on their key activities
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Many communities develop inclusive practices as part of their key activities, rather than as
additional practices aimed at making them more international. Based on our empirical results, we
split initial categories of communities into two sub-categories. Each emphasizes different inclusive
practices and have different target groups. These practices offer promising opportunities for further
development regarding the accessibility of the (Finnish) innovation environment.
1)

Innovation communities are fully or partly devoted to provide innovations and link newcomers

to actual innovation processes and/or platforms.
o

Policy based open innovation platforms

o

Start-up and entrepreneur-based innovation platforms

Platforms are built to foster innovation activities, and may be divided further into policy-based
innovation platforms (e.g. New Factory Tampere, Business Kitchen Oulu) established by the regional
development

agencies

or

development

network,

or

by

entrepreneurs

themselves

into

entrepreneur-based innovation platforms (e.g. Starttaamo in Oulu). Both aim to foster
entrepreneurship, support start-up culture and new firms, as well as organize various related events
(e.g. pitching) and networking opportunities. It is also typical that innovation platforms deliberately
enhance and support a feeling of belonging and community-building.
Target groups may be slightly different, as the policy-driven platforms may emphasize the
participation of students or highly-skilled unemployed, whereas the entrepreneur-driven platforms
base their selection more on business ideas and its prospects. While the majority of participants in both
are Finns, a share of foreigners may be fairly high due to low entry barriers (e.g. meritocracy, English
as a working language). At best, inclusive practices are clearly strategic and a natural choice in a
global business environment (e.g. use of cultural diversity as a selection criteria for student teams), but
there are also innovation platforms with scant or zero inclusive practices.
Community learders are frequently Finnish, but some key individuals fostering the developments
within the group may be foreign.
2) Supportive professional and business communities link new members to the wider business
environment
and other networks. They are often established by the members of innovation communities, and they
have at least some link to innovation platforms and/or activities
o Professional and entrepreneurial associations
o Professional networking events and meet-ups
Supportive professional and business communities increase inclusive activities by shaping the
innovation environment. Distinction can be made between professional interest groups (e.g. IGDA
Finland, the Chinese Student Association), which focus on the professional environment more broadly,
and networking-based business promotion (e.g. Mobile Monday). The rise of the various
networking events organized in English have increased in the last few years, possibly in tandem with
start-up and entrepreneurship-promoting activities. For example, the International Game Development
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Association (IGDA) is a non-profit professional society that aims to advance the careers and enhance
the lives of game developers, and also eases the integration of foreign individuals to the professional
community.
Student associations may be included in the professional or entrepreneurial category. Maybe the best
know are the Entrepreneur Societies (ES) in several locations. In Aalto University, they have been
very active in setting up their own innovation platform (e.g. a start-up sauna), and to some parts they
could also be placed to the category of innovation communities. ESs are fairly easy networks for
foreign students to join, and the primary language is commonly English. Also, the Chinese Student
Association at the technical university in Tampere provides networks and guidance for arriving
students, and informs them of opportunities offered by innovation platforms, which then links
newcomers to innovation activities. This particular association is sponsored by the Chinese
government.
Networking events are also key activities for Mobile Monday, in which events are held which offer
opportunities to find funding, partners and new insights globally. Meanwhile, Socializing Friday
offers networking and less official socializing opportunities in Helsinki and Oulu to those who have
interests in certain fields of technology and business.
Target groups are members or forthcoming members of the innovation communities, as well as
current and future experts and entrepreneurs. English is frequently used as a working language, and
the international environment is seen as a main scale of activities, so is consequently very accesible for
foreigners as well.
However, community leaders are frequently Finnish.
3)

Enabling social and cultural communities links newcomers to various social networks and

activities in the region, with potential links to regional innovation and business environments.
Social media-based international communities
International social communities
The third pair of communities is organized around social and cultural activities that aim to shape the
environment to be more inclusive for newcomers. Social and cultural communities have very weak
links to innovation activities and platforms (altough they have members who may work there), but
recently there has been some attmpts to approach these as well.
The main differences between the groups are that international social communities are organized
around social activities (e.g. Irish Elk FC, Indian cricket clubs) that community leaders frequently run
by themselves. They normally have a few dozen members at maximum, while in social media -based
groups (e.g. the International English Speaking Association of Finland; Expat Meetup), people are
linked to many activities. These are not always organized by the community leaders, but rather other
members of the community; as such, the number of members is in the thousands than dozens. In
addition to event and socializing-oriented communities, social media includes information-oriented
sites that provide links and information for newcomers. These also offer peer-to-peer mutual help by
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giving answers to questions ranging from daily practices to setting up a firm in Finland (e.g. Expat
Finland). The barrier to joining social media-based communities is extremely low. In both groups,
community leaders and members are mostly foreign, as is the target group in most cases.

Figure 1. Participating communities according to categories (core being closest to innovation
activities)
4.2. The importance of community building and benefits of participating
Figure 2 illustrate the division of labour between the three different community-types based on the
activities that the members have consider to be most important to them. (each bar illustrates the factor
that combines the parallel questions listed below, which are categorised by the factor analysis, table 2).
The main observation is that facilitation of community-building (or inclusive practices) is a highly
important element in each community category. In innovation communities they are even slightly
more important than actual services and events that are related to professional advancement more
directly. (Figure 2) The main conclusion is, that community building practices, including creation
social and cultural capital, are not the secondary activities in building of internationally oriented
innovation system, but rather the most important activity for global human capital who aims to join the
knowledge creation and utilization processes.
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Figure2. The most important activities of different communities for the respondents (factor
analysis)
Secondly, as expected, innovation communities seem to be the most helpful for their members in the
case of business and career development (Figure 3). Factors simplify the results and, for example
professional communities scored lower partly because the variables “get a job that suit my expertise”
or “set up a company” are not activities they organise directly. However, in “developing professional
skills or self-confidence” (2.8) and “building up professional networks” (3.2) they scored higher than
aggregated factor indicates. The same applies to social communities, which scored highest in their
own specific field of social life. The aim of Figure 3 is not to evaluate the performance of the
communities, but rather to provide stylized profiles for different categories and to reveal the potential
that they have to enhance the integration of foreign human capital into the innovation environment.
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Figure 3. Benefits of innovation and professional communities (three factors)
If we focus only on innovation and professional communities, for example career development
practices are more supportive for Finns who have some international experience than for foreigners.
However, foreigners with a Finnish education seem to benefit almost as equally as Finns without
international experience. The least beneficial platforms are for foreigners with a foreign education.
However, it should be noticed that of those “foreign” individuals who felt that they benefitted the least
most considered themselves as “followers” (occasionally participate, follow updates in web) i.e. rather
passive members of the community.
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Those who were active members (establisher, organizer, frequent participant) benefitted clearly more
within this specific group, but also among the all respondents (Figure 4). Share of active members was
clearly higher among the respondents of innovation and professional communities (60%) compared
with social communities (37%). These observations emphasises the importance of cultural ompetences
(or absorptive capacity) that are acquired though living abroad by Finnish respondents, and by having
Finnish education in case of foreign respondents.
This result also suggests, that one may acquire professionally useful cultural competence to be utilized
in one’s own “home culture” quite easily, through living and working abroad, but in order to develop a
cultural competence that may be beneficially utilized in a context of foreign innovation system, more
profound and systematic education within that cultural domain is more beneficial.
Also, active individuals building community relations and social practices clearly benefits more also
from their professional skills and knowledge, which refer the importance of social and cultural
competences of individuals when considering their “value” in knowledge production and utilization
process in globalized environment.
4.3. Community leaders and fostering the convergence
Finally, the role of the individuals as social engineers and community builders within the innovation
system should be considered. Some key individuals often foster the emergence of new communities
and activities around their shared interest. They share a highly entrepreneurial attitude and
competences to accomplish their goals. These key entrepreneurial individuals may be labelled
“community leaders,” and can be seen to use a significant amount of time and effort to provide public
good. In cases of social activities, voluntary work is often carried out without any financial benefits.
However, the benefits of business-related activities may be indirect.
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Small groups of community leaders create groups and networks that can include several
thousand individuals. Often they extend their personal or business network to a wider group of
people by creating a more permanent but open frame for a certain activity – ones that they are keen
on themselves. For example, a small group of Finnish entrepreneurs established a platform for
themselves, but then opened it up for some other new firms in Oulu (Starttaamo); foreign individuals
in Helsinki organized communities around social media (e.g. IESAF; Expat Meetup); and in Oulu, a
few individuals established an Irish football team (Irish Elks) and a week-long Irish music festival
with thousands of visitors. These individuals clearly share a similar passion and commitment to
their activity, even though they work in different fields. Often, community leaders within the same
field (e.g. social or business) in a region know each other – at least to some extent
– but this does not apply between
fields.
Development projects or regional development agencies building inclusive practices for the Finnish
innovation environment may significantly benefit from the competences of international communities, with some
recent related developments seemingly promising.

•

In social communities, many community leaders have recently become interested

in fostering new
practices that more closely link the community to business and job markets. A wish to “give back” to the society
was strong in some cases.

•

The most recent development projects that aim to provide regional settling

services for foreign individuals and employers wishing to employ them have
acknowledged the potential for international communities to benefit from services
provision.
o

Emerging

Region

examples

include

development

processes

at

the

Helsinki

Immigrant

Emp loyment Council, run by the Chamber of Co mmerce and HERA , and Talent Tampere, which has been
init iated by Tredea Ltd. Both are still emerging and not yet really established, but emerging new mind-sets around
immigration policy for the knowledge economy is visible in these processes.

o

More mature examples (although exceptions to the rule so far) are the Otaniemi-based Talent

Match service that relates to Otaniemi International Network, wh ich includes hundreds of
foreign professionals. Another examp le is the currently ceased business service in Oulu, Expatriate
Family Adjusting, which was managed by a Dutch community leader.

International communities are often seen as an easier and more comprehensive source of
knowledge than parallel projects or public services. Community members with years of
experience in Finland (and who are often from other countries) often offer a more comprehensive
view of the Finnish society, and enable parties to interpret different situations from the relevant point
of view (e.g. when establishing a firm). Public services may be hard to find and/or dispersed, and peer
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support should be harnessed in order to open up innovation systems for global human capital.

5.

Tentative conclusions and main outcomes of the study
This study was conducted mostly in Finland, but the results may be seen as more generic and applicab le to most
environments that confronts the challenges of internationalization in the context of producing and utilizing
knowledge. In context of scientific and codified knowledge, and in scientific learn ing process (STI- learn ing)
(Johnson et al 2007) these challenges are mostly defeated. Ho wever, more topical, much less studied and also
much mo re relevant in most part of the (developing) world is the process that defines the integration of foreign tacit
knowledge, and organization of DUI-learning processes in international context.

How to shape the social constructs of innovation systems to be more able absorb foreign tacit
knowledge, and to provide efficient learning processes as well as rewarding environments for the new
comers importing knowledge with various cultural frameworks to nourish regional innovation
systems?
The tentative results of the study may be defined as follows. Firstly, challenge for innovation policy in
globalized environment is to recognize the relevant communities and find policy measures that may
support emergence of inclusive practices. As discussed, each community has different roles in
innovation process and in creation of inclusive practices. The tentative allocation of different
communities as well as their relations to innovation and inclusiveness (environment to which new
comers are accommodated) may ease this task. (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Stylized categories of communities integrating foreign human capital to triple helix system
and their relation with innovation and inclusion.
The purpose of the categorization is the following. All discussed communities have significant hidden
potential to internationalize the innovation environment. They also provide an opportunity to link
immigrants more closely to different innovation or innovation-related activities. It is important, that
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community building practices link human capital and tacit knowledge to innovation activities and
communities, not just labor markets or society in general, where new comers have rather low chances
to move towards economically feasible learning and innovation processes. This is essential for the
efficient and inclusive use of foreign human capital in innovation oriented economies, including those
based on more tacit knowledge, and incremental or even “frugal or community based” innovations.
Secondly, cultural competences, entrepreneurial spirit and socializing activities may be developed
together in the region by fostering the different types of communities mentioned above. Communities
and especially community leaders are valuable actors in provision of inclusive innovation systems. It
should be noticed, that immigration policy may significantly converge the innovation policy in this
context, as the integration of new comers to the practices and communities of the receiving economy
are considered.
The more practical level challenges include:
The process of recognizing relevant communities and their roles in the integration process, and their
relation to innovation activities.
Bringing together community leaders and decreasing the passion and commitment by p roject- mills."
providing incentives to continue their work, without" institutionalizing" the activities with "the
machinery of Co-production, social entrepreneurship, "fourth-sector" and other new forms to produce
public goods have been discussed in this context; these should be carefully explored when
implementing policies.
The building of new related services is in-progress, (e.g. in Helsinki HERIEC, Talent Match, Talent
Tampere), and their opportunities to benefit from links with innovation platforms and international
communities should be considered.
The full involvement of foreign key persons to the decision-making and content provision in related
projects should be secured, and the use of foreigners as facades for the projects, or free speakers in
related seminars, should be avoided.
It seems that there is a new generation of innovation platforms with various community- building
practices that links global human capital (including returning migrants and expatriates) with novation
system and activities.
While there seems to be many fairly visible social networks organised by active new comers
themselves (community leaders), professional and innovation
international platforms organised by native actors (with direct

oriented communities are mostly

links to companies and business life).

Communities offer opportunities especially for those who show initiative. Frequently those who were
more active within the community (as establishers, organizers, active participants) benefitted more
than less active members (occasional participants, followers).
Fostering the development of communities based on individuals' initiative, mutual trust, shared goals
and endogenous enterprise is a challenge for regional and national policymaking. However, by
focusing on "low hanging fruit" such as (semi-)officially organized platforms that are often based
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around university-industry collaboration and regional development agencies, the first steps may be
taken. Understanding the community formation - social processes and links to innovation activities - in
the context of external tacit knowledge as foreign human capital, is interesting avenue for the research
in the increasingly mobile and multicultural settings defining the evolution of innovation systems.
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ABSTRACT： This study shows how extensively master students collaborate with industry and
government around the time of the graduation. This finding corresponds with the triple helix model,
which predicts that university-industry-government interactions are likely to increase in the
knowledge economy. Our findings also complement the results of the previous literature concerning
the industry-interactions of doctoral students. Further, we provide empirical illustrations of how
work- based learning such as placements and internships, and thesis made in collaboration with
employers, are experienced by master students. This is important because a large majority of the
literature have concentrated on employers’ perceptions of the employability of new graduates. By
exploring graduates own views on stakeholder interactions further understanding can be achieved
about how to promote employability skills of new graduates. Finally, we use a regression model to
study whether pre-graduate university-industry-government interactions have an effect on the
probability to find a job.
Keywords: Triple Helix, Employability, Student-Stakeholder collaboration
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1.

Introduction

Recent studies of university-industry relationships have stressed the importance of doctoral
students, who are not only important knowledge producers in collaborative research projects, but
also an important channel for knowledge transfer between universities and firms (Bienkowska
and Klofsten 2012; Thune 2010). However, in addition to doctoral students, a large number of
master students interact with firms/government or receive funding from firms/government before
their graduation. As well as doctoral students, these master level students are important ”bridge
builders” between university, industry and government.
This mainly empirical paper aims to shed light on the following questions. (i) How common
phenomena certain kind of forms of industry/government interactions are among graduate students?
(ii) How students experience these interactions?
Because our data consists of individuals who have just graduated, we are also able to look at
whether the interactions during the studies have any effect on the probability to be employed after
the graduation. This is our third main interest in the paper at hand.
2.

Triple Helix context

In scientific history, double and triple helixes play a significant role. In 1953, Linus Pauling and
Robert B. Corey presented that the DNA of organisms can be described as three chains, which wrap
around each other and take a spiral-shape. Only a few months later, James Watson and Francis
Crick presented their own double helix model. Now, we know that the latter model became known
as the correct DNA template. The triple helix model, instead, has used as a model for a variety of
transition processes for example in molecular biology.
The triple helix was used to model Institutional structure and its evolution for the first time in
technology research workshop in 1994 by Henry Etzkowitz and Loet Leydesdorff. Their interest
was to analyse relations between university, industry and government and in particular to model
the constant change in those relations; (Leydesdorff and Van den Besselaar 1994; Etzkowitz 1994;
Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff 1995). The triple helix model combined Etzkowitz’s long-term interest
in the university and industry relationship between the analysis of institutional evolution; (David
and Foray; Nelson 1994; Leydesdorff 2012).
According to Leydesdorff and Etzkowitz, the university-industry-government relations are driven
by a common goal to promote innovation, in which science based knowledge is central. With such
a common goal, the three sectors are beginning to take the role of the others though at the same time
retaining their traditional missions. As a consequence, hybrid organizations and networks appear.
In universities, the traditional teaching role is likely to change as education policies are geared
towards emphasizing employability and workplace skills, entrepreneurship education and
collaboration with industry as part of educational programs. To promote e.g. employability and
collaborations we need to know, what kind of problems appear in student-industry collaborations.
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There are some literature focusing on samples of PhD students who participate in specialized
industrial PhD programs or collaborate with industry in some other less formal way. From those
studies we know that several characteristics of the collaborations, such as firm characteristics, type
of organization, resource exchange and routines developed during the course of collaboration, have
an effect have an impact on PhD students’ interaction experiences; see (Thune 2010; Butcher and
Jeffrey 2007; Wallgren and Dahlgren 2005). In addition to doctoral students, a large number of
master students interact with firms or receive funding from firms before their graduation. Very little
is known about master students experiences or problems in industry collaborations, although
master level students are important ”bridge builders” between university and industry as well as
doctor students.
3.

Employability context

The former literature has highlighted the importance of work-based learning such as placements
and internships in promoting the employability of graduates (Wilson 2012). The large majority of
the literature have, however, concentrated on employers’ perceptions of the employability of new
graduates; see e.g. (Lowden et al. 2011). We aim to take a look at the other side of the issue: we
explore graduates own views on their employability skills, and whether work placements and also
thesis made in collaboration with employers could be used as a mean to promote employability
skills.
MORE TEXT WILL BE ADDED TO THIS SECTION LATER
4.

An empirical study

Research design
Our data consists of 296 persons who have been graduated from the Finnish university (University
of Jyväskylä) to qualify as a Master of Science in 2013. These persons were interviewed by phone
to gather data on several questions concerning e.g. their industry collaborations during studies.
Data collection began in xx 2013 and was completed in February? 2014. The sample of
interviewed persons covers 20% of all new graduates from University of Jyväskylä in 2013. To
ensure that the distribution of fields of sciences in a sample correspond to the whole population of
graduates we used stratified sampling. The random sample from graduates from each faculty was
taken in a number proportional to the faculty's size when compared to the population of all
graduates.
University of Jyväskylä is a multi-disciplinary university located at the Central-Finland. It has its
origins in the first Finnish-speaking teacher training college founded in 1863, thus it has played a
significant role in Finnish cultural history. The university is divided into seven faculties: humanities,
information technology, education, sport and health sciences, mathematics and science, school of
business and economics, and social sciences. Each faculty provides undergraduate and graduate
degree programs in more than one subject.
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5.

Data

Characteristics of respondents
Interviews were based on stratified random sample of MSc graduates. We had seven strata
representing the faculties of the University of Jyväskylä. For this reason, in absolute terms, most of
the sample of the interviewees came from the biggest faculties, Humanities and the Faculty of
Education. Non-response rate throughout the study was very low, about 5%
The age range of the respondents is wide: the youngest respondents were under 25 and the oldest
almost 60 years old. The youngest respondents came from Faculty of Mathematics and Science and
from Faculty of Humanities. The average age of the respondents in these faculties is less than 30
years. In addition, in Faculty of Mathematics and Science, all respondents were under 37.
[Insert Figure 1 around here]
Thesis made in collaboration with industry or government
Of all the respondents 35 per cent made their graduation thesis in collaboration with industry or
government. As can be seen from Figure 2 below, there are some variability between faculties in
shares of collaborative works. In faculty of information technology over 60% of master thesis was
collaborative works whereas in faculty of education the corresponding figure was around 25%.
[Insert Figure 2 around here]
Given that thesis was a collaborative work, the topics of them were suggested by the stakeholder
institution as usually as the student herself/himself. Only slightly more than a half (53%) of the
topics were invented by stakeholder institutions.
[Insert Figure 3 around here]
A share of 34% of the collaborative thesis resulted in to a follow-up project or event with the
stakeholder. In this context, it is worth to mention the Faculty of Information Technology, in which
more than half of the collaborative thesis led to a new project /event. Of all the follow-up projects,
19% were work attachments between graduates and collaboration firms or organizations.
[Insert Figure 4 around here]
The question of whether the topic of the thesis was invented by the stakeholder or by the student
herself seems not have a direct effect on the probability to end up in an employment relationship
with a partner organization. In roughly half of the thesis leading to a work attachment the topics
were invented by students themselves.
On-the-job training/Internships
Of all the respondents 65% participated in some kind of on-the-job training that was included in
their studies. It seems that graduates consider on-the-job training as an important factor in the
probability to get the first job after graduation: around 60% of the respondents say that on-the-job
training has helped them at least moderately in finding a job. Especially graduates think on-the-job
training improves their ability to perform at work. When the impact of on-the-job training on the
performance at work was asked, 80% answered it has affected at least moderately.
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[Insert Figures 5 and 6 around here]
Employment
In general, graduates from the University of Jyväskyläfind jobs very quickly: around 80% of them
become employed within few months after graduation or even faster; see Figure 7.
[Insert Figure 7 around here]
Regression analysis
In the previous chapters, we have presented illustrative evidence on how graduate students interact
with industry and public sector around the time of the graduation. We concentrated on two perhaps
most common ways of interaction: graduate thesis made in collaboration with stakeholder
institutions and on-the-job training. Next, we link these two forms of student-stakeholder
collaboration to the concept of employability which, in turn, is closely related to the probability of
finding work after the graduation.
As a method of analysis we employ regression model, which allows us to study how large part of
variation in post-graduate employment statuses among graduates can be explained by variation in
pre- graduate interaction with potential employers. One benefit of regression analysis is that it
allows us to model also the effects of several other characteristics of graduates, such as age and
work experience, on the employment. This ensures that our results concerning the effect of
pre-graduate interaction are not driven by these other characteristics. At the same time, we
understand that there might be some other relevant factors that are not observable in the data. That
is why we do not argue that our results are causal in the strict sense. Instead, we aim to provide
illustrative information related to our research questions.
Our base model can be written as follows:
Yi

=

α + 卢 lColWoγki

+ 卢 2 0ηTℎejobTγαiη i

+ 0tℎeγCℎαγiy + εi ,

Where Y i is a binary variable indicating whether respondent i was employed at the time of the
survey, alfa is a constant term, beta1 ja beta 2 are unknown parameters that represent the effect of
collaborative thesis, ColWork, and on-the-job training, OnTheJobTrain, on the right-hand-side
variable Y. The unknown parameter vector gamma represents the effects of other chararacteristics,
OtherChar, of respondents on Y. This term is added to the model to ensure that the estimates of the
beta variables are not driven by the other characteristics. Finally, epsilon is the usual error term in
the regression model.
As a further analysis we estimate also the model, where the dependent variable Y is the number of
months between the graduation and the time of getting the job given that respondent has finally
employed.
We estimated the unknown parameters of the model by OLS. The estimation results are reported in
Table 1 below. When the dependent variable was a binary variable, the estimated coefficient of
Collaborative thesis does not deviate statistically significantly from zero. Instead, the coefficient of
on-the-job training .16 and is statistically significant. As the dependent variable can be interpreted
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as the probability to get a job, the results say that participating in the on-the-job training increases
the probability of being employed by 16 percentage points.
We studied further those respondents who were employed at some point after (or even before) the
graduation. We regressed the velocity of finding a job i.e. the number of months before a respondent
become employed after the moment of graduation on the same regressors as in the case of the binary
dependent variable. From the second column of Table 2, we can see that given that a graduate will
be employed after the graduation, she/he will find a job on average faster if her/his thesis is made
in collaboration with a stakeholder institution.
6.

Conclusion/discussion

In this paper, we (i) show how extensively master students collaborate with industry and
government around the time of the graduation, (ii) provide empirical illustrations of how
work-based learning is experienced by master students and (iii) use a regression model to stud y
whether pre- graduate university-industry-government interactions have an effect on the probabilit y
to find a job.
We find that, as well as doctoral students, master level students are important ”bridge builders”
between university, industry and government. This finding corresponds with the triple helix model,
which predicts that university-industry-government interactions are likely to increase in the
knowledge economy.
According to our regression analysis on-the-job training increases the probability of being
employed by 16 percentage points. In addition, we find that given a graduate is employed after the
graduation, she/he has found a job on average faster if her/his thesis was made in collaboration with
a stakeholder institution.
Our study has so far provided just a first impression into the topic. There are several more specific
open questions that require further study, i.e. what are the key factors that encourage students to
interacts with industry or public sector institutions; or what kind of longer-period effects studentindustry collaboration have on student’s career.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1: The number of respondents and mean age by faculty. Hum, Inf, Edu, Spo, Mat, Bus and Soc
refer to faculties of humanities, information technology, education, sports and health sciences,
mathematics and science, business and social sciences, respectively. N=296.

Figure 2: The share of collaborative thesis by faculty. Absolute numbers are shown inside the bars.
N=296.
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Figure 3: The inventor of the topic of the collaborative thesis by faculty. N=104.

Figure 4: Did collaboration result in to a follow-up project of event after graduation? Share of responses
by faculty. N=102.
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1.

Introduction

In the innovation and development literature, natural resources (NR) are generally viewed as a curse
for developing nations and NR-based industries as having little potential to innovate and drive
long-term growth [4, pp. 154-168]. This article attempts to present NR-based industries as a
framework for the development of new innovation clusters and economic growth by the example of
renewable resources. It is one of the most promising NR-based industries and it gained its significant
traction due to the promotion of the politically applied focus theory of green economy. Application of
the green economy principles and standards is about focusing industries on such values as
sustainability, nature, justice and care [1, pp. 21-36].
Green economy includes the concept of natural capital which is used to estimate biodiversity of the
territory, its economic value and potential employment capacity. Renewable resources (RR) sector has
been developing since 1980-s and most actively expanding since 2000-s as a new NR-based industry
with establishing practice of cooperation among the Triple Helix participants. It includes a wide range
of focus areas for research and development, government control and business models. That said, the
most developed areas of this sector in the world are now as following: renewable energy, green buildings,
sustainable transport, water management, waste management and land management. They are crucial
for the transformation of the world energy sector and economy at large, but they don’t unlock the whole
economic potential of the RR sector.
The very concept “renewable resources” points out a wide range of activity areas associated with their
use. A renewable resource is an organic natural resource, which can replenish to overcome usage and
consumption, through either biological reproduction or other naturally recurring processes. Renewable
resources are a part of Earth's natural environment and the largest components of its ecosphere. A
positive life cycle assessment is a key indicator of a resource's sustainability [2].
The total range of living organisms providing man with food, fibers, drugs, etc...[5]. Wild berries and
other fruits, mushrooms, plants, seeds and naturally growing edible resources, still represent a valuable
source of nutrition in many countries, especially in rural areas [3]. Indeed, business activities, associated
with gathering of these resources, used to be reserved for villagers only. As for today, due to the
expansion of organic foods and townsmen realizing that consumption of these products is a new feature
of wellbeing and quality of life, this area is becoming more economically attractive and valuable. Such a
broad interpretation of the “Renewable resources” sector allows revealing obvious connections with
related branches – pharmaceutical industry, food industry etc. And, as well as in the case with the
renewable energy, these areas also deserve attention of the triple helix participants, analysis of creating
renewable natural resources industry in different parts of the world and its transformation into
knowledge intensive industry.
Renewable natural resources industry embraces innovations in preparation, advanced processing and
renewal propelling of resources. And not least, innovations in distribution logistics in order to deliver
organic foods to supermarkets [6]. The ultimate goal of the new industry is to increase consumption
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level of products made of natural components, obtained through advanced processing of renewable
resources.
Owing to its specific nature, RR-based industry development creates new opportunities for sustainable
development or rural areas and region economy at large depending on renewable resources availability
on its territory. In this article the author describes the experience of participating in the RR-based
industry development initiative by the example of the Russian Federation and one of its regions (Tomsk
region).
Presently, the national policy of the Russian Federation is focused on the creation of conditions
favorable for the RR-based industry development. Today this industry includes forest (reforestation,
forest management, forest inventory and ensuring the implementation of investment projects), wild
berries, mushrooms, plants and naturally growing edible resources, hunted species and fish. Hereinafter
in this article by mentioning renewable resources (RR), the author will refer to these very areas.
Over the 1990 to 2010-s period the Russian Federation, particularly Tomsk region, witnessed
development of companies, business model of which is based on the preparation and advanced
processing of renewable natural resources. Dynamic advancement of the companies provided the basis
to include this sector into a number of economic development priority fields of the Tomsk region, which
is stated in the Social and Economic Development of the Tomsk Region till to 2030.
Along with that, Tomsk region gradually introduced new laws, providing development of business
associated with the use of renewable natural resources and advancement of companies, but they, first of
all, were not followed by the development of education and R&D sector in this area, and, secondly, by
the proper interaction between universities, business and government.
The author is a member of the work group uniting representatives of universities and government and
which forms the initiative aimed at the development of the renewable resources sector as a full-fledged
sector of the Tomsk region economy, as an area of sustainable interactions between university, industry
and government and as a platform for the development of RR-based industry as knowledge intensive
industry. According to the work group and to the author, these conditions can be realized as part of the
creation of the renewable resources cluster. The international practices also confirm that the most
sustainable forms of cooperation between university, business and government leading to economic
growth are clusters. This cooperation is based on reputation, trust and commingled generation of chain
values. Clusters in the Russian Federation are discussed as a tool for the regional economy
development. Initiatives of clusters creation are alleged in such directions as IT, electronics,
pharmaceutics, medical equipment, petroleum chemistry, nuclear technologies. Thus, the sphere of
renewable resources is a new area to apply cluster approach in Russia.
In this article the author will provide results of the research that allowed defining the tasks to create
renewable resources cluster which require sustainable interactions between university, industry and
government.
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2.

Brief presentation of the state-of-the-art

As of today, a great number of articles is dedicated to clusters and their generation practices. However,
clusters in 25 Russian regions have received the state support on a regular basis only two and a half
years ago. As a result, a critical amount of the best practices and their research is not accumulated yet.
The scientific literature of Europe and the USA reviews clusters as tools to develop technological
priorities and to implement innovation policy. At the same time, research and description of generating
renewable resources clusters is virtually absent in Russian and foreign articles. The papers, dedicated
to renewable resources, are mostly focused on renewable energy resources and there are no articles
covering such areas as forest, wild berries, mushrooms, plants and naturally growing edible resources,
hunted species and fish. There are hardly any papers discussing development of clusters and sector of
renewable resources in the terms used in this article.
3.

Methodology

Research methodology includes two methods:
- Focus-groups with representative of public authorities. The focus group participants were
representatives of departments responsible for control of such areas as reforestation, forest
management, forest inventory, hunting, fishery, fish processing and aquaculture, and wild plants,
mushrooms, berries.
- Semi-structured interview with representatives of the leading companies as well as small business in
the area of renewable resources.
4.

Research focus

The research is focused on search of answers for the following questions:
- Is there any connections between renewable resources companies and what actions need to be taken
to increase sustainability of their cooperation?
- What possibilities the regional authorities and companies see in creating the cluster of wildlife
resources?
- What tasks do cluster need to solve?
- What perspectives do the companies see from creating the cluster?
- How do representatives of the public authorities see the cluster of wildlife resources? What are its top
priority tasks?
- What sustainable connections have already formed between the companies? What actions need to be
done to increase their sustainable cooperation?
- Is there today a practice of universities and companies cooperation?
- How do universities see their role in the cluster?
- What should be the most important principles of the cluster operation?
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5.

Findings and interpretation

1. The core of RR-based industry in Tomsk region is small and middle-sized companies which built
successful business models and have a good reputation in the field of renewable resources. Their
business is associated with picking and advanced processing of wild berries, mushrooms, plants and
naturally growing edible resources, hunted species and fish. As of today, their share in gross regional
product of Tomsk region is 1%.
2. RR-based industry requires sustainable interactions between university, industry and government.
Tomsk region strategy sets a task to increase the share of RR-based industry in gross regional product of
Tomsk region from 1% to 3% by 2020. Solution of this task gives a chance to verify hypothesis stating
that growth is primarily based on the internal transformation of low and medium tech sectors rather
than on the creation of new sectors [7].
To ensure such structural changes and economic growth, it is crucially important to pay attention to
the production and increase of the volumes of renewable resources being processed. In other words,
growth of the renewable natural resources sector and change of its share in the structure of the gross
regional product will happen only in case if the application of new processing types of renewable
resources is supported by scientific research, educational programs and laws assisting creation of new
production sites, manufacture of products and introduction of new ways to deliver them to ultimate
consumers.
3. According to universities, business and government, innovation cluster of natural renewable
resources can become the most sustainable form of interaction for the technological update of the
existing productions and creation of new ones. It should bring together companies, universities,
scientific organizations and government authorities.
4. The key tasks of the renewable resources cluster, which require sustainable interactions between
university, industry and government, are to develop manufacturing, education and research and to
expand the presence at domestic and international markets.
4.1. The following table contains the priority production tasks for the industry.
Cluster area
Wild berries, mushrooms, plants and
naturally growing edible resources
Hunting sector
Reforestation
Fishery, fish processing, aquaculture

Development tasks of RR-based industry in Tomsk region
Increase processing depth of timber and non-timber forest
products to extract natural nutrients
Create down and fur production
Produce nursery plants with new features
Upgrade fleet and fishing equipment, create new
manufacturing sites of fishing products, implement modern
fish processing technologies
The companies have reached an industrial cooperation including:
- usage by small companies of free production lines of large companies to produce pilot batches of
new products;
- execution of joint project by a market leader and a small company that has an access to various forms
of the state support (venture capital fund, R&D financing, etc.);
- provision of technologists services for small companies.
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The highest level of cooperation between companies is observed in ‘’advanced processing of wild
berries, mushrooms, plants and naturally growing edible resources''. The formed connections between
the companies in the cluster of wildlife operate according to the model where a large company has a
sustainable cooperation forms with small business and start-ups.
4.2. Business strategies of the companies include creation of new eco-products. Creation of such
products requires increase of the resource processing depth. In its turn, a new processing level requires
employees to have new skills to work with the equipment and software, analyze medical and other
properties of the renewable resources used in the production etc.
In order to manufacture products with high added value, hunting industry companies need to create
manufacturing sites of down and fur products. Implementation of such projects creates demand for
educational programs concerning organization of down and fur productions and design of fur goods.
Companies, engaged into processing of wild berries, mushrooms, plants and naturally growing edible
resources, need to provide advanced trainings to their managers on how to develop optimal business
models and international expansion strategies. Companies, operating in the field of fishery, fish
processing and aquaculture should train fishing equipment engineers, production engineers and fish
breeders who will be able to pursue plans on technological upgrade of fleet, fishing equipment, sorting
and processing. Forest industry companies need to have training programs on the development of
forest regeneration and management.
Currently, universities and educational establishments that provide training of skilled engineers and
technicians, don’t have dedicated educational programs ensuring training of experts able to create new
production of renewable resources advanced processing. At the same time, cluster creating initiative
allows companies to develop settled general requirements to universities for every field of renewable
resources sector. At the moment, companies and universities discuss joint projects on starting
full-fledged educational programs and advanced training courses for company employees as well as
short-term trainings on new equipment, working procedures etc.
4.3. Industry of renewable natural resources is a knowledge intensive industry. In order to maintain their
competitiveness, many companies create their own research units which study useful properties of the
products and obtain new patents securing company market presence. However, the companies do not
solve all the research and technological tasks all alone. The formed practice of cooperation between
universities and companies includes development of new products, creation of joint innovation
business to promote a product into the market, testing products that contain pharmaceutical elements,
evaluating the composition, etc. This practice is implemented not regularly. The expanded cooperation
between universities and companies relates mostly to a higher orientation of universities to
technological and industrial business processes.
University, industry and government defined focal areas and research and developments in the field of
renewable resources:
- stimulation of the resource renewal process (science of breeding game, building back of the animal
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species population size etc.)
- non-waste advanced processing of wild-growing raw material
- products of functional purpose, nutritional supplements of natural origin
- substances for perfume and beauty, pharmaceutical and veterinary products (technologies of forestry
biological chemistry)
- use of tree bark and needles, sphagnum, birch leaves and peat in the production of medical and sanitary
supplies
- analysis of hunting area economic value
- artificial reproduction of valuable fish species including some protected species
- manufacturing of innovative products based on aquatic biological resources
- crop yield forecasting technologies and models
- forest conservation and restoration
- geoinformational technologies of plant and animal world status record, forecast of their allowable use,
restoration and conservation.
4.4. Companies, universities and government of the Tomsk region largely associate development of the
RR sector with management of data capture on renewable natural resources, and making this
information more accessible and transparent. Currently, this data fragmented, represented as internal
industrial statistics and isn’t exposed to general knowledge. In this situation every company takes action
relying on its own experience. Cluster participants believe that the way to change the situation is to
develop the map of renewable resources of the Tomsk region.
This project, that all the cluster participants are interested in, is designed to solve three tasks. The first
one is to organize the way the data on renewable natural resources is captured and presented. Such a map
should include information about forest ranges by species, swamps and bog forests, nature conservation
areas, forest fires, hunting and fishing areas, nut-producing zones, inhabitation of hunting objects
(sables, elks, bears, wood grouses etc.), growing regions of wild berries, mushrooms, plants and
naturally growing edible resources.
the second task is to create forecasting methods for crop yield and annual level of natural renewable
resources in Tomsk region given its climate, weather conditions etc.
the third task is to define allowable extraction volume of natural resources of every species to ensure
regeneration process.
At the same time, universities are ready to expand their part in the cluster by means of developing an
evaluation system for natural resources, forecast of their possible recovery, their restoration and
protection. Currently, some Tomsk universities generate geo-information technologies that allow
building renewable resources maps on the basis of the satellites space imagery. This technology will
expand possibilities for small companies and will provide regional authorities with sustainable
management planning for wild resources.
4.5. Cluster means common services available to all participants and allowing to cut expenses.
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Companies believe that their expansion at domestic and internal markets will happen quicker if cluster
will also include creation of new infrastructure elements. For instance, companies engaged into
processing of wild berries, mushrooms, plants and naturally growing edible resources need to have
accreditation center which will grant “BIO” certificate to advanced processed products of renewable
natural resources and their introduction to foreign markets. Hunting industry companies need
accreditation center which will confirm hunting and fishing legality as well as use of humane fishing
equipment. It will secure their opportunities to sell fur-trade products at foreign markets and to expand
their export potential.
As a common necessary service for all the participants of the cluster, the companies note a generation
of special group for sales and export promotion. The group should be focused on cooperation with the
countries of Europe and Asia and Pacific region. The second important service necessary for the
companies is service for attraction of human resources including managers for business development
in small companies.
5. The companies see the cluster as:
- mechanism to expand cooperation with the companies
- platforms to increase trust between companies and power, to develop measures of the state support
for companies and the cluster's projects;
- possibilities to improve a business model by means of cooperation;
- tool for a joint entry into the market and;
- possibilities to create a general infrastructure for the companies of the cluster (general preparation
network, logistics solutions, storage infrastructure).
According to the companies, the main mode of the cluster’s operation is a free-will entrance,
transparency of procedures and solutions, support of cooperation between universities, business and
authorities and growth of its sustainability.
6. The companies see the main tasks of the regional authorities as follows: to involve federal ministries,
to distribute information about cluster performance in other regions of Russia, to support negotiations
with investors, to provide the state support to the companies and cluster projects, including support for
the industry modernization, as well as to create a general infrastructure for example an industrial park.
The government proposes the following priority tasks:
- development of evaluation system for natural resources, forecast of possible volumes of their
recovery, their restoration and protection
- arrangement of basic conditions (regulatory, financial, control, infrastructural, institutional) to
develop the cluster and to involve natural resources into economy
- organization of effective cooperation between the cluster participants
- development of industry sector of natural resources advanced processing with a high export potential
- development of technologies to restore natural resources (including forest restoration, aquaculture,
restoration of resources of plant and animal life, etc.)
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- organization of promotion system for the cluster products to home and international markets and
integration with other economy sectors
6.

Conclusions

Such areas of renewable resources as forest (reforestation, forest management, forest inventory and
ensuring the implementation of investment projects), wild berries, mushrooms, plants and naturally
growing edible resources, hunted species and fish represent significant part of renewable resources
sector and require deliberate state policy.
RR-based industries have major innovation and technologic potential and in the long view are to make
considerable contribution into the economic growth. However, development of the RR-based industry
as a knowledge intensive industry is only possible provided there is the consistent interaction between
all the participants of Triple Helix in Tomsk region. The most sustainable form of such interaction is a
cluster. Cluster is a platform for cooperation,

dissemination of cooperation and trust spirit in order to

create value-adding chains and increase processing depth. And for regions, cluster of renewable
natural resources built upon RR-based industries is a hidden source of economic growth.
This initiative is unique for Russia from the point of view of cluster area and specialization where it is
formed (renewable resources). Cooperation ‘’company-company’’ and ‘’company-university’’ has
already formed. Increase of sustainability in this cooperation relates to creation of general services that
will work in favor of all the cluster participants. At the same time, regional governments nee d more
strict policy to support industrial and technological cooperation between companies in the area of
renewable resources.
7.

Policy implications and directions for further research

1. Study and analysis of development of the renewable resources cluster to test a hypothesis that
growth is primarily based on the internal transformation of low and medium tech sectors rather than on
the creation of new sectors.
2. Development of new mechanisms of state support of RR-based industry as well as cooperation
''company-company'' and ''university-company'' in the cluster of renewable natural resources.
3. Grounds for cooperation among participants of different cluster fields (“Wild berries, mushrooms,
plants and naturally growing edible resources”, “Hunting sector”, “Reforestation”, “Fishery, fish
processing, aquaculture”).
4. Focus areas for creation of infrastructure to develop renewable resources cluster.
5. General services that increase sustainability of the cluster participants cooperation
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1.

Introduction

Nowadays, the questions of urban development and the creation of a comfortable life for a given
population have become crucial not only for social scientists, but for urban specialists and architects as
well. These issues are becoming the order of the day on the major levels of both city and regional
management, and they are widely discussed on global discussion platforms, and experts from all
spheres join hands in order to work out new forms of collaboration and implementation of
joint-projects. Suggestions and projects concerning the improvement of the amenities of the urban
environment are included in policies and are becoming an essential element in achieving benchmarks
in socioeconomic, production and other spheres. Today we are coming to an understanding that only
by providing favorable facilities for life in a city is it possible to keep young and highly-qualified
specialists and develop industries, science, culture etc.
At present, urban studies are developing rapidly; they are in demand not only by the scientific
community, but also by a wide range of people with different occupations, since the problems of the
formation of a city consciousness, the adaptation to life in a modern city, and the creation of
comfortable life conditions for people are the most common nowadays.
Currently, as reported by global research, about half of the planet population lives in cities. 70% of
population of Europe is considered urban. According to UN forecasts, the global population will
double in the upcoming 40 years. The number of urban population in Russia is also impressive – about
74.2% of the population live in cities.
That means that cities must try hard to make the lives of residents comfortable. But a city is not only a
complex of transport infrastructure, communal infrastructures, water-supply systems, power lines and
architectural structures. A city is its residents, who are an essential part of its life and development. A
city is a platform for innovative development. Urban community is those talents which are in high
demand for the city’s development.

A city is a concentration of human resources, and a cultural,

scientific, technological and innovative centre. Today cities are turning into a basic area for social,
political and economic interaction. Cities are places where the interaction between universities,
businesses and authorities aligns. The shared experience of this collaboration is further transmitted
outside the stated territory.
One of the most popular notions in the context of urban and social studies is a “community”. Today
there are a lot of theories which trace the historical development of this phenomenon, and represent
the analysis of the correlation of micro- and macro processes, which not only influence the
establishment and the development of communities inside the city, but also, at times, provide
alternative representation of a community’s role in a modern city.
It is a city community that is studied as an important agent in complex processes (economic, political,
social, cultural, etc.), and in which all residents of a city are involved without exception. At the same
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time a lot of modern social scientists are on common ground regarding the idea that the community is
becoming an important player not only in state-based and intra-urban processes, but also in the
international arena.
Not denying the fact of the existence of particular communities in a city, the key institutes of a city,
such as authorities, universities and scientific organizations, big, medium-sized and small companies,
do not consider the communities as their partners, with whom they could improve the efficiency of
their activity, and at the same time significantly contribute to the advancement of the external
environment, and solve the problems which are not paramount. This happens due to the fact that all the
above mentioned actors look upon a city exclusively from their professional-production position. A
city for governmental bodies is a set of infrastructural elements like roads, transport, power-supply
networks, and a water-supply and the necessity to maintain them in operational state. For businesses a
city is a set of created conditions for doing business, the presence of partners, consumers and business
rivals. For universities and scientific organizations, it is an accumulation of school graduates and
customers for educational programs, the conduction of research and the results thereof.
The Triple Helix Model suggests that the efficiency of the collaboration between universities,
businesses and authorities is impossible without a solid platform which is represented by a civil
society. Henry Etzkowitz in his article «Making a humanities town: knowledge-infused clusters, civic
entrepreneurship and civil society in local innovation systems», states that “Local innovation systems
may be generated and regenerated from acts of civic as well as business entrepreneurship from the
launch pad of a vibrant Civil Society”. Then the author suggests that “Civil society consists of free
associations of people that cross cut conventional institutional spheres, facilitating initiatives in which
capitals are transmuted one into another. The ability to meet together, speak freely, and form new
organizations, encourages social experimentation. Civic entrepreneurship thrives on this base,
allowing entrepreneurial bricoleurs the freedom to innovate”.
However, according to current global practice, the autonomous study of urban development by certain
sciences i.e. sociology, economics, etc. is not enough. There is a need for interdisciplinary research, a
combination of approaches, as well as instruments and available resources. One of the possible options
is a combination of social science and linguistics because a language acts as a coupling agent in the
combination of sensual and cognitive behavior of a human being, and a mediator of human’s life
activity and creativity. And what is considered the most important is that a city is a centre for the
unification and concentration of all the above mentioned factors. Joint studies in linguistics and
sociology show new activity and favor designing a new ontological image of the life of a “City” which
differs from the standard representation of an urban area and those who live in a city. Through the
definition of an original means for the verbalization of the concept “City” and the reconstruction of a
fragment of a discourse-based worldview makes it possible to look at a city from another perspective.
The authors of the article represent two positions: sociological and linguistic. Having united for further
investigation of one topic – city, urban development and a role of city communities in these processes,
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we achieved the following results, with which one can get acquainted with in the article.
2.

State-of-the-art

Modern Russian research linguists focus their close attention, and carry on research regarding the
problems of discursive deflection of key cultural concepts.

However, the concept “City” and, more

precisely, the understanding of the concept by representatives of scientific and entrepreneurial spheres,
state and municipal administration and etc. have not been investigated yet.
Sociologists started to study the topic of city communities as an independent object of research in XIX
century (western scientists Ferdinand Tönnies, David Émile Durkheim, Max Weber). In XX century
there was a real revolution both in sociology itself and in the framework of the community studies.
The Chicago School and its prominent representatives Louis Wirth, Robert Ezra Park, William Whyte,
Nels Anderson, Clifford Shaw, St. Clair Drake started to regard city communities as examples of
symbiotic and communalistic relationship which develop between the city residents, who adhere to
their own standards and norms. This research generated a lot of variations in community studies which,
as a result, gave the opportunity to introduce different approaches and include the study of the
phenomenon in global science (Morris Janowitz, Gerald D. Suttles, Lewis Mumford and others).
The end of the XX and beginning of the XXI centuries were the time when the new theories originated.
The author of one of the most famous among them is Richard Florida. The main idea of his theory is
transition from small communities with solid internal relations to bigger ones with weaker
connections.
Also, as an independent school of thought, one can consider the study of communities in Soviet and
Russian science. Being studied only since the beginning of 1960s, the topic of city communities
nowadays only finds its place in Russian sociological science (V. Glazychev, E. Goryachenko, E.
Trubina, D. Levchik and others). However, despite not being investigated in Russian science
thoroughly, the current results of the investigation make it possible to compare the results to the global
investigation in the field.
Currently there is not a unified definition of the term “community”. A number of social scientists count
94 definitions for the term; however, all the definitions are unified by the fact that a community is a
“group of people”.
Nowadays, around the globe, the topic of communities and their role in city life is becoming one of the
major subjects among social scientists, urban specialist and architects. They initiate and conduct
research in different cities and countries in order to define existing communities, the nature of their
origin, defining characteristics which allow one to single the communities out from other formations
in a city and to define their role in the city life.

The transformation of processes in understanding of

the notion of “City” from classical to modern, is connected to the globalization process, which has
been taking place over the last decade, and the establishment of cities’ as major parties of these
processes, are currently being studied and analyzed.
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3.

Research focus

The authors of the research tried to answer the following questions:

˗

How is the concept “City” represented in Russian and foreign environments – news items,

interviews, comments, analytic articles?

˗

What is the role of urban communities in city processes? How has their role been changing in

recent years and what are the dominating criteria for singling out such a category as “urban
community”?

˗

What are the specific features and relevance of community creating ideologies spreading around

the world, and why was the city that was chosen as the main focus for world community activities?

˗

What are the “city” and the “urban community” for the community members? How do they see

their roles in building relationships with businesses and the government in order to develop their own
city?

˗

How can the Triple Helix Model become the basis for the formation of urban communities? Are

there any preconditions for it right now?
4.

Methodology

The research was carried out in several stages:
The first stage - sociological study of information and content analysis. During this stage, the works of
famous sociologists and urbanists of XIX-XX centuries were analyzed. The aim was to detect
peculiarities of different interpretations of the notion “urban community” and its place in the city.
The second stage - conceptual analysis using the elements of structural and semantic methods. The
second stage was about sorting out the words representing the concept “City”, the amount of which
was determined with the quantitative estimation technique. Componential analysis and contextual
analysis were used to examine the meanings of the word-representatives. In the course of the
investigation, more than 200 linguistic units were revealed and analyzed.
The third stage – modelling, introspection technique for the reconstruction of the concept ”City” and
comparative technique to identify peculiarities of the concept “City” and its verbalization in Russian
and English languages.
The fourth stage covered the social study of the information about one world community acting on the
city level. Community participants were interviewed and the results were analyzed as well. In the
framework of the research 17 people aged from 21 to 27 were interviewed. They were students from
different universities in Tomsk, young business people, scientists, doctors, sports people, builders,
architects and etc.
5.

Findings and interpretation

The chosen research methodology yielded the following results:
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1. The peculiarities of the representation of the concept “City” in Russian and English languages.
Concepts “Gorod –City”, representing fragments of the

Russian and English languages’ worldviews,

have both universal and national specific features:
 Key lexemes, representing the concept “City” are “gorod”, “sreda” in Russian and city/town,
environment in English. A universal feature is that in both languages “gorod” and city have one
semantic element – “big city”.


While analyzing the key noun город (gorod), city, town along with adjectives, 5 groups of

adjectives were singled out: assessment (in Russian language – innovative, competitive, unique; in
English language – sustainable, beautiful, massive), time

(in Russian language – old, new, future; in

English language – new, contemporary, modern), administrative-territorial division

(in Russian

language – closed, open, secret; in English language – administrative, open, closed), functional and
geographical location (in Russian language – oil and gas, scientific, industrial; in English language –
historical, global, smart). In the English context unlike the Russian, there are no adjectives describing
geographical location (Siberian, Moscow, European). It is our belief that the difference is due to the
peculiarities of the Russian reality, in which distances and geographical location have a major impact
on the economic and sociocultural development of a city.
 In the group of adjectives of assessment, the adjectives are of the following types of assessment:
intellectual (complex, structured, interesting); emotional (favorite, enjoyable, the best), sensuous
(beautiful, attractive, drunk), utilitarian (ecological, competitive, energy-efficient or green), and
normative (conventional, incorrect, typical). However, the English context represents sensuous
assessment (beautiful, unique, great), utilitarian assessment (innovative, green, environmentally
friendly) and normative assessment (exemplary, fake, official). The significant difference points to the
fact that a “City” according to the Russian worldview is represented more as a socioeconomic
formation and which is currently under change and claims conceptual re-thinking of its form of
existence, its structure, and innovations in order to become a more efficient economic tool.
 In both languages there is a prevalence of utilitarian assessment, which, first of all, expresses the
implementation of certain functions by a city, the practical mission of a city, its orientation on the
achievement of particular goals in order to provide better living conditions, etc. For example: “the
main conclusion I draw for Tomsk and Seversk is that in order to be competitive, it is necessary to
co-operate”. “Firstly, there is a concept of a “Smart City” which pays particular attention to
information technology that enables the active involvement of the citizens in managing and developing
their city”.
 In the Russian context, the adjectives in some groups of assessment are presented in opposition:
- Time: old-modern (new), soviet – modern, young – mature;
- Geographical location: Russian-Chinese, northern – southern;
- Administrative-territorial division : open-closed, state-private, regional – capital
- Others
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Adjectives from a group of geographical assessments take part in the creation of the oppositional
relationship, actualizing such topics as “depressing cities”, “successful experience of preceding cities”.
However, there are no such oppositions in the English context.
 Another key lexeme is the Russian noun “sreda” (среда) = “environment” and an English lexeme
“environment”. In Russian, when combined with adjectives it creates a group of assessment adjectives
(of quality, comfortable, new) and a group of functioning adjectives (professional, innovative,
educational). In English, there is only one group of assessment adjectives: favorable, healthy. Both in
Russian and English the notion of the “environment” acts as a place, which incorporates
socioeconomic space, and the transition from a natural environment into a man-made environment.
For example, “scientific environment” and “investigative environment” act as one of the “key
structures” of a city, which also includes the creation of academic institutes, professional communities,
and the concentration of people in one area. “This stratification, intertwining, as it seemed to me, is
aligned with the model of an innovative system, which has recently been described by Henry Etzkowitz.
He suggested that an innovative environment appears in cases where a combination of components is
a state, universities and

enterprises. Therefore, by their interweaving, these branches create the

innovative breakthrough which we are talking today about”. As a result, native speakers of both
Russian and English, consider a city to be, first of all, a social environment, an area, in which new
conditions for living are created, and where the whole of human life displays itself.
The notion “city community” in the works of social scientists of XIX century possesses the following
features:
 The key difference, which has become a sort of pivot point in the creation of a notion of
community and the investigation of other branches apart from sociology, is an opposition
“friend-or-foe”.


The basis for the origin is blood relations, neighboring communities and “well-knit cities as

political units by means of the friendship of citizens”.
 The community is of a hierarchical structure, like a family structure.


The forms of community: political, social and economic.

 There are two classes of norms of cooperative ethics, which act as a foundation for community life:
norms, that all people obey and norms, determined by stages of social ranking.
 A human in a community is treated not as an individual, but according to the social role that he
plays.
At this stage it is very important to fix rules of morality which are an important feature of a
community in XIX century. First of all, morals are similar to family communities and created by the
hierarchy inside a community. This was reflected in the principles, wh ich remain stable even today:
adults are responsible for caring for those who depend on them, an obligation of lower members to
obey higher ones, an obligation to tell the truth and to comply with restrictions. Therefore, the model
of the community which is almost two hundred years old – is a cooperative model based on a
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hierarchical principle of interpersonal relationship. Hence, this defines the place of an individual in a
community.
But it is this theory of the interaction of “friend-or-foe” at the beginning of XX century that became a
basis for the whole scientific school known as “community studies” which combines anthropology and
German classical social studies. At the turn of the century, which corresponded to a turn in scientific
thought and approaches, there were questions and issues concerning the development of research of an
urban area, urban environment and city residents. Here are some questions concerning the
subject-matter of the article:
 Does city life favor the formation of new social groups and variants of identity?
 How does city life affect traditional social relationships, which are based on respect to those who
are of a higher class, gender, cast and race status?
 Does city life promote or impede the creation of social relations between people of different origin,
place of residence and occupations?
2. Starting in the XX century, the understanding of and attitude towards the role and place of urban
communities in city development have been finding new vectors:
 The beginning of XX century is a period when two key interrelated characteristics of communities,
people and territory, became very prominent. The communities came in to consideration as a group of
people, occupying more or less a particular territory, but a community is not just a group of people but
a set of institutes, since it is institutes, and not people which are the key factor which distinguishes a
community from other social constellations.
 The evolutionary nature of community formation, caused by natural processes in cities, was
important for the development of spheres of peoples’ lives: social, cultural, economic etc. Every
member of the community, which arose and operated in a certain framework, became an active
member of this sort of changes. However, a crucial factor is the connection between the development
of an urban area (a city expansion, the complication of administrative-territorial division, etc.), the
intensification of migration flows due to the creation and development of city communities and their
roles within the city. By creating locally-territorial communities, people started to benefit from mutual
cooperation. In addition, a particular type of activity was fixed by a particular territory. But all the
companion processes of this development begot new groups, which had to look for new places for
themselves, fix their “status”, bringing about more beneficial results for the members of the group.
Besides, every community represented a complex structure with its internal norms, rules and notions.
 With the course of time and development of intraurban processes, communities become an object
of study not as a spatial but a social union. The evolutionary foundation allowed for the understanding
of the mechanical construction of a community by certain people (not territory), so exactly people in
particular came to be perceived as the basis of a community.
 According to the modern understanding of city communities, there is an orientation on
reconsideration of the territorial characteristic of a community’s formation and the importance of the
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community. Communities, based in the framework of apartment blocks (one or some), which are
connected by infrastructure, are taken into account.
3. As discussed, western researchers of city communities had a break-through in comparison to
Russian scientists due to some specific reasons. But this particular fact and practices presented above
in community study in the West, allow for an important step in the study of a given problem in the
context of our own country. The Russian scientist Vyacheslav Glazychev, an expert on territorial and
city development, is a sort of an “instigator” of the study of communities in Russia. In his works he
defined some key criteria which are typical for city communities in the West and which serve as a
basis for their development:
 Historical tradition of city communities, which has found its reflection in “stable objective element
of an urban environment”;
 Advanced system of a city law;
 Economy of urban living, oriented on consumer expectations and sensitive to citizens’ mood
fluctuation;
 Urban journalism by means of which the urban community is able to verify its existence and the
importance of its existence for a city.
17. 4. In the world there are examples of successful inclusion of citizens in city public life. One of the
most vivid and illustrative examples is Vancouver, a city with a million-plus population, which is
regularly on the list of top 10 world best cities, most suitable for life. The city authorities have worked
out a strategy to involve the city residents of Vancouver in a “cooperative activity and the creation of a
new community”. The main objective, pursued by the authorities of a Canadian city, was defined in an
elaborated strategy, which is based on three components:
 Cooperation arrangements between different groups of population and the community;
 Improvement of participation in urban management and “civil literacy”;
 Improvement of interaction between citizens and the city (municipal services, managers, member
of administrative staff, politicians, officials and etc.);
 Therefore, people, who are responsible for the life activity of one of the best cities in the world,
according to the estimates of world-wide experts, have admitted the need for the introduction of city
communities into the development of the environment and an improvement of the quality of life for
the residents from different groups.
5. Modern Russian scientists, who are involved into the study of the problem of the arrangement of a
city’s inner life and territorial social organization pay close attention to immediate interrelation
between socioeconomic development of a city (or a region in general) and the presence of modeled
local communities within the territories. In particular, urban communities are presented as “a special
social-territorial group of population, which exists in indissoluble unity with its natural and artificial
environment, with some specific mechanism of its functioning and development”. A matter of
principle is indissolubility of a social-territorial group and its environment when a change of one
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component necessitates changes in other elements”. At the same time, major characteristics of city
communities of this type are: their relative independence, the realization by citizens of their belonging,
the presence of mutual interests, community homogeneity, intensity of internal communication, and
social solidarity.
6. The results of the conducted research show that nowadays uniting into city communities people
demonstrate not only the necessity for belonging to a social group, but also that they have clear
motives and reasons for doing so. Based on the research findings,

the following results, which are of

high importance for this article and for defining the role of city communities in the realization of the
Triple Helix model, were obtained:
 The development of horizontal type of relationships inside the community despite the division
between the community members (as opposed to professional communities, i.e. those groups of people
who are united on the basis of their professional belonging and their occupation. In those communities,
according to the respondents, there is a strict hierarchy, which does not always encourage initiatives
from “new” members or members of “lower status”);
 Grounds for entering a community:
˗ A desire to communicate your knowledge, experiences, and skills to others and use them in order
to improve the life. This is the argument residents usually use: “I have always tried to teach somebody
something, communicate my knowledge, etc. One of the aspects of my success is that once I also was
taught by somebody, somebody believed in me, and it is important to communicate it further”;
˗ The opportunity to get feedback, advice, and opinions from the experts from other branches. This is
one of the key factors of community existence as a social unit – an opportunity to get help (it could be
some advice, appraisal, direct assistance etc.) and aiding those who are “friends”. “When you enter a
community you meet some people. These people tell about themselves and you have to become close to
a person, and go through an approximation process. You just come and talk. If people enter a
community, they are ready to share something. They are ready to help you. It is like having a notebook
but a more global one”;
˗ An opportunity to be a part of the changes which are taking place inside the city, to initiate these
changes and implement them. As respondents note, for them, as residents of a city, it is very important
to feel that they are a part of the processes that are taking place. As city residents, they realize the
existing problems that the local authorities cannot cope with due to a lack of time or human resources.
They can suggest alternate solutions even on local level acting on the premise that each of them is an
expert, or almost an expert, in a particular sphere, and that means that the problem can be handled
from different perspectives and tackled by means of a comprehensive approach with diverse
instruments and resources. “You get a chance to create and change life, struggle against some
problems that the state or other structures cannot deal with. At least this is interesting, and for me it is
of high priority that I can do something myself. That is why people get united into hubs. In my opinion
a lot of people get attracted by an opportunity to be able to change something themselves”.
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18. “What we do have a necessity for is the implementation of sophisticated projects which are not
within the narrow sphere of their professional activity, go beyond the scope of it, but they understand
that with their competences they contribute to this particular competence. That is why the world is
getting more and more complicated and nowadays there are not many branches which claim exclusive
skills and knowledge. Today the number of cross-disciplinary branches is increasing”.
19. “It is not that I can do more on my own. The point is that what we can do all together is greater
when different people get together, with different jobs, different occupations can reach mutual
professional advancement, can cooperate in the city for its benefit. This all has a greater impact
rather than acting individually”.
˗ The gradual formation of the understanding that the world is not considered only as an object for
consumption, since there used to be a preconceived idea of the world in the late XX century, the idea
according to which we have to deal with a consumer society, is no longer relevant. Today this concept
is being replaced by the understanding of the necessity to “give back”. “In fact, these qualities –
readiness not only to get something,

not only to

pump out resources from the community, but also

to invest in it. Not only having a consumer attitude, but a readiness to give back, has become a
fundamental reason”.
7. Urban communities – are groups of people, representing different career fields and social statuses,
and united by a common goal:


Community – is a mechanism enabling the unification and further cooperation of
representatives of different fields of activity for dealing with specific issues;



Community – is an opportunity to develop professionally, receive feedback from experts of
other fields;



Entry into community is determined by the desire to share one’s knowledge and skills with
others;



Community provides an opportunity to participate in and initiate development of the city
environment and improvement of its living conditions;



Community gives an opportunity to hold interdisciplinary projects with various
organization and structures participating in it.

8. The concept “City community”, introduced by western sociologists on the basis of many years and
many generations of research in the topic, has become permanent in Russian science and the
language of mass media. At the same time, Russian science falls behind western science in the
study of this notion, which does not allow us to use it legitimately without practical study.
9.

Entering a city community for representatives of different academic spheres, business and
authorities will allow the intensification of the positions of the communities in the realization of
their own initiatives oriented on the transformation of the urban environment in order to provide
superior comfort for the residents and guests of the city.
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6.

Conclusions

Native speakers of both Russian and English, first of all, refer to a city to as a social environment, an
area, in which new conditions for living are created and where the whole human life displays itself. If
a city is the place for residence, then the interests of a person are in the focus of attention. Therefore,
what is typical for both Russian and English “City” is that there is an environment which should be
comfortable for living, safe, inclusive, socially hospitable, etc.
In the Russian worldview, the concept “City” is not only a place of residence but also a “live
instrument” of economics, an administrative-territorial unit, and the centre of attention wherein one
can find issues of economical and innovative development. A city incorporates professional
communities, universities, business, enterprises which define the importance of a city, favor innovative
development and a city, in turn, by means of other city-forming, economic factors creates some clear
terms for favorable residence and social functioning.
In the English worldview, the concept “City’ is defined as a more socio-cultural and administrative
area, and is studied from an urban point of view. A city is presented not only as a massive
agglomeration, but also as an area in which all forms of human activity, social-economical formations,
and urban development are performed, as well as an area where there are different social and
administrative issues and problems. The main goal of a modern city and urban environment is the
creation or enabling of new, innovative ideas.
At the same time, it is important to mention a number of specific aspects of today’s situation in which
cities and residents find themselves: there is a need for being involved in processes which are of an
international and interdisciplinary nature; it is vital to become an active member of city life , to take
initiative and report your activity by means of existing information technology. What is essential is
that every member of a community recognizes himself and others as members of the process of
improvement of the quality of life of the residents of their city. Implementing their own initiatives in
different spheres and of different scales, people realize their own significance in the life of a city.
There is a tendency to wish and to be able to “give back”, share your own skills and knowledge.
At the same time a crucial factor is interaction between people from different spheres of life. The
greater the difference between their professional backgrounds, the better, because the value of
communities is in the opportunity to look into a problem from different prospectives, with using
different approaches.
Belonging to a community for people of a modern city is an organic part of their self-development not
only on an intellectual level, but also on social and professional levels. It is exactly this
multidisciplinary approach that is the basic “engine” for their motivation in the realization of
community activity. The unifying quality of interconnection between members of a community allows
them to benefit from their professional activity, getting some advice and discussing crucial issues.
The presence of different city communities can become the ground for a new vector of a city’s
development, because nowadays there is an important task before cities – to keep young people,
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university graduates who are able not only to keep but also to intensify scientific, but also to use their
intellectual potential and to become important members of an economic development.
The Triple Helix Model allows us not only to build interaction between universities, businesses a nd
authorities, but also to build interaction between people, who represent different units. Being primarily
city residents, its main consumers and the source of development, residents do not only create
professional contacts and their own paths, but they also become full participants of the development of
their city, and they become initiators and planners of changes in the urban environment.
7.

Policy implications and directions for further research

As far as the authors of the article are representatives of two allied sciences: sociology and linguistics,
further research can be performed in the context of the Triple Helix Model:
- Study of the concept “City” in the discourse of the Triple Helix Conference applying various
linguistics experiments that can engage members of the Triple Helix Association and participants of
the Triple Helix Conference. To analyze associative and cognitive links of a person representing
management.
- The study of urban communities in different cities of Russia and the world with respect to gender and
professional characteristics. Comparative analysis of data characteristics, specification of activity area
in the field of urban development and peculiarities of cooperation formation between local
communities and universities, entrepreneurs and government as key partners to implement initiatives.
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1.

Introduction

Universities have evolved. They no longer collude with big business; they have increasingly become
identical to businesses (Johnson et al., 2003). The university has become a generator of science,
technology and progressive innovation while the convergence of academic and business activities have
become more highlighted (Etzkowitz, 2003). As the capitalization of knowledge becomes the essence
for social and economic development, the roles of universities have become more enhanced in a
society (Altbach et al., 1999). The majority of today’s wealth-creating inventions are truly
knowledge-based (Romer, 1990) and knowledge has become perhaps the most important factor
determining the standard of living more than labor and capital in advanced economies (The World
Bank Group, 1999/2000).
While scientific density of inventions has increased the university is therefore positioned at the center
of knowledge-based societies (Viale and Etzkowitz, 2004). The university as an economic actor has
linked and interacted more tightly to industry and government as users of knowledge (Looy et al.,
2003) and carried out a role previously done by industry. The increasing importance of knowledge in
modern economies has brought entrepreneurial ethos into academia. This has eventually led to the
emergence of the entrepreneurial university as an entity of technological and economic development
(Etzkowitz, 2004). Entrepreneurial universities, however, appear not to be available in most countries,
especially developing countries, which would mean that technological innovation and economic
development of these countries should rely on a different kind of platform.
The current study is part of a bigger endeavor examining the corporate helix phenomenon in South
Korea and other emerging economies. A holistic case analysis is undertaken, utilizing pattern matching,
of how Samsung transformed Sungkyunkwan University (SKKU) into a corporate/entrepreneurial
university in order to advance theorizing of the corporate helix mode l. The paper proceeds as follows.
The remaining section provides an overview of the traditional Korean science and technology (S&T)
policy for industrialization and presents the Triple Helix debate for technological catch-up. In Section
2, the sequential formation of the double helix and triple helix as part of an evolving system of
interactions between university-industry-government is discussed. Section 3 presents the methodology
and case description for the study. Section 4 offers material, discussion and analysis on the
transformation of SKKU into an entrepreneurial university post joint-venture with Samsung and the
observed impact of Samsung’s intervention. The role of the government of the Republic of Korea in
supporting the environment for innovative capabilities and growth of SKKU and Samsung is also
addressed. Section 5 concludes while offering policy implications and directions for future research.
1.1 Traditional Korean Science and Technology Policy for Industrialization
Besides having been immersed in the Korean War, Korea is also faced with the challenge of not
having an abundance of natural resources. Despite this fact, it has achieved increased economic
growth over the past four decades and managed to pick up its GDP growth rate comparable to prior
years post the Asian financial economic crisis (Kim and Dahlman, 1992; Yim, 2006). The
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development of Korea’s S&T also appears to be remarkable despite the ongoing debate that the
presence of Chaebol companies (Kim and Dahlman, 1992) and technological gaps might impede the
country’s future growth prospects (Yim, 2006).
Much of the research has pointed to the critical roles of private industries and Government-sponsored
Research institutes (GRIs) in contributing to the strength of Korea’s NIS and economic development
(Lee et al., 1996). Korea initiated its first modern R&D activity through the establishment of GRIs in
the early 1960s while the 1970s to 1980s saw remarkable growth in Korea’s GDP. Industries also
experienced accelerated growth while increasing investments in R&D and establishing its own R&D
laboratories. Universities also appeared to begin to play a key role in offering high caliber human
resources (Kim, 2001). However, post the late 1980s where there were growing R&D activities in
industrial firms and universities, numerous scholars and policy makers began to highlight the relative
inefficiency of GRIs while questioning their effectiveness in industrial technology development (Kim
et al, 1999).
As an initial step to address existing problems, the government had transformed its lump-sum based
research funding system to a project based system so as to augment research productivity in 1996. The
year 1999 saw the establishment of a new management system, the Research Council System (RCS),
based on the Act on the Creation, Operation, and Development of GRIs, a model exhibiting similarity
to the German and British systems in 1999. The status of GRIs under associated ministries was then
altered under the unified control of the Prime Minister’s Office, releasing GRIs from the excessive
control of related ministries (Yim, 2006).
In terms of its National R&D Program, after being initiated by the Ministry of Science and Technology
in 1982 , the program was geared towards addressing the challenges in moving to a knowledge-based
economy so as to place Korea among the ranks of advanced economies by early 2010s (Shin and Kim,
1994; Lee et al., 1996).

To enable this, greater emphasis had been placed on the efficient use of S&T

resources based on the “selection and concentration” principle. Korea’s current National R&D
programs now include the 21st Century Frontier R&D Program, the Creative Research Initiative (CRI),
the National Research Laboratory (NRL), the Biotechnology Development Program, the
Nanotechnology Development Program, as well as the Space and Aeronautics Program, to name a few
(Yim, 2006).
Furthermore, in order to promote basic research among universities, the Korean government
designated university research groups with distinct research capabilities as centers of excellence (COE)
that include Science Research Centers (SRCs), Engineering Research Centers (ERCs) and Regional
Research Centers (RRCs). SRCs and ERCs emphasize cooperative research between regional
universities and industries (Yim, 2006). Also, the Korea Institute for Advanced Study (KIAS) was
established in 1995 as a world-class institution for basic research while the Asia-Pacific Center for
Theoretical Physics (established in 1997) acted as a regional center for basic research. The government
also provided modern research facilities through the Korea Basic Science Institute (KBSI)
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(maintaining more than 300 sets of research equipment for joint use among universities) to facilitate
basic research (Yim, 2006).
Additionally, a key policy task of Korea also involves transforming the current teaching-oriented
universities into research-oriented universities by providing financial support to those universities with
excellent research performance. Major universities have begun to respond by reforming programs
including admission processes, undergraduate curricula, as well as graduate programs. Policy on S&T
education appears to be moving from a focus on “quantity” to “quality” in response to the emergence
of the knowledge-based economy (Yim, 2006).

Also, because Korea started without a modern

technological base, to a certain extent it had to rely on foreign technological sources (Kim and
Dahlman, 1992). Korea’s international S&T cooperation therefor served the purpose of allowing the
country to acquire foreign technologies and obtain technical training while contributing to
international scientific advancement as well. Bilateral and multilateral cooperation with foreign
countries and international organizations have also been actively promoted (Yim, 2006).
Some new trends with regards to Korea’s S&T policy directions for the 21st century can also be
observed. There appears to be a major transition from its past policy of industrialization towards a
desire to play an active role in international efforts contributing to human welfare through
advancement of science and technology (Yim, 2006).

Some of the key trends include encouraging

cooperative and competitive three-way partnerships among industries, academia, and public research
organizations to create a more balanced innovation system.

Regional innovation clusters and new

governance structures (to address problems of RCS’s efficiency and effectiveness) can also be
expected. Revisions made to the S&T Basic Plan (2003-2007) aims at shifting the national innovation
system from government-led to private-led while improving efficiency of national R&D investments.
Also, alignment of R&D systems to global standards while meeting challenges and harvesting
opportunities presented by new technologies is also observed (Yim, 2006).
The new trends are further supported by Korea’s 21st Century Frontier S&D Porgram (enacted by the
Science and Technology Framework Law put into effect in 1999) based on Korea’s Five-Year Science
and Technology P lan and National Technology Road Map (Lim, 2000). Also, in order to promote
regional science and technology, the government also set up a five-year comprehensive regional
science and technology promotion plan with six programs geared towards cultivating key techno logies
for regional industrial development and the creation of regional clusters for innovation (MOST, 2005).
1.2 The Triple Helix Debate for Technological Catch-Up
The extant literature on university-industry-government interactions for technological catch-up offers
two contrasting views with regards to the role of the University. The New economics of Science view
gives emphasis to education as the inherent function of a university (Dasgupta and David, 1994). This
view posits that when the relationship between university and industry becomes too close then it can
be unfavorable to scientific potentials of a nation. Therefore an appropriate division of labor between
these entities is needed (Eom and Lee, 2010).
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On the other hand, the Triple Helix view gives emphasis to both the social and economic roles of the
university (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 1997).

Interaction between university, industry and

government become crucial to facilitate conditions for innovation while the need for the university to
be directly linked to the industry becomes central for maximizing the industrialization of knowledge.
The “third mission” of the university in serving for economic development (apart from teaching and
research) can therefore be observed (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000). The triple helix model is
analytically different from the national systems of innovation approach (Lundvall,1992; Nelson, 1993)
where the firm plays the lead role in innovation, as well as from the “Triangle” model of Sabato (1975)
where the state is privileged (Sabato and Mackenzi, 1982).
The extant literature offers dialogue of several cases highlighting the emergence of the triple helix
phenomenon. Wong (2007) discusses Singapore’s strategy to advance the island state into a leading
biomedical hub through emphasis on leveraging foreign firms and talents while enhancing the role of
local universities. The study highlights the case of the National University of Singapore (NUS) where
augmented spin-offs and technology licensing in areas such as bioinformatics, biomedical equipment
and non-therapeutic products can be observed-a quick response to the change in the national agenda.
The case of NUS offers implication that universities in developing economies have to switch from the
traditional university model to an “entrepreneurial university model” before participating as a key
player in the Triple Helix nexus for commercialization of life science.
Leydesdorff and Sun (2008) utilize Japanese (ISI) publication data for the period 1981-2004 to study
both international co-authorship relations and Triple Helix relations in a single design. The study
shows that the Japanese Triple Helix system had faced continuing erosion at the national level. On the
other hand, since the mid-1990s, international co-authorship relations of Japan have developed a
capacity to hold surplus value generated internationally. The opening of the national system to the
international dimension allows for it to be endogenized into the Triple Helix model as a fourth
dimension (Leydesdorff and Sam, 2008).
Fitjar et al., (2014) utilizes a random sample of 763 firms from five urban regions in Norway to
examine the impact of firm organization of innovation effort (hierarchy, market and triple -helix type
networks) and the geographical scale of this effort on the capacity to benefit from product innovations
while considering triple-helix networks on local, national and international scales. Results show that
firms utilizing internal hierarchy or triple-helix networks with an extensive range of partners
demonstrated a significantly higher share of their income from new products relative to those that
primarily depended on outsourcing within the market. It was also observed that the geographical scale
of cooperation in networks (including type of partner used) is relevant for the capacity of firms to
benefit from product innovation (Fitjar et al., 2014).
While there is growing empirical evidence for the application of the Triple Helix model in several
developed countries, not much is understood of its applicability from a developing country context,
especially where the entrepreneurial university is missing. This perhaps highlight the need for a
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context-specific or contingent approach in understanding university-industry relationships that is more
applicable to emerging economies (Eun et al., 2006). In such an approach, each country is viewed as
having its own national innovation systems while it is common that university-industry linkages of
each country will exhibit different forms and assume different purposes in a nation (Eun et al., 2006).
For example, Bunders et al., (1999) find that while the university, industry and government appear to
be influential and power actors for the successful implementation of several science and technology
policies in Bangladesh, they are seldom the only relevant actors. In Bangladesh, the direct interaction
between the helices for the described activities did not lead to mutual shaping. Despite all actors
perceiving a potential benefit in doing so, the risks involved were considered too high. The findings of
the Bunders et al., (1999) study share similarities to case studies of Latin American countries (see Katz
and Bercovich, 1993; Sutz, 1997).
In such cases, demand for innovation is inadequately specific or the supply of knowledge too
fragmented to augment the interest of industry. Therefore, scientists continue to pursue research based
on scientific criteria only while entrepreneurs shift focus away from science-based innovations. Also,
even though governmental R&D for development policies may stimulate research activities they
seldom are capable of augmenting social and economic development. The Bunders et al., (1999) case
also demonstrates that activities undertaken to decrease risk while increasing benefits, as well as to
assess the possibility for maneuvering to adapt mutually, were undertaken by actors outside the narrow
triple helix..
Additionally, Worasinchai et al., (2009) attempts at applying the Triple Helix model in the context of
Thailand where universities are shifting from teaching-based to research-based, thereby playing an
active role in the knowledge-based economy. The study proposes an adapted version of the helix
model that could allow for the development of ties among stakeholders through strategic alliances. The
Government-University-Industry-Networks (GUIN) framework encompasses the most key factors
necessary for successful collaboration between Universities and Industries. Financial involvement of
the firm, long-term partnership condition, patent opportunities, trust building, and potential valuable
outcomes of the research are all conditions for a successful university-industry linkage (Worasinchai et
al., 2009). Nakwa et al., (2012) also highlight the crucial sponsoring role of intermediaries for
promoting the development of triple helix networks among Thai SMEs (in the ceramic and furniture
industries). The study offers implication that market-led intermediaries would be more effective in
encouraging triple helix network development as opposed to government-funded intermediaries.
On the other hand, Puangpronpitag and Phongsiri (2012) also look at the “Khonkaen One Stop
Services” Triple-Helix based project in Thailand where Khonkaen province and the Thai Software
Industry Promotion Agency (SIPA) jointly employ an Information Communication Technology (ICT)
expert team from the Faculty of Informatics Mahasarakham University. The case highlights that
university, industry, and government can coordinate successfully to fulfill their missions to analyze
and develop the core system for promoting the software industry in the northeastern part of Thailand
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as well as extending ICT usage for enhancing citizen services and provincial administrative tasks.
Also, Cai (2014) offers the case of China to address how the institutional arrangements of China
would enable the promotion or impediment of the Triple helix model development in China. The case
offers implication that to enable optimizing of innovation policies, China needs to consider adjustment
of its institutional environment to allow for interactions between key innovations actors. Alternatively,
the case also suggests China needs to be innovative in developing its own Triple Helix modes in light
of its distinctive institutional environment that will continue in the future. Additionally, Mêgnigbêto
(2014) utilize mutual information and transmission power as indicators of knowledge circulation
between innovation actors in West Africa and find that at the regional level, the university is the
biggest knowledge producer followed by government and industry respectively. Yet, at the national
level the government appears to be the biggest information producer in majority of the countries while
the industrial sector output appears weak both at the regional and country level. Mutual information
showed the existence of synergy between the three entities at a national and regional level but the
value is too low to enable smooth knowledge circulation among the entities.
2.

State of the Art- The Corporate Helix Approach for Innovation-Based Growth

The corporate helix model is similar to the triple helix model in which three entities of the
university-industry-government interact with one another to achieve innovative capacity and economic
development. But the major difference between these two models is the university. The corporate helix
model deviates from the triple helix model in that the key player in the corporate helix model is not the
university but the industry, principally the corporation. The universit y in the corporate helix model
cannot participate in technological innovation as an independent player. It does not have the capability
to function as a generator of new knowledge like an entrepreneurial university and is not able to
independently interact with the industry (Cho, 2008).
The

corporate

helix

model postulates

that

transformation

of

the

university

into

a

corporate/entrepreneurial university is a precursor in order for the university to participate in the triple
helix network as a successful independent player. This transformation is brought about by the
corporation through acquiring or establishing the university or establishing strategic alliances with
specific academic areas that the industry is interested in (Cho, 2008).The corporate helix model
consists of two processes; sequential formation of the double helix and the triplex networks. Double
helix formation occurs between the university and corporation, in which the university is transformed
into a corporate/entrepreneurial university by acquisition and investment of a corporation. Then the
corporate/entrepreneurial university participates in the triplex network as an independent player with
industry and government for technological and economic development (Cho, 2008).
The double helix allows for a close packing of the university and corporation, leading to interaction
between two different entities. The process converts the ivory tower from an academic steady state to a
corporate active state for academic entrepreneurship. Once the double helix is formed between the
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university and corporation, the organizational change and adaptation becomes a biological one so that
continuous and flexible transformation takes place. This transformation could be multi-dimensional
and complex, allowing the university to tackle more dynamics and added complexity in internal and
external environments. Successful formation of the double helix offers the ivory tower the capacity to
develop strategies for working with industry and government, and plan how to best benefit from
emerging opportunities (Cho, 2008).
The double helix formation between the university and corporation is followed by the triplex network.
The corporate university is now ready to participate in this multidisciplinary relationship with industry
and government for technological innovation and economic development. The corporate university
promotes new thinking and technological innovation, encouraging experimentation, and becomes
deeply involved with nonacademic adventures like commercialization of knowledge and partnerships
with industry and government. In addition, entrepreneurial research becomes a hallmark of the
academic system and the corporate university is directly involved in the research enterprise with
industry (Cho, 2008).
The corporate university begins to look and behave more like an ordinary economic enterprise and
claims a priority status for entrepreneurial research. Well-structured university-industry-government
partnership in the triplex network can create symbiotic relationships rewarding to each other by
allowing the university to leverage national and corporate funding and for industry to capture research
findings along with building up in-house expertise. These collaborations are a critical element in the
technology transfer process from university to industry whereby the government plays a more
prominent role in promoting and stimulating the development of high-tech industries, both through
their support of the university and through interactions with industry (Cho, 2008).
3.

Methodology and Case Description

This study employed a holistic case analysis in line with key approaches that have been recommended
for conducting inductive analysis by utilizing case study research (Eisenhardt, 1991; Miles &
Huberman, 1994; Yin, 2003). The case study method was chosen as it allows for exploring complex
phenomena within real-life contexts (Yin, 2003) and to explicate dynamic processes that entail
multiple causal chains (Pettigrew, 1992). This method is suitable for addressing the why and how
questions when the researcher has very little control over events. Furthermore, in-depth interviews
were utilized as the process enables access to abundant information, allowing the researcher to gain a
360 degree view of research problems. It also makes possible the generation of clear descriptions of
the management situation that prove conducive for theory development (Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2005)
which could not have been achieved with a survey method.
The research setting for the study was the transformation of Sungkyunkwan University (SKKU) into
the corporate/entrepreneurial university. It focuses on the acquisition of SKKU by Samsung during the
evolution wave of political democratization and economic liberalization that had emerged in South
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Korea in the early 1990s through the “New Economic Plan”. In-depth interviews were conducted with
a range of stakeholders of SKKU, Samsung and the Korean Government. Participants in the case
analysis were classified into four levels, namely high-ranking officials, executive level, managerial
level, and operational staff.

These included faculties and administrators, board members of Samsung

and SKKU as well as Korean government officials. A wide range of secondary data from websites,
university newspapers, annual reports, and bulletins that relate to SKKU and Samsung were also
reviewed. Data triangulation among the sources were utilized as a means for cross-checking the
accuracy of data while ensuring the validity and reliability of the data (refer to Table 1 for validity and
reliability criteria and treatments within the study utilizing Gilbert et al’s (2008) framework for an
investigation of the methodological rigor of case studies). Pattern matching was later utilized for data
analysis (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
Table 1 Validity and Reliability Criteria and Treatments within the Study
Criterion
Internal Validity

Measure
-Research

Treatment within the Study

framework The research framework adopted which enabled for

derived from literature

the examination and classification of the Corporate

-Pattern matching

Helix model, is based on the Triple Helix work of
Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff (1997). The observed
pattern for the case of SKKU and Samsung were
matched

with

observed

patterns

in

another

Corporate Helix case in South Korea which
involved the establishment of

the university

(POSTECH) by the industry (POSCO) (see Cho,
2008).

Construct

-Data triangulation

Validity

-Indication

of

A review of annual reports, bulletins, newsletters,
data newspaper articles, website information and online

collection circumstances
-Explanation

of

analysis

documents was undertaken. Follow up interviews

data were conducted with key respondents from both
Samsung and SKKU to cross-verify specific
material. Access to data for the study had been
accomplished through the South Korean Ministry of
Education, Samsung, and SKKU. A holistic case
approach was adopted for drawing conclusions and
insights from the study.

External Validity

-Cross case analysis

Patterns and trends observed in the Corporate Helix

-Rationale for case study process for Samsung-SKKU were cross-checked
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selection

with

the

case

-Details on case study confirmatory
context

of POSCO-POSTECH

measure.

The

selection

as

a
of

Samsung-SKKU case was in line with the study’s
objectives. SKKU had been acquired by Samsung
during the period when the “New Economic Plan”
of South Korea had already come into place in the
1990s. A case description of SKKU and Samsung is
provided in Section 4.

Reliability

-Case study protocol

During the study, case study notes, documents, and

-Case study database

narratives were gathered. This was done with the

-Company/organization’s

intention of replication of the model for future

real name given

corporate

helix

cases

of

university-industry

partnership to be undertaken by the author. Actual
names of the university, industry and government
bodies on which the study is presented are provided.

Source: Created by the author for this study
The results can be structured according to a set of patterns that had emerged which matched those of
the Corporate Helix model during the course of the study, namely: 1) the double helix formation
process and 2) the Triplex process with Government. The goal of this analysis was to isolate a
significant set of relationships regarding similarity in context as well as eventfulness. This entailed
identifying interventions of Samsung in order to make changes and reshape SKKU into an
entrepreneurial university while studying behavioral patterns, performance and dynamics resulting
from the co-evolution and interaction between SKKU, Samsung, and the Korean Government in
achieving a long-term goal beneficial for both SKKU and Samsung. Therefore, to meet the selection
criteria as well as objectives for the study’s case analysis, universities that had either been acquired or
established by a South Korean “Chaebol” corporation during the 1990 when the “New Economic
Plan” had already come into place had been considered.
4.

Findings and Interpretation

4.1 The Samsung-SKKU Double Helix Formation
The Korean Government and industry had recognized that South Korea needed entrepreneurial
universities that could participate autonomously and independently in technological innovation and
economic development processes with industry and government to advance its economic growth.
Through dynamic leadership initiatives, Samsung Corporation decided to get engaged in transforming
SKKU into an entrepreneurial university through acquisition and investment (Figure 1 illustrates three
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chronological periods and key events of the SKKU and Samsung joint venture). This process is
different from the triple helix paradigm because the series of corporation’s acquisition, investment and
transformation of the university occurred before the triple helix network among university, industry
and government was formed.
Figure 1 Chronology of Joint Venture of SKKU and Samsung
Source: Created by the author for this study
Several emerging themes during the Samsung-SKKU case analysis offers implication that the
corporate helix model can accommodate the triple helix model in both developed and developing
countries (See Table 2). Samsung Corporation did not exercise corporate control to engage faculties
and staffs in reforming SKKU into academic entrepreneurship in the beginning stage of the
transformation process. Samsung helped generate an internal enabling environment within SKKU
based on new and improved infrastructures through continual internal organizational learning and
development, progressive internal organizational change perceptions, as well as complementary
team-specific dynamics.
Table 2 The Corporate Helix Model: Pattern Matching of Samsung-SKKU Case
Level in the

Emerging themes

Illustrative Keywords from Interviews and Desk

Corporate Helix

Review

Model
Industry

Stakeholder Role

-Sustainable financial investment
-Replacement of physical capital
-Funding of Core Initiative Programme
-Samsung Medical Center

Managerial Role

-Deployment of techniques for commercialization of
knowledge
-Enhanced effectiveness and capital/human resources
augmentation
-Strategic planning
-Financial framework restructuring

University

Partner Role

-Voluntary mobilization
-Curricular pedagogy modified
-Tenure system renewed
-Performance based-salary introduced
-Engineering School restructured
-Establishment of Medical School

Enterprise

-Joint corporate graduate programme with Samsung

University Role

programme developed
-Wider institutional ecology
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-Creation of humanities and social science campus in
Seoul and Natural Science campus in Suwon
-Generation of highest number of registered patents
among universities in the world
-Deployment of innovative management techniques and
entrepreneurship
-Augmenting graduate employment rates and number of
SKKU students doing internship abroad
-Augmenting research programmes and advancing
Nano-structural physics/ IT fields.
Government

Facilitator Role

-Advocacy/facilitation of joint-venture
-Administrative support
-Removal of unfavorable regulations
-Approval of medical school establishment

Source: Created by the author for this study
Samsung intensively invested in the schools of medicine and engineering, and also extended financial
expenditures to reinforce infrastructure of all academic areas and facilities for education and research,
and provided research funds to faculties. The curricular and pedagogy of the school of engineering
were innovatively modified via joint effort of faculties and corporate entrepreneurship. Samsung had
strategically provided full scholarships and research funds to the students at the medical school and
departments of semiconductor/electronics, and faculties, respectively. Engineering faculties got
engaged in generating innovative products with Samsung’s research scientists, and engineering
graduates further received employment with Samsung.
Samsung Economic Research Institute (SERI) is the largest private think tank in the nation, which
provides timely analysis on macroeconomic developments, global issues, technology & industry
trends, public policy, human resources, and management issues. SERI became another excellent
resource for faculties and students of the business school. Collaboration and partnership between the
business school and SERI had generated tremendous synergy. SERI helped SKKU to be quality driven
but procedurally efficient. As a result, a new commitment to both excellence and cost-effectiveness
was essential across the campus. SERI helped SKKU to develop strategy for continuous improvement
in the effectiveness of capital and human resources. SERI also got involved in developing strategic
planning that encompassed a new array of factors: the strengths and weakness of the organization, the
changing external environment, competitive conditions, and opportunities for growth.
The strategic planning provided SKKU with antennae to sense the changing environment and help
SKKU embrace adaptation, develop greater integration, quality, and stronger integrity by capitalizing
on the strengths they already had. This further ensured proper governance infrastructure and processes
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and allowed

SKKU to restructure its old financial framework and systems. Furthermore new

SKKU selected the right faculty and staff, and began buying out contracts of the weakest tenured
professors in order to effect transformation. SERI also introduced a professional administrative cadre
with responsibility for the day-to-day operation of the university, in which the cadre is divided into a
number of subspecialties that serve particular needs for efficient operation. The administrative cadre
has permitted SKKU to be managed effectively in an environment of accountability.
Samsung has invested USD 50-100 million each year since 1997. Reshaping of SKKU, however, was
not feasible only with investments from Samsung. Voluntary engagement and participation of faculty
members in its renovation process was paramount in the university community, and then Samsung’s
investment accelerated the transformation process of SKKU into a corporate/entrepreneurial university.
Samsung’s intervention and SERI’s strategic planning allowed SKKU to link finances and academics
with surprising economies. Positive results from these interventions was registered by increases in the
number and quality of applications, improved retention rates, outstanding appointments, and external
recognition which proved

rewarding and have encouraged Samsung to keep investing in the

reshaping process.
Joint-venture between Samsung and SKKU serves as a model exemplifying ‘win-win strategies.’ As a
result of this joint effort, SKKU could establish the medical school affiliated with Samsung Medical
Center so that doctors became professors in medicine and students could be trained in the hospital.
SKKU has prospered to the extent that it enjoys a judicious balance between healthy public trusteeship,
responsible and collegial faculty governance, a creative and intellectual ivory tower, and
entrepreneurship. Furthermore, in order to maximize economic profit, Samsung had to reduce
importation of new knowledge, patents and technology, from the United States and Japan, and realized
that it would not be feasible without entrepreneurial universities in Korea.
4.2 The Samsung-SKKU-Korean Government Triplex
The role of government was also crucial for the eventual cultivation of partnership initiatives of
SKKU with Samsung and the government. There was possibility for raising controversies over the
acquisition of an ivory tower by a private corporation. But the government took the position for
pro-acquisition and provided full administrative support. The Ministry of Education facilitated
interaction between Samsung and SKKU by removing and lessening legal barriers related to
acquisition of the academia by the corporation. In reality, the complementarities between SKKU and
Samsung are rarely perfect, but initial weak and favorable binding interactions would be able to
provide a substantial driving force for catalysis. To complete the process, the government removed and
modified unfavorable regulations for fusing academia and university. Even if the government is not
directly engaged in the double helix, its role is crucial to accelerate the conversion of the ivory tower
to corporate university. It should be noted that there may not be global corporations like Samsung in
many developing countries, but most countries have public corporations. In the Corporate Helix model,
the public corporation can acquire or form joint-ventures with the public school in case the public has
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antagonism on joint-venture of the public school and private sector. The corporate helix model also
demonstrates possibility of encapsulation of special academic areas into academic entrepreneurship
via strategic and selective alliance. Country, state or local government needs to select and support
focal areas and/or the university to strategically transform into corporate departments, college, or
university for national economic development.
4.3 Impact of Samsung’s Intervention
Several positive impacts had been identified from Samsung’s intervention. The Times Higher
Education recently announced ‘Asia University Rankings 2013 Top 100,’ in which SKKU was ranked
23rd in Asia and 3rd in Korea (Times Higher Education, 2013). SKKU was not listed in ‘Asia’s Top
100’ prior to Samsung’s acquisition in 1996. Cambridge Intellectual Property Ltd. indicated that
SKKU filed the highest number of graphene-related patents in the world along with Samsung.
Graphene, the so called ‘dream material’ had been one of SKKU’s core research areas. According to
the report, Samsung holds 407 graphene related patents and SKKU also registered 134 patents, which
is the largest number among universities. With reference to the 2012 National Consumer Satisfaction
Index (NCSI), SKKU ranked 1st , which is the 6th year in a row that SKKU has maintained this status.
SKKU’s strong performance in the NCSI is a result of its deployment of innovative management
techniques, such as the 6 Sigma quality improvement system and active internationalization program.
This has helped SKKU deliver education of a global standard. SKKU’s success is also demonstrated
by its high graduate employment rate and the large number of SKKU students who do internships
abroad.
SKKU’s department of Energy Science led by Research Director Prof. Young Hee Lee of the newly
established Institute for Basic Science (IBS) will oversee 3,000 researchers to conduct research in the
basic science area of South Korea during the next ten years. SKKU expects to become a major player
by establishing a platform to grow into a world- leading research institute. SKKU and Samsung will
step forward in advancing the Nano structural physics field and build academic research careers that
are world class. The SKKU School of Pharmacy has been developed into a world-class center of
research and teaching. The school has an outstanding Science Citation Index publication record, with a
score of 616 (5.9 per professor) during the past five years. This score compares favorably to the
top-ranked US pharmacy school at the University of California at San Francisco, which scored 559
(2.6 per professor). The School’s research excellence has been recognized by the Korean government.
‘Global MBA Ranking’ annually announced by Financial Times in the United Kingdom indicated that
SKKU Graduate School of Business was ranked 51st

in the world, 9th in Asia, and 1st in Korea in

2013. Prof. Pil Hwa Yoo, Dean of Graduate School of Business, said ‘considering the fact that there
are over 8,000 business graduate schools in the world, it is astonishing for a school that only opened
nine years ago to enter the top 0.5% of the world’s ranking’. The Ministry of Education of the
Republic of Korea had also recently announced that the job employment rate at SKKU ranks the top in
Korea. 69% of the graduates have got jobs.
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5.

Conclusion, Implications, and Future Research

5.1. Conclusion
This study postulated the corporate helix model which can be applied to both developing and
developed countries via a case study of Samsung Corporation and Sungkyunkwan University. This
was done through a case analysis of the transformation process of SKKU into the
corporate/entrepreneurial university by means of joint-venture with Samsung Corporation. The
Corporate Helix process of Samsung with SKKU entailed corporate acquisition/investment, replacing
physical capital, modifying their curricular and pedagogy, renovating the faculty tenure track system,
establishment and strategic alliance with engineering departments and college of medicine, and
creating wider institutional ecology. As a result of Samsung’s intensive investment for almost the last
two decades, SKKU has become one of the top schools in the nation; especially the schools of
medicine, engineering, pharmacy, and business have held top rankings.

It is no longer an ivory tower

isolated from society, and interacts closely with the industry and government to take a proactive role in
improving the efficacy of its national innovating environment. The linear model at SKKU, starting
from research and moving to utilization, has been complemented by a reverse linear model, moving
from problems in Samsung’s innovation process and seeking solutions in science. The SKKU
community now sees knowledge itself as a commodity, a product to be purchased and applied, which
was not seen on campus before Samsung’s intervention took place.
In the corporate helix model, the industry takes initiatives as the major player in the process of the
double helix formation, but it is no longer the major player after the university is able to participate in
the triplex network as an entrepreneurial university because the university-industry-government
behaves as independent spheres but as a system of innovation. The corporate helix model recognizes
that low efficiency of accumulation and production of developing countries would result from a lack
of high level national institutions, especially the entrepreneurial university which can participate in the
triple helix network. The corporate helix model postulates that alliance of industry and government is
not enough to make economy grow faster and to accumulate technology fast. Republic of Korea has
achieved economic success for the last half century since the Korean War, which has been driven by
conglomerates and government. The university did not initially play a key role in this national
technological innovation and economic development process.
When an entrepreneurial university creates knowledge, it makes the industry better off by giving them
a base of knowledge on which to build future innovations. Persistent economic growth must come
from technological progress. Technological progress comes from generation of knowledge by
universities so that developing countries should try to enhance increasing returns to knowledge by
transforming the universities into corporate/entrepreneurial universit ies. Most universities in
developing countries are not equipped with competitive resources so they are not able to generate
knowledge which can be commercialized by industry. They may not able to contribute to technological
innovation and regional economic development via the triple helix model. On the other hand, the
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corporate helix model allows for the university that does not have capability to become entrepreneurial
through the acquisition or establishment by the industry to evolve into the corporate university. This
corporate university will be able to form an interface for interaction with the industry and generate
knowledge that the industry can commercialize just like an entrepreneurial university in the Triple
Helix Model.
This two-way flow of influence is also reducing the distance between the university and the Korean
economy, especially the distance between corporations and government. Government played more
important roles not only as a provider of a regulatory environment, but also a facilitator of the fusion
of SKKU and Samsung. Consequently, a new configuration has been formed, and a new view that
places universities at the center for the developmental process and the national ‘knowledge economy’
is starting to emerge in Korea. Three institutional spheres work more or less independently of each
other and SKKU is increasingly involved with Samsung and other corporations.
5.2. Policy Implications and Future Research
In order for the university to participate in the process of technological innovation, the university
should be equipped with competitive factors of production such as facilities, professors and students to
maximize production efficiency. However, most universities in developing countries and even in
developed countries do not have these resources so that they are not able to generate knowledge which
can be commercialized by the industry. They may not able to contribute to technological innovation
and regional economic development via the triple helix model. The corporate helix model of
academia-industry-government relation is likely to be a key component of any national or
multinational innovation strategy in developing and advanced countries.
The case study of Samsung-SKKU demonstrated that the corporate helix model can make this
mechanism possible. National development plans of developing countries would need to allow for a
new link between university and industry into the entire national innovation system. Private or public
corporations should play a key role in the university-industry-government network until the emergence
of entrepreneurial universities. The case also offers implication that although the transformation of
university must be among the most distinctive features observed in the evolution of economic and
social systems over time, the triple helix model may not be applicable to developing countries due to
lack of an entrepreneurial university. From the Corporate Helix paradigm, governments of developing
countries need to play a catalytic role to promote formation of a new type of innovative flow while
changing or lifting unnecessary regulatory environments and provides administrative support and tax
benefits to encourage the corporation’s acquisition of the university. It needs to take a pro-active role
in initiating the beginning of a double helix formation process.
This will in turn allow the government to increasingly pursue the creation of a new partnership
between private corporation-private university, public corporation-public university, private
corporation-public university, and public corporation-private university, as well as the creation of
benefits in innovative performance. This will eventually enhance the likelihood of collaborative
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innovation in developing countries. In case there is no corporation

interested in acquiring or

establishing the university due to lack of available funds, the government would want to make the
corporation establish strategic alliances with a few academic areas closely related to the corporate’s
business focus.
Future

research

for

the

discovery

of

corporate

helix-type

interactions

between

university-industry-government in other developed or developing nations is encouraged. Further
studies should focus on identification and specification of different types of barriers that corporations
and universities encounter in the process of the double helix formation. Additionally, it is suggested
that in order to further strengthen the corporate helix proposition, future studies should measure
performance effects derived from the successful transformation of the university into a corporate
university.
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Abstract：One of effective mechanisms of development of innovative economy can be considered the
formation of regional innovation system on the basis of application of cluster approach. The
development of regional innovation cluster (RIC) mainly depends on effectiveness of interaction
between science/education, business and government, who are the main participants of the Triple helix
model.
The paper presents a method of estimation of potential of RIC on the basis of Triple helix model, which
allows using the method of econometric modeling. The potential of RIC is estimated on the basis of
summary integral assessment of contribution of the triad (science/education, business, government).
Results of numerical calculations on the example of regions of Far Eastern Federal district in 2013.
The results of performed studies can be used by executive authorities, business structures, scientific
and educational organizations to establish mutually beneficial partner relationships for the
development of cluster initiatives in the region.
The direction for future research is related to the development of application software that allows
performing numerical calculations on-line for the evaluation of innovative potential of RIC of different
branches of industry of economy of region, on the basis of which the summary level of development of
regional innovation system (RIS) as a set of integrated indicators of RIC is calculated.
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1.

Introduction

An analysis of current scientific literature shows insufficiency of study of theoretical and
methodological bases of problems of formation and development of regional innovation systems (RIS)
by virtue of cluster approach. There are no regulatory legal acts on creation and development of
cluster policy in the Russian Federation. The innovation clusters should act as supporting elements of
regional innovation systems. Therefore, one of top-priority tasks of construction of RIS becomes the
task of detection of functioning cluster schemes on the territory of regions for the purpose of targeted
support of them and further development or discovery of individual cluster elements for the
subsequent grouping of them into full-fledged cluster structures. The creation of innovative industrial
clusters in key sectors of regional economies should promote the development of growth points on the
territory of regions and an increase of competitiveness of regional economy. Questions of theory and
practice of management of innovative development of regions on the basis of the cluster approach are
one of the most urgent scientific problems.
Currently in structures of existing models of RIS the place of innovative clusters and their
interconnection with other participants of innovation process are not explicitly reflected as key
elements of increase of competitiveness of economy of region. As studies of recent years show, the
formation of RIS on the basis of application of cluster approach is the most effective mechanism of
development of innovative economy of region, especially in conditions when the region has promising
developing industrial economic complexes. The creation of diversified system of market economy and
the increase of social responsibility of large industrial complexes is an urgent problem of modern stage
of development of region. Therefore, the identification and stimulation of development of regional and
local clusters is the most important task of municipal and regional government authorities in
formulation of strategy of innovative development of territory (Yakovleva 2009). In connection with
this there appears the need of generalization of experience and search for new possibilities of
development of priority branches of national economy of Russian regions.
The main obstacles of innovation development of regions of the North are extreme natural and
climatic conditions, remoteness of the Northern regions from the political centre, an insufficiently
developed system of transportation infrastructure, which condition, in comparison with the central
regions, the high costs of production and life sustenance of population, and also environmental
vulnerability of the North. In these circumstances, the real formation of RIS of subjects of the Russian
Federation in the North is possible mainly through the rational combination and effective use of
scientific and technical, intellectual, industrial potential and natural resources; the formation of
scientific and technical base and organizational and economic mechanisms aimed at the development
of innovative entrepreneurship (Zuckerman 2009).
2.

Triple Helix model for economy clustering

In recent years, in the foreign and domestic practice the cluster policy is considered as one of effective
instruments of increase of competitiveness of economy of territories. In this regard, the study of
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clustering questions in Russia, including problems of identification and assessment of potential cluster
formations in the branches of economy, is an urgent task not only at the federal but also at the regional
level. An analysis of foreign and domestic practice shows that for the solution of this problem different
methodologies have been developed and are used, which are based on quantitative and qualitative
methods of identification of potential cluster formations (Kovrov 2014).
The practice of creation of clusters in foreign countries shows that behind the formation of innovative
clusters there are not only market forces, and that the progress in their development in some way is
connected with the mechanism of the so-called "Triple helix". The Triple helix symbolizes the union
between the government, business and University (actors), which are the key elements of innovation
system in any country. Exactly there, where these elements partially overlap each other, people meet
and new ideas are generated: that is how innovations appear. At the same time such a model becomes
balanced, in which the institutional spheres, in addition to performing their traditional functions,
acquire new functions from other institutional spheres.
Currently the idea of using principles of theory of Triple helix for the economy clustering is widely
used in foreign countries (OECD, 2009). Clusters are aimed at the stimulation of cooperation between
the business, science and government in order to increase the innovative activity in the region. At the
same time a clearly expressed initiative from the business playing a crucial role in the
commercialization of innovations is important (Abashkin et al., 2012). The authors note that in the
case of state involvement in the business the effect of "Triple helix", which is beneficial for
innovations, can be restricted by bureaucratic coordination that will lead to a decrease of competition
and suppression of incentives for innovation.
As one of the leading researchers of the cluster of practice O. Solvell emphasizes, at the present stage
the competitive clusters appear as a result of successful combination of market mechanisms with
collective actions of companies, research organizations and regional authorities (Solvell, 2009).
Finally, it should be noted that the collective self-government of cluster on the principles of Triple
helix allows planning of development of appropriate territory taking into account local realities
(Katukov 2013).
The theory of Triple helix (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff 1995) describes the balanced relations of
university, state and business, which are the key elements of innovation system in any country.
According to it the universities create ideas, the business provides resources, the state forms a
regulatory framework.
The Triple helix model is the secret of success of Silicon valley and its being "spontaneously formed".
Although the cluster idea of M. Porter (1993) and the idea of Triple helix of Etzkowitz-Leydesdorff
(1996, 2000) were formed independently from each other, they turned out to be extremely
complementary. Their scientific synthesis allows someone to see that the unique effect of
innovativeness achieved in the clusters is determined by their network institutional design, and a
transition of economy to the innovative growth – by the success of its general clustering. At the same
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time the model of M. Porter traces the mechanism of such growth "at the output" (as a result of
presence of cluster), and the helix model – "at the input" (as a condition for their emergence)
(Smorodinskaya 2011).
According to the competitiveness theory of M. Porter (2005) and the model of triple helix of H.
Etzkowitz (1995, 2010) in the region of intersection of action of actors there is a concentration and the
most efficient use of all resources of participants of innovative process that provides a synergistic
effect for new "breakthrough" technologies.
The benefits of synergism are defined as "2+2=5", in other words, the total return of all investments of
firm is higher than the sum of output factors on all of its departments (or strategic areas of
management) without taking into account benefits of using shared resources and complementarity
(Ansoff 1989). The acquisition of synergetic effect is a generic feature of any competitive cluster and
that the synergistic effects of interaction of partners in the cluster leads to the competitive
socio-economic development, in which connection not only one or several territorial units, but also the
region as a whole (Gurieva 2012).
The triple helix in Russia is still in its very initial stage of formation. It is still not a system, but mainly
paired relationships: science-business, state-science and state-business. It is characterized by the
following features. First, there is the supremacy of state over science and business. Too much state
interference is destructive to the development of network interactions, the emergence of new
initiatives "from below" and their natural distribution. Second, the main volume of scientific research
of fundamental nature is not in the universities (institutes of higher education, IHEs), as in most
countries of the world, but in the institutions of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Dezhina 2011;
Dezhina and Kiselev 2008). In this regard, for the effective implementation of state policy tools it is
needed the formation of new model of relationships of the triad "state – science – business" in the
innovation system on the principles of "Triple helix" model (Chelnokova and Firsova 2014).
3.

Role of IHE in Triple Helix model

A basic principle of model of "Triple helix" is the consideration of University as the key object. The
model involves the creation of universities of new type of playing an active role in the society, which
change their key functions and are responsible for the implementation of innovations. The fundamental
functions of University in the knowledge economy become functions of information integrator in the
society, the production of new knowledge through the scientific and research activity and the use of
potential of new technologies, the knowledge transfer through education and human resource
development, the contribution to the social and cultural development of cities, regions and the country as
a whole, promoting innovations at regional and national levels (Chelnokova and Firsova 2014).
In modern Russian conditions the model of interaction between universities, business and government
can be implemented in a limited number of regions in the form of innovative clusters on the basis of
technical and natural science universities, academic and industrial research centers in close
collaboration with the federal and regional authorities in the framework of the national strategy of
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economic development (Monastyrny and Uvarov 2011).
Currently relations between the state, business and Universities in the innovation sphere on the basis of
public-private partnership (PPP) is one of important conditions of formation of effective economic
policy of the region, the rise of its competitiveness. In such a system of relations, the University plays
the key role, first, as a major provider of competitive specialists for organizations of real sector of
economy, and second, as the owner of results of intellectual property in the sphere of innovations. In the
PPP model the task of the University is to develop and transfer scientific and technological
developments in business structures, the task of business – materialization and effective use of
developments of University and the mission of state is the creation of favorable conditions for the
successful implementation of competitive products on the market.
In connection with a focus on the innovative development the industrial enterprises point to an urgent
need for specialists competent in matters of innovation. The breadth and level of complexity of tasks,
which confront the members of cluster, implies an increase in the number of holders of academic
degrees both in the sphere of scientific and research, educational organizations and manufacturing
companies. In this regard, the network communication can be implemented in at least two processes:
the training and retraining of engineering and managerial personnel, and the training of scientific
personnel of higher qualification. The cluster is very keenly aware of the shortage of scientific
personnel. Of the total number of employees of industrial enterprises the share of holders of scientific
degrees is less than 0.1%., the share of specialists with higher the education is 27.9% (Alexandrova
2014).
As A. Polyakov noted, the transition from the methodology of development on the basis of functioning
territorial production complexes to a cluster paradigm has resulted in that practically today we are faced
with a new methodology of regional development, within the framework of which the object of
development has changed – from natural resources to innovations (Polyakova 2012). Under these
conditions, the formation of cluster with the participation of University gives benefits both industrial
structures and educational institutions. Enterprises realize the synergistic effect on the basis of technical
and technological re-equipment, help the University to solve different application problems. At the same
time both the region and the University can productively use their inherent advantages, of which other
territories and organizations are deprived. The universities when entering the industrial cluster face a
major challenge - to promote the conservation and the fullest use of scientific and technical potential of
specialized industries of region. The inclusion of the University in the industrial cluster will enable it to
provide the added benefit - institutional investors can invest at the same time in segments of real sector,
educational and research processes, in which they are interested. The industrial enterprises with the help
of University can carry out permanent monitoring of production structures, which allows determining
the needs of industry in machinery and equipment, as well as to solve problems of quality of their
products (Rozhkov 2009).
North-Eastern Federal University named after M. K. Ammosov (NEFU) in the PPP model should also
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participate actively in the training of personnel for the development of regional innovation clusters
(RIC) and priority development territories in the regions of the Far Eastern Federal district (FEFD). In
turn, a stable socio-economic development of FEFD regions is related mainly with markets in
Asia-Pacific region (APR) and especially North-eastern Asia (NEA), with their consumer capacity and
types of demand for commodity products. Therefore, NEFU in its activities must maintain the constant
monitoring of market of countries of APR and NEA, make timely adjustments in the process of
educational activity depending on the state of predicted parameters in the needs of specialists in one or
another direction of future demand of consumer market.
In such a conceptual formulation of problem an organizational and structural diagram of interaction of
NEFU with other participants of subjects of economy is a self-consistent model of training which
enables the use of economic and mathematical methods of calculation for the monitoring of consumer
market and the correction of training based on corresponding statistical and other indicators of demand
in specialists of organizations of real sector of economy (Egorov 2014).
4.

Formation of regional innovative clusters

One of effective mechanisms of development of innovative economy in the North can be considered
the formation of RIS on the basis of applying the cluster approach to the regions that possess the
geographical concentration of closely spaced large industrial enterprises, scientific and educational
institutions, local public administration authorities, enterprises of innovative entrepreneurship,
business and financial institutions. The development of regional economy of the Russian North on the
basis of cluster approach should become the basis of strategy for the effective allocation of resources
for the regional innovation development and diversification on the industry basis. This is especially
important in cases of geographically placed large industrial complexes of Northern regions (Babkin
and Egorov 2010).
For the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) is one of effective mechanisms of development of innovative
economy is the formation of RIS as a complex of RIC created on the basis of previously functioning
territorial production complexes (Egorov 2010). The regional innovation cluster is a subsystem of RIS,
uniting the efforts of various enterprises and organizations of the region for the production of
competitive high-tech products. So, RIC can be represented as a single interconnected system of
partner relations of government, science, education and business (the Triple Helix model) aimed at the
production of competitive products on the consumer market (Figure 1).
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of regional innovative cluster.

The efficiency of RIC activity largely depends on the geographical isolation of cluster members (the
public authorities, industrial enterprises, scientific and educational institutions, financial organizations,
small innovative enterprises), facilitating activation of innovation activity and the raise of
competitiveness due to the development of its innovative potential. It is advisable to create such a
cluster on the territory of placement of large industrial enterprise (the industrial cluster core), where
there are also presented infrastructures, which are necessary for the successful operation of cluster:
firstly, a body of local state or municipal government (Public policy is the effort of government in the
development of RIC); secondly, scientific and educational institutions (the intellectual cluster core);
thirdly, financial institutions of financial support of cluster activities (the financial and investment
capital); fourthly, small innovative firms engaged in different stages of production process of cluster.
The creation of new economic complexes on the basis of network interconnections in the form of
sectoral and intersectoral territorial production clusters is one of effective mechanisms of development
of innovative economy of subjects of region.
In our opinion that sort of structural design allows conducting a quantitative assessment of integral
indicator of innovation potential of RIC on the basis of econometric model of volumetric space of
innovation.
Econometric model of volume space of innovations
The formation of effective innovation system is possible while achieving simultaneous paired
harmonic relationship the science-business, state-science and state-business, resulting in a special
environment - the volume space of innovations (VSI), which contributes to the creation and diffusion
of innovations (N. Egorov and E. Egorov 2014). In the ideal case it takes the form of cubic volume,
and in the real conditions of economic development of region depending on the degree of relations
between the authority, business and science/education the volume space of innovations can take many
forms of rectangular parallelepiped (Figure 2).
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Science/education

Government

Busines
Fig. 2 Econometric model of volume space of
innovations

We will note that a similar model in the form of vector representation of relationship
university-industry-government is discussed in the works of I. Ivanov and L. Leydesdorff (2014).
The proposed model of VSI is developed on the basis of known model of "Triple helix" and allows
using the method of econometric modelling, which is the most convenient modern tool for numerical
calculations applied for predictions. In this model the participant "science/education" serves as a
generator of knowledge and innovative ideas, the possessor of object of intellectual property, in
commercialization of which both the authority (the state support - the policy) and business (receiving
of profit – the market) are interested and take an active role. The formation of that sort of environment
requires the constant systematic work on the stable operation of innovation system of region on the
basis of effective interaction between the main participants of innovation process with the aim of
creating new directions of businesses.
The presented econometric model, in our opinion, allows on the basis of known trigonometric
expressions to quantify the contribution of each of triad in the innovative development of economy
subjects of different levels, including the cluster formation. For the calculations the data from official
federal and regional statistics in the sphere of innovation activity are used.
5.

Calculation procedure

The analysis of scientific literature shows that there are currently a sufficient number of methodological
approaches and methods of identification and assessment of potential cluster formations (Babkin et al.
2012; Kutsenko 2013; Mantayeva and Kurkudinova 2012; Mirolyubova and Afonina 2011;
Tomashevkaya and Korchagina 2010). A detailed review of methodologies and methods of
identification of clusters showed that from the foreign practice the main methodology of identification
of clusters is the methodology of M. Porter, who is the founder of cluster theory, and the methodology of
European cluster observatory (Kovrov 2014). In the domestic practice the problems of identification and
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estimation of clustering potential are published in numerous works of Russian researchers
(Tomashevkaya 2012; Kovrov 2014; etc.).
The analysis of foregoing and other works shows that the basic approaches in the foreign and domestic
practice can be divided into quantitative and qualitative methods of identification and evaluation of
cluster formations, or their combination in different variants. For the quantitative assessment there are
mainly used methods of coefficients of localization, per capita production, specialization, the method
of tables of "input-output" and other calculations of various indicators of socio-economic development
of economy, and for the qualitative assessment there are applied various expert estimates, methods of
swot-analysis, etc. However, many researchers note that for the identification and assessment of
potential of clusterization, and also the formation of clusters should adopt a complex approach
(Tomashevkaya end Korchagina 2010).
As follows from the conducted review of literature, in most techniques the preference is given a use of
scoring method or expert for the assessment of each variable. But the use of expert method assumes the
presence of subjective factor, which does not give a possibility of mathematical evaluation of reliability
of result of study (Alekseev et al. 2012). It should be particularly noted that, to date, there is no single
methodological approach to the quantitative assessment of cluster formations. In this regard, the authors
propose a method of assessment of level of innovative development of region based on an integrated
assessment of potential of each of triad in the innovative development of subjects of economy of
different levels, including the regional innovation cluster formation.
For the numerical calculations, the authors offer the following groups of indicators characterizing the
activities of RIC:
1. The scientific and educational potential (intellectual capacity, knowledge);
2. The production potential (the industrial core, business);
3. The organizational potential (the authority, state policy).
For the quantitative assessment of potential of RIC the importance has the definition of system of basic
indicators reflecting the innovative activity of triad in the production activity of cluster. The list of main
indicators of potential of RIC distributed across the participants of triad is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1 System of indicators for RIC potential assessment
Indicator
s of triad

Index name

(Кin)
Science/education (knowledge) - I1
К11
К12
К13

The number of university students per 10 thousand of
population
The number of organizations engaged in research and
development
The number of personnel engaged in research and
development

К14

Internal expenses on research and development

К15

The number of granted patents
Business (market) - I2

К21

Used advanced production technologies

К22

The innovative activity of organizations

К23

Expenditure on technological innovation

К24

The volume of innovative goods, works and services
Government (policy) - I3

К31
К32

A number of legislation acts in the sphere of
scientific-technical and innovative activity, units
A number of organizations of innovative infrastructure,
units

К33

The gross regional product per capita

К34

Per capita income (per month)

The presented list of indicators, in the opinion of authors, contains the necessary and sufficient
information about the state of innovation potential of region or cluster.
According to figure 2, the total integral indicator of potential of RIC is calculated as a resulting
radius-vector of three components of rectangular parallelepiped according to the following
trigonometric formula (the diagonal of rectangular parallelepiped is equal to the sum of the squares of
its three dimensions):

(1)

where m is the number of groups of indicators (in the case of triad m=3);
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Ii is calculated according to the formula of average arithmetic value:
3

I i   Kin / ni

(2)

i 1

where
i = the group number of indicators (for triad i=3);
n is the number of internal indicator of i-th group;
К is the internal indicator, normalized to 1 by dividing the current value by the maximum of surveyed
subject of economy.
In the case where in the formula (1), the values of Ii are equal, the result is the cubic shape (cube),
which diagonal is calculated by the formula:

I  Ii 3

(3)

The considered approach is proposed in connection with the fact that the innovative potential is not
simply the sum of its components, but their complex being in the complex and many-sided
relationship. The advantage of proposed integrated indicator is the fact that it covers all the basic
components, maximally reduced in a comparable form. The choice of generalizing parameters was
carried out according to the following provisions:
1. The system of indicators should provide a complex characterization of innovation processes
including all its main stages, "science - innovation - production - market".
2. The set of indicators should be flexible, i.e. to reflect all the changes happening in the innovation
sphere of the region (including resource and productive characteristics).
3. The number of indicators should be limited and mated with the peculiarities of regional statistics
and its possibilities for carrying out a comparative assessment of innovation potential from the
territorial point of view.
In addition, the following methodological principles must be taken into account:
1. A structurally innovative potential can be considered both from the point of view of resource
component characterizing the possibilities of individual resources for the implementation of
innovative activity in the region; and the resulting component reflecting the result of implementation
of use of resource capabilities, i.e., characterizing the achieved level of innovative potential.
2. Accordingly, for the assessment of actual state of innovation potential a set of indicators is
necessary reflecting its resource and effective components. Thus the ability of region to the
implementation of innovative activity will be determined.
3. For the determination of level of adequacy of potential a normative model must be developed
characterizing boundary parameters of its satisfactory and unsatisfactory state.
4. A comparison of actual and normative indicators will allow identifying the strengths and
weaknesses of development of innovative processes. It will eventually serve as the basis for the
development of activities aimed at supporting positive tendences and overcoming negative ones of
innovative development.
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To ensure the effective innovative activity in the region due to the high dynamism of innovation
process, multi-alternativeness and a high degree of uncertainty of made decisions a system of
innovation management must be developed with specific strategies and tactics that ensure the
maximum use of potential of enterprises. At the same time not simply the rational scientific and
technical policy is necessary, but the long-term science-based innovation policy based on the
innovative strategy. That sort of innovative strategy materializes in the program, taking into account
the long-term objective, the choice of ways and means leading to its achievement. The founded choice
of innovation strategy determines the correctness of choice of other strategies of enterprises:
marketing, financial, technical, manufacturing, personnel, and its efficiency

determines the

efficiency of region as a whole.
The presence of personnel potential, corresponding in the number and qualification to prospects of
further development, the most principal innovative possibility of region. The modern conditions of
economy require the formation of mobile workforce able to adapt quickly to new conditions of
production, which allows one to maneuver the placement of personnel at different sites. The
reorientation of production towards the manufacture of new products may have different impacts on
the professional and qualification structure of personnel. The greater constructive and technological
distinctions between the old and new productions are, the more discrepancies between existing and
desired structure of personnel workers are. These differences may be so significant that sometimes the
replacement of workers on a professional basis is required. With minor differences it is possible to do
the retraining of existing employees. The wider the base professional training of workers is, the more
opportunities to use their employment potential in the enterprise are. Thus, the production flexibility in
an upgrade of the product range and other innovations largely depends on the formation in the
enterprises of region a sufficiently flexible policy in the use of workforce. The latter is achieved not
only through organizational and technical measures, but also through activities that increase the
resistance of workers to changing conditions, mobilizing their reserve possibilities, which is most
often associated with the level of educational and fundamental special training.
Another problem is the willingness of employees to adapt to new conditions of production and labor.
The personnel policy aimed at formation of flexibility in the use of workforce should take into account
that the components of this quality are physical and mental capabilities to satisfy the requirements of
growing production, a capability and, most importantly, a desire to learn, to accept everything new,
progressive, to constantly update professional knowledge and even change the profession and
occupation. Susceptibility of enterprises to the new, to the achievements of scientific and technical
thought depends largely on the innovation climate, which is to the highest degree favorable to the
initiative search of non-traditional, innovative solutions of a wide range of production tasks. In other
words, the innovation climate of enterprises is the environment formed in a certain way, in which a
man feels himself free, fully motivated, ready for the creative work. Such a climate can be created
using the principles of innovation management: stimulation of responsibility, providing conditions for
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the creative work, etc.
Organizational relationships that allow using to the fullest extent possible the creative potential of
staff:
- the unconditional support of innovation activity from the management;
- assistance of every kind of experimentation at all levels and in all divisions of enterprises;
- a high level and continuous improvement of communications;
- the use of complex motivational systems;
- the application style named as participation in management, which prevents the resistance of
personnel to technological and organizational innovations;
- the continuity of enrichment of employees of their knowledge.
The incentive system should be based on job satisfaction, its correspondence to personal interests,
prestige, material incentives, which are dependent in many cases on the end results. In other words, it
is necessary to form an innovation culture in the region as a whole based on the creation of such an
atmosphere in every enterprise, the main value of which is the opportunity to creatively work.
The advantage and distinction of proposed method from other methods the authors consider the
possibility of eliminating the subjectivity of expert assessments. This technique allows to perform a
comparative analysis of innovation potential of individual enterprises, branches of industry of
economy of region, as well as to predict the prospects of their development.
Program of calculation
The authors have developed a software product "Program for calculation of level of innovative
development of subjects of economy on basis of Triple helix model" designed for the monitoring and
assessment of level of innovative development of subjects of economy (IDSE).
In this program the level of IDSE is estimated on the basis of integral estimation of contribution of
triad (science/education, business, government) through their key indicators in the sphere of
innovative activity of corresponding region.
The program was developed with the help of visual programming environment Borland Delphi 7.0
using a file of MS Access database and includes an executable file, the database file and a text file of
configuration of program (Figure 3).
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Fig. 3 Fragment of working window of program.

The main functions of the program are:
- maintaining a database of conducted research, the storage of information in a database format in a
secure mode;
- a calculation of indicators and an evaluation of level of IDSE;
- generating reports for the analysis and monitoring of IDSE over an extended period of research.
The program is implemented in a network architecture "file-server" and can be used for specialists of
state and municipal management, research and other organizations, conducting the analysis and
monitoring of economic development of regions.
In principle, the presented method and the developed application program can be adapted for the study
of clusterization of branches of economy and the assessment of summary innovative potential of
region of any country.
6.

Results and discussion

To analyze and assess the level of innovative development of regions of the Far Eastern Federal
District (FEFD) as an example the region of Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) is considered. The main
indicator characterizing the effictiveness of innovative activity is the volume of innovative goods,
works and services in percent of the total volume of shipped goods, performed works and services
(table 2).
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Table 2. Volume of innovative goods, works, services in Far Eastern Federal district of Russian
Federation, in % of total volume of shipped goods, performed works and services
2000 2010 2011 2012 2013
Russian Federation

4.4

4.8

6.3

8.0

9.2

Far Eastern Federal District

0.9

1.5

20.3

22.6

23.5

Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

0.3

1.1

0.4

0.3

2.9

Kamchatskiy Krai

1.0

0.1

0.4

0.5

1.2

Primorsky Krai

1.0

3.5

1.5

1.7

1.0

Khabarovsk Krai

1.4

3.0

4.5

3.6

11.7

Amur Oblast

0.9

1.7

3.6

4.2

4.7

Magadan Oblast

1.3

5.2

3.7

9.4

10.0

Sakhalin Oblast

1.3

0.0

53.9

57.4

57.8

Jewish Autonomous Oblast

0.1

0.0

Chukotka Autonomous Okrug

0.6

1.2

1.7

Source: Regions of Russia. Socio-Economic Indicators (2014). Statistical Collection
From table 2 it follows that the leading positions among the subjects of the Far Eastern Federal
District by the volume of innovative goods, works and services in percent of the total volume of
shipped goods, performed works and services in 2013 are had by the Sakhalin Oblast (57.8%),
Khabarovsk Krai (11.7%) and Magadan Oblast (10.0 per cent). Overall, for all the subjects of FEFD
dynamics of positive growth of values by 2013 are noted. For the analyzed period in the whole of
Russia an increase of values of this indicator was noted from 4.4% in 2000 to 9.2% in 2013, and in the
Far Eastern Federal District - from 0.9% to 23.5%, respectively, which is significantly higher than in
the Russian Federation. Such a significant increase is explained by the growth of this indicator in the
Sakhalin area. A sharp increase has been observed since 2011 (53.9%) and in 2013 (57.8%). In the
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) in 2000 the value of this indicator was 0.3% and in 2013 – 2.9%.
The method presented by the authors allows conducting quantitative assessments of level of
contribution of each participant of the Triple helix model to the general innovative development of
studied subject of economy. Table 3 presents the data of calculation of potential of the first participant
of triad "Science, education (knowledge)" (I1 ) for 2013.
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Table 3. Indicators of block "Science, education (knowledge)" (I1 ) in Far Eastern Federal district in
2013
Normalized values of
Region
К11
Republic of Sakha

Average normalized values

indicators
K12

K13

K14

K15

of indicators for block I 1

0.72 0.50

0.40 0.47 0.31

0.48

Kamchatskiy Krai

0.63 0.31

0.20 0.26 0.09

0.30

Primorsky Krai

0.67 1.00

1.00 1.00 1.00

0.93

Khabarovsk Krai

1.00 0.85

0.33 0.29 0.95

0.68

Amur Oblast

0.58 0.38

0.19 0.10 0.48

0.35

Magadan Oblast

0.88 0.15

0.10 0.18 0.01

0.26

Sakhalin Oblast

0.36 0.35

0.15 0.20 0.03

0.21

Jewish Autonomous
Oblast
Chukotka
Autonomous Okrug
Average over FEFD

0.61 0.06

0.04 0.02 0.00

0.15

0.20 0.02

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.04

(Yakutia)

0.6

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.4

As can be seen from the presented table, Primorsky Krai (0.93), Khabarovsk Krai (0.68) and the
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) (0.48) have the greatest potential according to the first block of indicators.
The average normalized value for the far Eastern Federal district is 0.4%. The analysis of this block
for the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) shows that the values of internal parameters (К11 – К15) are higher
than the average values for the Far Eastern Federal District.
Table 4 presents the results of calculations of indicators of the second participant of triad "Business
(market)" (I2 ).
Table 4. Indicators of block "Business (market)" (I2) in Far Eastern Federal district in 2013
Normalized values of
indicators

Region

Average normalized
values of indicators for

K21

K22

K23

K24

0.33

0.32

0.18

0.03

0.21

Kamchatskiy Krai

0.06

0.57

0.02

0.00

0.16

Primorsky Krai

0.49

0.38

0.37

0.01

0.31

Khabarovsk Krai

1.00

0.46

0.33

0.08

0.47

Amur Oblast

0.20

0.26

0.16

0.02

0.16

Magadan Oblast

0.23

0.98

0.02

0.02

0.31

Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia)
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block I2

Sakhalin Oblast
Jewish Autonomous
Oblast
Chukotka Autonomous
Okrug
Average over FEFD

0.19

0.14

1.00

1.00

0.58

0.05

0.25

0.01

0.00

0.08

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.25

0.3

0.5

0.2

0.1

0.3

The analysis of table shows that Sakhalin Oblast (0.58), Khabarovsk Krai (0.47) and Primorsky Krai
(0.31) have the greatest potential for the second block of indicators. The average normalized value for
the Far Eastern Federal District is 0.3%. For the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) the values of internal
parameters (К22 – К24 ) are lower than the average values for the Far Eastern Federal District, except
К21 – "Used advanced manufacturing technologies (0.33% versus 0.3% for the FEFD).
Table 5 presents the results of calculations of indicators of the third participant of triad "State
(politics)" (I3 ).
Table 5. Indicators of block 3 "State (politics)" (I 3 ) for the Far Eastern Federal District in 2013
Normalized values of
Region

Average normalized values

indicators
K31

of indicators for block I 3
K32

K33

Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

0.44

0.60

0.84

0.63

Kamchatskiy Krai

0.30

0.67

0.20

0.39

Primorsky Krai

0.22

0.46

0.85

0.51

Khabarovsk Krai

0.26

0.56

0.70

0.51

Amur Oblast

0.19

0.47

0.31

0.32

Magadan Oblast

0.43

0.81

0.13

0.45

Sakhalin Oblast

1.00

0.76

1.00

0.92

Jewish Autonomous Oblast

0.16

0.39

0.06

0.20

Chukotka Autonomous Okrug

0.68

1.00

0.07

0.58

0.4

0.3

0.5

0.5

Average over FEFD

Source: Science and innovations in regions of Russia:
http://regions.extech.ru/regions/region_info1.php?id=87
Source: Innovations in Russia: http://innovation.gov.ru/node/7012
The table shows that the greatest potential for the third block of indicators Sakhalin Oblast (0.72),
Magadan Oblast (0.52) and Primorsky Krai (0.50) have. The average normalized value for the Far
Eastern Federal District is 0.4%. In the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) the values of internal parameters
(К32 – К33 ) are also lower than the average values for the Far Eastern Federal District, except К 31 –
"Gross regional product per capita" (0.44% versus 0.4% in the Far Eastern Federal District).
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The results of calculations of summary integral value of indicators characterizing the potential of
innovative development of subjects of the Far Eastern Federal District are presented in table 6. This
table also shows the results of calculations of potentials of triads and their contributions to the
percentages of the overall level of innovative development of subjects of the Far Eastern Federal
District.
Table 6. Summary integral values of level of innovative development of regions of FEFD in 2013.
Region
Republic of

I1

%

I2

%

I3

%

Iф

Iн

0.48

41.0 0.21 18.3 0.48 40.7 0.71

0.64

0.30

31.5 0.16 17.3 0.48 51.2 0.59

0.53

Primorsky Krai

0.93

52.4 0.31 17.5 0.54 30.1 1.12

1.00

Khabarovsk Krai

0.68

40.3 0.47 27.5 0.54 32.1 0.99

0.89

Amur Oblast

0.34

34.7 0.16 16.1 0.49 49.2 0.62

0.55

Magadan Oblast

0.26

23.1 0.31 27.3 0.57 49.6 0.70

0.63

Sakhalin Oblast

0.22

16.5 0.58 43.7 0.53 39.8 0.82

0.74

0.15

29.8 0.08 16.1 0.27 54.1 0.31

0.28

0.04

5.8

0.25 33.3 0.46 60.9 0.53

0.47

0.4

30.6

0.3

0.64

Sakha (Yakutia)
Kamchatskiy
Krai

Jewish
Autonomous
Oblast
Chukotka
Autonomous
Okrug
Average over
FEFD

24.1

0.5

45.3 0.71

From the presented table it follows that the leaders are Sakhalin Oblast, Primorsky Krai and
Khabarovsk Krai. The average normalized value for FEFD is 0.64, the same value is for the Republic
of Sakha (Yakutia) (Fig.4).
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The method developed by the authors allows to evaluate and to demonstrate the contribution of each
party to the Triple helix model in the general innovative development of economy of the examined
subject of economics.
For example, in 2013 the largest contribution shows the state (42.2%), in the second place is the
science/education (33.1%) and in the third place is the business (24.7%) (Fig.5), From this example
one can conclude that the provided government support of innovation activity has no significant effect
on the practical results of business to increase the production of innovation products to the market.

Also this method allows to make a quantitative assessment of used indicators of triads and their annual
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distribution in the form of general innovation "portrait" of region. As an example, figure 6 presents the
innovative "portrait" of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and the average for the Far Eastern Federal
District in 2013 that clearly displays what internal indicators of which block of triad are the most
significant for the innovative development of region and in the whole district. This illustration allows
one to identify the strengths and weaknesses of activity of participants of the Triple helix model in the
innovative development of subject of economy at any level (cluster, region) and to make appropriate
organizational, management, and other necessary decisions for the further correction of its activity in
the innovation sphere.

Figure 7 shows the result of comparison of two main indicators of innovative activity of region: the
summary integral indicator of level of innovative activity and the volume of output of innovative
products of region. This diagram shows a good correlation dependence of these two indicators and
demonstrates that the technique developed by the authors of assessment of level adequately reflects the
real state of innovative development of economy in the regions of FEFD.
Figure 7 presents the result of comparison of indicators of blocks 1-3 and the summary integral
indicator of level of innovative activity of region. A good correlation dependence of participant of triad
"Business (market)" (I2) with the general summary indicator demonstrates a sufficiently considerable
contribution of innovative activity of business to the general level in the Far Eastern Federal District.
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Fig. 7 Diagram of level of contributions of triad and summary
integral indicator in Far Eastern Federal District.

7.

Conclusions

The results of numerical calculations according the method described above can be used by the
executive authorities, business structures, scientific and educational organizations to establish
mutually beneficial partnerships for the development of cluster initiatives in the regions, and also the
assessment and monitoring of innovative development of particular region.
The main disadvantage of this method is the absence or partial presence of official statistical data
reflecting the real support and assistance of innovative activity of regional public authorit ies (the
indicator I3 ). In connection with this it is necessary to include in annual statistical compilations
additional indicators characterizing the impact of state authority on the development of innovative
system of region. Also for an adequate analysis of results of calculation it is necessary the coordination
of used parameters of each block with the interested participants of triad.
The direction for future research is related to the development of application software that allows
online performing numerical calculations for the evaluation of innovative potential of RIC of different
branches of industry of economy of region, on the basis of which the summary level of development
of RIS is calculated as a set of integrated indicators of RIC.
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1.

Introduction

How should the next Silicon Valley look like? Currently there is no consensus on this point. It seems
to be that every innovation ecosystem is unique and it is impossible to copy it. Nevertheless, there are
no doubts that efficient innovation ecosystem serves as a key factor for successful adapting to new
technological and economic conditions and, consequently, sustainable economic development for any
region. However, the facts are not absolutely clear on the design of a regional innovation ecosystem.
Trying to investigate the field of regional innovation ecosystems the authors are using the Triple Helix
concept and Parsons’ system theory in combination with innovation development process concept to
help clarify the key functional role that sustainable regional innovation ecosystem fills.
The Triple Helix Model based on the interaction of three institutional players (government, business
and universities) and initiated in the 1990s by Etzkowitz (1993) and Leydesdorff (1995) interprets the
shift from a dominating industry-government duet in the Industrial Society to a growing triadic
relationship between university-industry-government in the Knowledge Society. The Triple Helix
thesis is that the potential for innovation and economic development in a Knowledge Society lies in a
more important role for the university and in the interconnection of elements from university, industry
and government to generate new institutional and social formats for the production, transfer and
application of knowledge.
Central to Parsons’ system theory is the universality of his four function AGIL model. Every social
system, simple or complex, faces these four functional imperatives. The ways in which a given social
system will manage and coordinate the means of satisfying these imperatives, however, will vary
depending upon the size and level of complexity of the system, upon the demands of the environment
and the goals developed with regard to how to relate in the most efficient to the environmental changes,
and finally upon the effectiveness and requirements of the other functional imperatives. According to
Parsons, every social system (or organization) faces four basic functional imperatives – Adaptation (A),
Goal Attainment (G), Integration (I) and Latent Pattern Maintenance and Tension Management
(Latency- L).
The key properties of any social ecosystem, such as diversity of actors and their network
interconnections, co-evolution, self-organization and disequilibrium should be considered while
describing the innovation ecosystems in order to reflect the dynamic nature of the innovation process.
Thus, innovation ecosystem development is based on the mechanisms of management of complex
adaptive systems and integrates both top-down and bottom-up approaches. Authors use the
combination of Triple Helix Model with Parsons Framework because it could give alternative
comprehensive and integrative framework that helps answer major questions related to the creation
and development of sustainable innovation ecosystems in regions.
2.

State-of-the-art

Considerably influenced by the works of Weber, Marshall, and Pareto, Parsons’ system theory was
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designed to integrate theories of social action and social structure, with a particular objective to
develop a view of how social systems work towards a state of integration and cooperation. Though
Parsons (1956) did not investigate directly regional innovation ecosystems, his system theory model
describes more generally an evolutionary view of economic and social change. Severely disruptive
technological change is typically not in the best interests of the system, especially if the cultural and
institutional structures in place are not designed in ways that allow absorption of such transformative
change throughout the system. Furthermore, Talcott Parsons introduced the idea of money as a
„symbolically generalized medium of communication‟ (Parsons 1967). This idea was supported and
developed in different respects by Habermas (1981) and Luhmann (1994).
In modern academic literature the conceptual aspects of innovation management on regional level and
the role of universities in that process were explored more precisely by Etzkowitz, H., Bonaccorsi, A.,
Piccaluga, A., Boucher, G., Charles, D., Leydesdorff L., Gunasekara, C., Lawton-Smith, H. and other
authors. The concept of Triple Helix Systems of innovation (Ranga and Etzkowitz, 2013) was
recently introduced as an analytical framework that synthesizes the key features of Triple Helix
interactions into an ‘innovation system’ format, defined according to the systems theory as a set of
components, relationships and functions.
The concept of ecosystem has arisen in biological sciences with the following meaning “an interactive
system established between living creatures and their environment in which they live” (Tansley, 1935).
Innovation ecosystem is characterized by a mix of top-down and bottom-up initiatives (Schaffers,
Komninos & Pallot, 2012) that support actors’ networking and development of new products and
services. Innovation ecosystem is viewed then as a dynamic system, characterized by localized
interactions among numerous and diverse agents (Plowman, Solansky, Beck, Baker, Kulkarni & Travis,
2007) – universities, business enterprises, public institutions, society, resources, etc. Their interaction
is based on the principle of self-organization (Laihonen, 2006; De Toni, Biotto & Battistella, 2012).
Thus, innovation ecosystem, as any other social system, is a result of an interaction of various cultural,
economic, institutional and technological factors. In this respect there is still a significant deficit in
taking into account complex social dynamics of innovation ecosystems. Hybrid frameworks can help
investigate complex social dynamics of regional innovation ecosystems and their sustainability aspect
in particular. This work initiates the study of these issues and makes some proposals for further steps.
3.

Methodology

The present research relies on the analysis of complex social systems, innovation development process
models, and modern interaction mechanisms of the main stakeholders of innovation process in regions,
their relationships, communications and system sustainability. Furthermore, the authors propose a new
hybrid framework for analysis and development of the design of sustainable regional innovation
ecosystems.
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4.

Research focus

The present research strives to find answers to the following questions. What are the core elements of
a sustainable regional innovation ecosystem? How could these elements be structured? What are the
key means of exchange (communication) within such an ecosystem? What are the main functions of
the key players and anticipated results from their activities? How sustainable regional innovation
ecosystem can influence quality and dynamic characteristics of innovation process on different
innovation development stages implementing various appropriate practical mechanisms?
5.

Findings and interpretation

Based on AGIL scheme and Triple Helix concept the proposed framework comprises four systematic
core functions and four key actor groups (society-university-government-industry), which are
necessary for any region to develop a sustainable innovation ecosystem. However, fulfilling these four
core functions by the key actors does not guarantee a success; they rather specify the minimum
conditions for sustainable innovation development in a given region.
Adaptation to the environment, Goal attainment, Integration, and Latent pattern maintenance are the
four systemic necessities:
 Adaptation means the level of a system's ability to interact with the environment. This includes,
among other things, gathering resources and producing needed solutions for various problems in
form of products, services, technologies, processes, etc. to social redistribution. Key actor group
in this field is the industry.
 Goal-Attainment stands for system’s ability to set the optimal goals and rules as well as promote
their achievement. Key actor group in this field is the government including federal government,
regional governments, government funds, development institutions, professional associations and
other public organisations.
 Integration, or the harmonization of a regional innovation ecosystem is a core element of this
knowledge based system, as it produces relevant to the real social problems and set goals
knowledge in form of publications, patents, projects, which will be realized by the industry in the
real economy. Key actor group in this field is the university.
 Latent pattern maintenance is a function guaranteeing the maintenance of minimal social
structure and inheritance of essential for innovation and entrepreneurship development values,
norms, culture, basic knowledge, etc. Key actor group in this field is the society. This factor
explains partially the problems with designing and implementing universal innovation ecosystem
model, as in every society there are different established norms, values, which are very difficult to
change.
In regard to the regional innovation ecosystem, there are following four generalized symbolic media,
which provide to the members of actor groups communication means and promotion inside of their
groups:
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A (Industry):



G (Government): Power



I (University):



L (Society): Acceptance

Money

Acknowledgement

Simplified model of innovation development process includes the following steps:


Problem identification and definition



Idea generation of possible solutions



Project creation



Commercial concept or business model formulation



Prototype development



Production of a small series/pilot implementation of the solution



Implementation and scaling-up the solution

Figure 1 represents a hybrid framework of a regional innovation ecosystem integrating the Triple
Helix, AGIL and innovation process concepts.
Fig. 1 Conceptual hybrid model of a sustainable regional innovation ecosystem
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Integrating the simplified innovation development process model with the hybrid Triple Helix and
AGIL models allows to illustrate the dynamics of the development of an innovative solution with
regard to the key actor groups, where they could strongly influence innovation development process at
a given development step, or in other words, their respective fields of responsibility.
Innovation ecosystem is viewed here as a dynamic system, characterized by localized interactions
among numerous and diverse agents – universities, business enterprises, public institutions, society,
resources, etc. Their interaction is based on the principle of self-organization. Every subsystem (A, G,
I or L) represents another selforganizing social system, which can be described using AGIL or other
alternative concepts, such as e.g. Information Culture Concept (Choo, 2013) and (Curry, 2003)
Moreover, innovation ecosystem is characterized by a mix of top-down and bottom-up initiatives or
mechanisms that support actors’ networking and development of new products and services. The
hybrid ecosystem concept can help in formulating such efficient mechanisms and initiatives. Table 1
shows some examples of such mechanisms at different development stages of innovative solutions.
Table 1. Regional innovation ecosystem’s initiatives
Initiative name
Corporate-Startup
Challenge

Innovation stage
Problem

Proof of concept centers Idea & Project
(POC)
Regional
movement
FabLab

mentors’ Concept
Prototype

Innovation
support Small series
voucher to cover a share of
costs to produce prototype
and/or small series
Sate Procurement
Solution

6.

Key resources
Large companies with
relevant problems and
startups with relevant for
the solution competences
Competent staff at POCs
and good programs

Initiating actor
Regional
government,
universities,
large
companies and startups

Competent experienced
motivated mentors
Modern equipment and
well trained FabLab staff
Well-designed transparent
efficient mechanism and
awareness
about
it
amongst the target group
Well-designed transparent
efficient
procurement
mechanism and awareness
about it amongst the
target group

Universities,
startups,
regional government
Regional
government,
startups, universities
Regional
government,
startups, universities

Universities,
regional
government, startups

Government,
universities

startups,

Conclusions

The development of innovations in regions mostly occurs nonlinearly and can be reached only trough
cooperation of the stakeholders from different fields in an effective and efficient way. Based on Triple
Helix, AGIL and innovation process concepts the authors see an opportunity to develop integrative
strategic approaches to a more successful navigation of the regional innovation ecosystems.
Triple Helix concept and Parsons’ system theory suggest that it is imperative not only that a social
system strives towards integration or balance of interests, but also that a social system recognizes that
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ongoing adjustments must continually be made in the management and coordination of numerous
functions and resources. Furthermore, influence of more powerful actors acting in their own
self-interests, as opposed to the interests of the system as a whole, must be recognized, managed and
coordinated in the interests of the whole system. Authors find that combination of the Triple Helix
concept with Parsons’ AGIL concept and innovation process model is very compatible with current
theories that focus on the embeddedness of innovation development practice in highly interdependent
communities and in institutional contexts. Such a systematic approach offers a simple holistic
framework around which to organize the various priorities and decision-making processes. It also
offers a highly contingent view of regional innovation ecosystems, allowing that the function ma y be
filled by a variety of businesses forms and institutions depending on the cultural and institutional
context of the ecosystem. Thus, the innovation ecosystem approach is much more supplementary
rather than contradictory to the approach of “innovation systems” because even conventional logics
suggests that the elements have to be established before one can talk about their interconnections.
7.

Policy implications

One of the biggest threats to any growing startup ecosystem is not a lack of capital but
fragmentation and a lack of transparency. Regional innovation ecosystem is much more than a
sum of its elements. There are a lot of innovation systems with apparently all the right elements, yet
they still fall short of expected outcome. The innovation ecology only partly depends on the presence
of key elements (i.e. talent, startups, large companies, institutions, capital), but even more so on their
commitment, meaning, networking capabilities, culture of trust and pragmatic cooperation.
Development of complex dynamic non-hierarchical innovation ecosystem becomes of key importance
for any region. It is not so much about finding the right compositions of elements, but stimulating their
relations and interactions in non-linear and non-hierarchical ways. It is not about defining the system
and its boundaries, but about facilitating the self-organization of its actors and development of the
system out of multiple interactions.
System holders that are responsible for visioning, strategy, setting clear fair rules, building and
maintaining feedback and creating attractors may come from governmental, business, societal or any
other structures. This system holder can play a role of tag, attractor or catalyst and that is about
managing and not controlling.
The proposed framework could assist regional universities, governments, institutions and other key
actors to create or improve regional innovation development strategy, regional programs and
mechanisms of support, such as e.g. innovation voucher for business representatives, program of
regional innovation grants for regional priority fields, young innovation manager programs,
Startup-Corporate Innovation Challenge, etc.
8.

Directions for further research

It’s argued in this article that development of regional innovation ecosystem is based on a deep
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understanding of the dynamics of actors, relationships, forces and results in and between cultural,
political and economic subsystems of the social system. The repairing of the problematic parts in the
ecosystem should be done adapting a particular mix of mechanisms and sub-mechanisms of managing
complex adaptive systems.
Within each subsystem itself there are other subsystems, which also could be more deeply analyzed
using the proposed or alternative approaches, for example, “Information cultures” (Choo, 2013 and
Curry, 2003). Especially, university as a core embedded element of a regional innovation ecosystem
would be of great interest for further research.
Furthermore, a more detailed research should be performed on a clearer understanding of the
dynamics of innovation ecosystem development and generating various sets of mechanisms depending
on a particular problem or deficit of a given ecosystem.
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1.

Introduction

The triple helix was generated from an analysis of government’s relation to university and industry
in different societies and its various roles in innovation. (Etzkowitz and Ledesdorff, 1995; 2000) Study
on university-industry-government triple helix model can date back to the initial exploration on
government- industry interaction by Henry Etzkowitz (1984). He highlighted government’s critical role
in pushing new high-tech industry, revealed American government’s key investment in developing
nuclear industry after World War II and indicated that the insufficient government’s support resulted in
solar industry. He argues that the United States decided to develop a nuclear power industry in part to
justify the continued development of its nuclear weapons program. One of this decision’s results was
the repression of solar energy technology.
Nuclear energy became institutionalized as a "big science" in the United States immediately after the
Second World War. Government research laboratories, university engineering departments, and
divisions of major industrial corporations were committed to developing nuclear energy. Solar energy,
meanwhile, remained a "little science." Solar research was limited to researchers at small companies
and universities, with only occasional involvement by government and large corporate research
laboratories. (Etzkowitz, 1984)
Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff defined a historical situation as a specific model of Triple Helix
configurations, in which nation state encompasses academia and industry and directs the relations
between them. (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000) Even if in the USA’s social system with free market
economy, government

plays

indispensable

role

directly

and

indirectly

in

industrial

development, in War and Peacetime. (Etzkowitz, 2000)Since socialism state ownership is still
dominant in social system of the P.R.China, in which the university and industry are mainly owned
and run by the government, a Statist model or government-pulled triple helix is formed for innovation
and sustainable development.（Zhou, 2008; 2015）
Inspired by the studies above, this paper explores government’s dominant role in Chinese industry
development, on the grounds of the research in government-pulled Triple helix (Zhou, 2011) and a
doctorate dissertation, “The research on electrical industry in Shanghai 1945-1965” (Gao, 2014), in
which the state-of-the-art on development of Electric Power industry in Chinese modernization has
been analyzed following a theme of “state electric power”.
As an important part of “the Making of Modern China”, development of the electrical industry in China
has attracted academic attention in the fields of history, politics and economics. It is has been shown that
the electric power sector as fundamental support of national industrialization interacts with the
government administrative apparatus under the leadership of the Communist Party of China (CPC)
to achieve industrialization. Since individual units in the electric power industry made dramatic
contributions to this development, government’s dominant role in electric power higher education is
investigated to confirm the government’s “pulling effect.”
Considering the Chinese Electric Power industry as a typical instance and looking into its history, this
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research focuses on three basic issues:
 Government’s dominant role in Chinese electrical industrialization: how is the top-down dynamic
mechanism driven by the government in Shanghai;
 State logic of the Electric Power industry development: why different, even
opposing, administrations,

Kuomintang and CPC made similar decisions

for nationalizing

this industry although varying capital input and resources allocation methods were chosen;
 Generation of China’s triple helix model under state logic and government pulling: how are
electrical higher education institutions and Electric Power enterprises managed or administrated by the
government?
The Chinese electric power industry, with a complex industry capital composition, originated in order
to provide the power supply infrastructure for lighting. Government originally didn’t have a dominant
power position in the electric power industry development. The government-oriented strategy
emanated from Kuomintang government’s power construction plan in home front during World War II.
A State logic of Electric Power was formed in the postwar and has systemically been implemented both
in Chinese Taiwan and mainland since 1949. Furthermore, under the Communist Party governance,
China has developed an educational system within the Electric Power sector and intellectual and
technological resources have continuously been put to work in the development of a national electric
power system.
Electrical higher education institutions (EHEIs) play a critical role in the industry’s growth. The
EHEIs’ development in China can be divided into three periods: prior period (1950-1966), Culture
revolution period (1966-1978) and latest period (since 1978). I n all periods, the political power and
state logic both affect EHEIs’ development. The trajectories of the triple helix interaction such as
university-

industry

linkage,

government-industry

relationship

and

government-university

relationship are also oriented by political power and state logic.
The domination of government is a key element for a fast-developing country, especially in the field of
foundational industries and infrastructure. Electric power is viewed as a national strategic resource and
thus the electric power industry is recognized as a state-controlled industry. As the industry and the
EHEIs are both owned by the state (government and the CPC), it clearly exemplified a statist model,
a government-pulled triple helix.
2.

Literature Review

In the early stage of Chinese Electric Power industry, power facilities were owned and operated by
foreign capital, native merchant, regional community or local government. (Wang, 1997; 2002)
diversity of
companies

investment
and

their

sources

led

to

a

frequent

circumstance

of

electric

The
power

plant alternating their ownership between private management and

public-owned control that was partially supported by individual investors when there was a
shortage of funds.
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Before the 1930s, the electric power industry originating in the power supply infrastructure for lighting
had gone through its period of privatization. Yingjia Tan described the nationalization of the electric
power industry driven by Party-State authority in 1937-1957 as “Revolutionary Undercurrent”. (Tan,
2015) Tan’s research investigated Chinese electric power industry with different historical scenes
including North China in the Sino-Japanese War, Tennessee in the Pacific War and Chiang’s Taiwan
in 1950s. Tan argued that, under the situation of “War Time”, national authority controlling grid
construction and price setting were not the actions of Rent-seeking but to get the energy security and
electric constancy driven by limited time and resources, although the plan of “State Electric Power”
consumed significant wealth of the nation.
Since the year of 1949, “State Electric Power” in the Chinese Mainland had been driven by measures
concerning unifications and mergers in the field of industrial capitals, fixed assets, transmission
network and sales management. Within the regional economic plan, Shanghai became a center of
electrical system of the East China instead of an isolated urban area between the provinces of Jiangsu
and Zhejiang. (Jun, 2008) Jun’s research clarified that “State Electric Power” implemented a synergetic
strategy on electrical construction that realized holistic enhancement in an across-province region
instead of separate improvements at developed cities. What’s more, before the global electricity reform
in the 1990’s, electricity provision in Asian developing countries was an activity dominated by the state.
Electricity's central role in industrialization and modern living standards made electrification an urgent
priority of every national government. For majority, regardless of political system, government was
seen as the appropriate vehicle for the construction and operation of national electric grids, and the
only entity capable of mobilizing the necessary human and financial capital. (James H. Williams
and Navroz K. Dubash, 2004)
3.

Methodology

A government-industry-university interaction triple helix is used as a basic framework in this paper, with
a focus on top-down government’s role in developing the electric power industry as national strategic
resource. Combining historical and logic methods based on the facts and narratives from multiple media
data resources such as archive documentations on China electric power industry development, this
article analyzes the government-pulling effect on a state strategic industry. Some actual cases and
systemic data are used. Moreover, the exploration targets 1945-1965, because it is a period of Chinese
state electric power system formation. Since Shanghai is the city that first utilizes electricity in China
and became a typical city that can reflect what took place in other cities hereafter, it is chosen as an
exemplary case.
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Statist Model in China: a Government‐pulled Triple Helix Government

The path to the triple helix begins from two opposing standpoints: a statist model of government
controlling academia and industry (Figure 1) and a laissez faire model, with industry, academia and
government separate and apart from each other, interacting only modestly across strong boundaries.
From both of these standpoints, there is a movement toward greater independence of university and
industry from the state. The interaction among institutional spheres of university, industry and
government, playing both their traditional roles and each other’s, in various combinations, is a
stimulant to organizational creativity. New organizational innovations

especially arise from

interactions among the three helices. (Etzkowitz, 2008)
In a Statist model, government is the dominant institutional sphere. Industry and the university are
subordinate parts of the state. When relationships are organized among the institutional spheres,
government plays the coordinating role. In this model, government is expected to take the lead in
developing projects and providing the resources for new initiatives. Industry and academia are seen
to require strong guidance, if not control. The statist model is characterized by specialized basic and
applied research institutes, including sectoral units for particular industries. Universities are largely
teaching institutions, distant from industry. The model relies on government to link each other in a
top-down way. (Etzkowitz, 2008)
State Logic: From Propaganda and White Book to Socialism Transformation
A Statist Model caused by dominant state-ownership, hierarchy administration and co-ordinate
resources arrangements characterizes as government’s “pulling” role, rather than “pushing”, in a
technology following society. In this study, State is considered as a concept that consists of four
elements: relatively stable land size, relatively stable population, and relatively stable political and
economic system(s); the culture and history. a state is defined as sum of politics, economy and culture
formed a group of people in a piece of land, including its history. According to "Modern Chinese
Dictionary" (2012), Government is political institution that is defined as “authority of a state” and
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responsible for the administration; and Party is a political organization that represents a social group to
achieve its benefit per se.
“State logic” has three cornerstones:
a. All wealth belongs to the state, —>state-ownership.
b. Put the national interest above all else, —> Government becomes the highest authority.
c. The Party and the State are one, and the Party represents the State, —>the supreme leadership of the

ruling party.
“State Logic” mentioned here respects the reality that government administrates significant economic
sectors with foundational strategic resources, e.g., energy, transportation and communication. It is
necessary to understand State Logic through historical backtracking，in which plan designers or policy
makers are viewed as specifically political authorities. The Party and government take the lead and have
pivotal impact on the evolution of the country.
Chinese modernization and industrialization was launched through Westernization Movement (18611895) and New Policy in late Qing Dynasty. Ideology of modern nation was first clarified in the form
of authority by Sun Yat-sen in The International Development of China (《建国方略》) published in
both Chinese and English in the 1920s. In the book, Sun as one of the most founders of this modern
nation described a dual pattern of industrial economy as follows:
Development of Chinese industry should depend on private proprietorship and national operation both.
The business accessible or more appropriate to individuals than state ownership is supposed to open to
private economy. By national awards and legislative protection we shall pursue to realize the prosperity
of personal enterprises. (Sun Yat-sen, 1928)
Sun had a big blueprint for the modern country based on his Three Principles of the People (三民主 义),
i.e., “Nationalism’’ (民族主义) and “Democracy” (民权主义) and “People’s Livelihood”(民生主义),
which was never realized in his time. The quotation above seemed a description of an open space
for private economy whose future would be actually delineated under an institutional and executive
atmosphere. According to the Principle of People’s Livelihood, government of modern China should
cultivate state capital instead of private economic composition; the development of the latter would
be governed by the policies of restriction. In the following decade after 1920s, multiple sources of
capitals poured into the industries and pushed them prominently. This was called “Golden Ten Years”
of Chinese economy before the World War II.
The year of 1937 was a very critical point in the modernization history because then government
reviewed economic achievement and drafted modernization construction of China, while Japanese
military power increasingly invaded the land. Considering electric power industry growth as national
strategy, Kuomintang Government denoted its reliance to both public-owned and privates without any
division of province and city in order to keep domestic balance between supplies and demands, and
the State wouldn’t remove private ownership but rather expect economy improved through the private
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sector. Moreover, central government asserted to take shape of administrative control gradually to
drive electric power industry without any interference with private enterprises.
National Economic Plan Committee of Kuomintang Central Department (国民党中央党部国民经济
计划委员会) restated national strategy for developing electric power industry and proposed that
“massive
power plants should be operated under public ownership, and electric power distribution and sales
are relatively accessible to local communities or firms to manage”.2 The reality of the nation showed
that domestic private electric power industry was indeed on a huge scale with more than 92% share of
individuals in total Electric Power facilities and more than 72% in total generating capacities. Therefore,
government decided to modify private business by supervision and prohibition in case of abuses of
credits from the public and, on positive side, by communication and cooperation to regulate its
development. On the other hand, government aimed to push small Electric Power plants to combine
with each other or to turn to operations for transmission and distribution.
The Sino-Japanese War interrupted the regular progress of China’s modernization, while republican
government launched electrical construction at rear area to support war defense and military industries
mainly. After the strategic retreat to Chungking, Kuomintang Government in the Mid-west China had
invested and built the massive electric power infrastructure. At the end of the War, the nationalization
of China’s power grid became, aiming at state reconstruction, a postwar continuation of wartime
energy policies (Tan, 2014). New President Chiang Kai-shek reaffirmed guidelines on industrialization
in China by retrospection about what Father of the Nation (Sun Yatsen) said as following.
Mr. President Sun said: "The tendency of modern economics is to substitute economic concentration for
free competition." His plan for dealing with this situation was: "In China, two revolutions must be
launched simultaneously: the replacement of hand labor by machinery, and unification under
government-ownership."Only if this policy is adopted can Chinese industry hope to achieve
unimpeded progress. (Chiang，1947)
Chiang deemed that politics was affected and even controlled by economics in capitalist countries. If
China desired to replace a hundred-year-old, restricted, unbalanced, semi colonial economy with a free
and independent economy that will satisfy the requirements of national defense, the state must employ
political power to guide economic development. Since the late Qing Dynasty, China has been subjected
to the bondage of so many unequal treaties that she can’t compete with the advanced industrial nations
and must therefore adopt a protectionist policy with regard to foreign trade, and a policy of economic
Jianshe weiyuanhui quanguo dianqishiye zhidao weiyuanhui 建设委员会全国电气事业指导委员会 [ Electric Utility
Regulation Board of The National Construction Commission], “Zhongguo dianli” 中国电力 [Electrical China],Vol1,
No.1, (1937), 1.
2 Guomindang zhongyang dangbu guominjingjijihua weiyuanhui 国 民 党 中 央 党 部 国 民 经 济 计 划 委 员 会 [National
Economic Plan Commission of KM T Central Department], “Shinianlai zhi zhongguo jingji jianshe yijiuerqi zhi yijiusanqi”
十 年 来 之 中 国 经 济 建 设 1927-1937[Chinese
3 Economic Construction in the Last Decade 1927-1937] (Nanjing fulun ribaoshe, 1937), Chapter 6, 6.
1
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planning with respect to her industrial development.
Under economic circumstance above, ruling Party of People Republic of China considered that private
capital alone wouldn’t be sufficient to operate on a large scale, or to compete with the trusts and
government-operated enterprises of foreign nations, which was the great weakness of laissez-faire
economic theory and why it was unsuitable for China. But financial shortage and political struggle
stalled the implementation of national reconstruction plan (or White Book) drafted by Chiang and
Kuomingtang, in the field of key industrial sectors, to direct the next two decades development of
Taiwan. Meanwhile, Red China’s economic construction in Mainland was steered by the waves of
Socialistic Transformation, Chinese Communist Party government, under different political faith and
diplomatic situation from Taiwan, also adopted State Logic, a similar strategy to predecessor, to push the
industrialization in Chinese Mainland after 1949.
For Chinese modern industries in early time, private economy surviving among domestic oligarchs
relative to old empire and overseas capitalists landing with warship and technology has never played
the role of foundation which needed a powerful leadership to build. Government constituted by
political leaders and intellectual elites was the most suitable choice to lead the industrialization and
make the strategic decisions about it. Since 1920s, there was an evolution about State Logic happening
continually with political climate changed. At the very beginning, founders of the modern China judged
private capital and business as important as state properties. Chiang’s government started to integrate
private ownerships that can’t support themselves by interference of state capital, especially in the field
of public utilities, which was led to an extremity by national war defense in 1940s. Postwar policies
about national reconstruction was the continuation of wartime’s, and the tendency of state operation
extended form public services and facilities to basic industries, such as national post, metallurgy,
military project, artery of railway transportation and large-scale hydropower station.
Under the leadership of CPC, economic system based on socialistic state ownership was built quickly by
the movement of Socialistic Transformation in the 1950s, and government’s decisions on economic
development and industrial system establishment was carried on in top–down way by interconnected
national economic plans with five-year expiration for each. By the first half of 20th century, the
government-pulled model in China had been set up gradually by several generations of political
leaderships. How Chinese government realized the state logic in electric power industry will be
expounded in the following sections.
State Electric Power: from Rejected Project of Shanghai Joint Electric Power Corporation to
Formation of the National Electric Power System
State Electric Power has two relevant implications: (a). all the electric power resources are state-owned;
(b). the electric power industry development pattern is depending on the powerful authority of the state.
It’s to say that, concerning history and reality, the will of state performed by government’s authority
has dominated the electric power industry and various resources adherent to it by legislation,
administration or entrepreneurial management under state-ownership. In this case, the government’s
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decision on electric power development involved more economic calculations and less political factors
that were very significant to this sector in early period. In order to discuss the industrialization in
modern China, let’s
start from a project of “Shanghai United Power Company”(上海联合电力公司) in 1946-1948.
As mentioned above, Chiang’s government wasn’t able to achieved success on postwar electric
power industry reconstruction in Mainland and created Taiwan’s electricity model instead, which could
become a general consensus about Kuomintang government’s ruling experience on national economy
but made witnesses ignorant about the ambition and determination of the leadership of a great
independent country after World War II. The case of “Shanghai United Power Company” will show
us that how Chiang’s and Mao’s government carried out their plans about postwar electrical
reconstruction.
In 1929, American Far Eastern Bond and Share Company controlled by Rockefeller Group purchased
the riverside power station from Municipal Council of Concession in Shanghai and established
Shanghai Electric Power Company that became the biggest electric power business in prewar East Asia.
In 1945, electric power system of Shanghai fought against the shortage of electricity with American-run
Shanghai Electric Power Company as a mainstay. Meanwhile, a Proposal on Shanghai United Power
Company, with American-run Shanghai Electric Power Company as a leader and several native
companies as partners, had jointly worked out by Shanghai government and American-run Shanghai
Electric Power Company, during the negotiation on solution of electrical shortage between Shanghai
and central government. However, Kuomintang central government rejected the Proposal because of the
worry that the delegating contract between the government and the company would open a chance of
monopoly on electrical industry to foreign capitalists.
The incident of “Shanghai United Power Company” also displayed an interactive mechanism between
central administration and local governance on industrial development, which can be interpreted as a
postwar intensification of government’s antebellum strategy that National Steering Committee of
Electric Enterprise (全国 电气 事 业指 导 委 员会 ) instituted under Construction Committee of
National Government (国民政府建设委员会) in 1928, by strict rules and regulations, supervised
public electric power enterprise and consolidated electrical companies that were already on certain scale
and quantity. To the contrary, the electric power firms operated by foreign capitals were exceptions
to regular administrative system of national government. They had always taken advantages technically
and financially in the competition with native electric power companies.
Accompanied with foreign settlements abolished in Shanghai postwar, American-run Shanghai Electric
Power Company, a real designer and proposer of the “Shanghai United Power Company”supported
by the urban administration, was a product of government’s compromise that Chinese government had
to allow the existence of foreign ownership on public utilities in pre-concession area after expropriated
by Japanese during the war because it was realized that Shanghai
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couldn’t solve the shortage of urban electrical supply without support from American capital.1 On the
other hand, Central Resources Committee (中央资源委员会) instituted Preparatory Office of Jiangnan
Electric Power Bureau (江南电力局筹备处) in order to remedy electricity supply of Shanghai and
expedite power grid construction in the area of Taihu Lake Basin (太湖流域). 2 This constructive plan
would build Longhuazui Power Station (龙华嘴发电厂) along eastern bank of Huangpu River, which
was an open chance, declared by Central Resources Committee, for all private power enterprises in
Shanghai to subscribe its shares.
However, besides land occupancy and infrastructure, there was a dilemma that what the new power
station needed most is an electric generator unit that had to depend on war indemnity from Japan whose
machines were old and out of repair, which was obviously unhelpful for the plan of Jiangnan Electric
Power Bureau. According to Regulative Items for Public Utilities Operated by Private Enterprise (《民
营公用事业监督条例》), foreign capitals were prohibited to run or join the operation of public utilities
except allowed by central government. KMT government accepted the fact, instead of persisting in
the regulations, to find a solution to Shanghai’s power shortage in economic reconstruction. But it didn’t
mean that foreign company and capitalists can break the baseline of restriction to them to monopolize
electrical business in Shanghai even though Chinese government didn’t have enough financial
resources to put into postbellum reconstruction. Chiang’s government instead made loans from the
White House rather than allowing American capitalists to pour into the Chinese market after 1945,
which was an alternative strategy to keep the control of indigenous industries and to direct native
economy by State Logic for a new independent country under the Yalta System.
What needs to be explained here is that the discussion about reconstruction and industrialization of
Checking the Reception of Facilities), 1947,
Record Number: Q1-14-456, Shanghai Municipal Archive, Shanghai.
China after the World War II should knock down the wall of politics between Chinese Nationalist Party
(KMT) and CPC because both governments emphasized the importance of state-ownership in the
system of national economy and the domination of government’s decisions and policies. (Gao, 2014)
The construction of “State Electric Power” was completed by “Red China”, through the Socialistic
Transformation in 1952-1956.
In history textbook, “Joint State-Private Partnership (公私合营)”was a socialistic movement, with
economic and political significances both, happened in the field of agriculture, industry and handicraft
1 “waijiaobu guanyu shanghai lianhe dianli gongsi ti’an de yijian” 外 交 部 关 于 “上 海 联 合 电 力 公 司 ”提 案 的 意 见
(Comments on the Proposal of “Shanghai United Power Company” from M inistry of Foreign Affairs), 1947, Record
Number: Q5-3-5468, Shanghai M unicipal Archive, Shanghai.
5 4“Shanghaishi canyihui yaoqiu ziweihui jiang fadianji zhuanshou bing jiang lianhe dianli gongsi ji jieshou dianji juti banfa
bingzhuanhe de han”
6 “Shanghaishi canyihui yaoqiu ziweihui jiang fadianji zhuanshou bing jiang lianhe dianli gongsi ji jieshou dianji juti banfa
bingzhuanhe de han”上 海 市 参 议 会 要 求 资 委 会 将 发 电 机 转 售 并 将 联 合 电 力 公 司 及 接 收 电 机 具 体 办 法 并 转 核 的 函
(The Letter of City Council Asking Central Resources Commission for Electric Generator traded to Shanghai United
Power Company and Checking the Reception of Facilities), 1947,Record Number: Q1-14-456, Shanghai M unicipal
Archive, Shanghai.
4
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in 1953-1956. Actually, this procedure was initiated at the very beginning of CPC’s taking over the
economy of Chinese Mainland, especially for industrial estates. After 1949, central government of CPC
seriously focused on the situation of Shanghai that had been a greatest city of Chinese private economy
in the period of Republican China and was，therefore，a most supportive spot for socialistic
construction in Red China. The Riverside Power Station was restricted by People's Liberation Army (人
民解放军) as soon as they came into urban area. Then, Shanghai Military Control Commission（上
海军事管制委员会）, the processor of People’s Government of Shanghai (上海人民政府), cut off all
connections between the power station and its supervised company in America under diplomatic
tendency that the relationship of United States and Red China became frozen.
Where the Socialistic Transformation started in electric power industry of Shanghai was keeping the
biggest electric plant in charge of CPC’s government. As a result of political belief preaching towards
communities of the working class, Public Utility Bureau of Shanghai (上海市公用局 ) helped private
electric power firms recover electrical production and control coal consumption by calling supports
of adept technicians from old regime. For instance, Zhabei Water and Power Company (闸北水电公
司)， the biggest private electric power enterprise in Shanghai, whose average electric transmission
line loss rate was about 20% that even reached 30% at most in 1930s prewar, had dropped the figure to
8% by 1952. 1 However, municipal governor did think that recovery of urban electric system and
its further growing were stuck by private-ownership of electric business existing. Actually, the voice
from top community, in 1951, indicated that Shanghai which owned the greatest industrial basis and
technical advantage in China was not state’s choice to invest for industrial construction, thus the local
governor should utilize private resources as more as possible to reorganize the electric power system
of Shanghai. 2 That generated a strategic motivation that Shanghai, the biggest city based on private
economy in China, had to experience negotiations started by CPC government with the aim of gradual
transforming private ownership to socialistic state ownership by a transitive manner of Joint
State-Private Partnership in electric power industry.
The transformation was a nationalization of private productive assets as well as a remolding towards
people’s political belief and self-cognition on labourer role. Initially, the proposals that state capitals
would join private enterprise were mentioned discreetly in case of radical tendency of nationalization.
Following declarations about Socialistic Transformation in public and meetings with capitalists in
private, private electric power companies successively applied for Joint State-Private Partnership in
spite of their diverse intentions such as to ease financial shortage or to bleach historical stains. But
1 “zhonggong shanghaishi gongyongju fendangzu guanyu zhabeishuidiangongsi xingzhi de diaocha yanjiu ji muqian
ying caiqu shenme taidu de baogao” 中共上海市公用局分党组关于闸北水电公司性质的调查研究及目前应采取
什么态度的报告 (The report about Shanghai Public
Utility Bureau sub-party group’s investigation and attitude on capital essential of Zhabei Water and Power Company),
23th November 1951, Record Number: B169-1-32, Shanghai M unicipal Archive, Shanghai.
2 “yijiuwuyi nian qi yue shisi ri li fuzhuren guanyu shanghai dianli gongzuo jige w enti de zhishi jilu” 1951 年 7 月 14 日
李副主任关于上海电力工 作几个问题的指示记录 (The record about vice director Li’s indication on Shanghai
electricity on 14th July of 1951), 1951, Record Number: A38-2-277, Shanghai M unicipal Archive, Shanghai.
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there were an exception that Huashang Power Company (华商电力公司) decided to stay silent at first.
Its meeting of board of directors witnessed a fierce struggle on private right and benefit under Joint
State-Private Partnership and confidence on stability of political situation.
The importance of electric power system to urban society and industrial production drove CPC
government to lead the Joint State-Private Partnership that mainly went through liquidation and
reevaluation on private properties, negotiation on shareholding ratio of state ownership and interest rate
of private ownership. As the capital-combined structure established gradually in electric power
industry, electric power bureau grabbed practical control right of electric power system in Shanghai
because, according to contracts offered by state partners, private partners wouldn’t keep the status
of decision makers and users of land, building, vehicle and facilities but to gain the fixed interest or
rental only.
After early intervention that government had coordinated all private power companies to unify different
electric prices based on dissimilarity of operation cost and profit setting by founding compensation
funds pool in 1950, administrative authority took over electric power resources from private enterprises
to build a integrated electric system by state logic that efficiency of national construction had to cost
benefits of private economy, which not only laid the foundation for industrialization but also showed
dynamic mechanism of formation of socialistic state-owned industries .
Government Ruling and Evolution of Shanghai University of Electric Power1
The University originated Shanghai Electrical School (上海电业学校, 1951.10—1952.10). According
to intention of the National Electric Power Industry Conference（全国电力会议）, i.e., “Adapt to
electrical industry development, train carders for it”, then Ministry of Fuel Industry (中央燃料工业
部) instructed Shanghai Electric Power Corporation to prepare to construct Shanghai Electrical
School, in early 1951. On Aug.25, Shanghai Municipal Government decided moving 320 students to
the School from Shanghai Municipal Construction Engineering cadres training class and Shanghai
middle school engineering class. Shanghai Electric Power Corporation chose more than twenty
managers, faculties and staff for the newborn school. Most of them had industrial experiences, for
example, one of the first faculties, Prof. Lianfu Pan, used to be vice director and Chief Engineer of
Yangshupu Power Plant. This ensured the School’s tradition: actively combining teaching and
industrial practice. From time to time the students were brought to the power plant construction sites.
In June 1952, in order to learn educational experiences from the former Soviet Union, East- China
Industry Ministry (华东工业部)decided to establish a secondary electric power industrial school on the
ground of Shanghai Electrical School. East-China Region Colleges Adjustment Committee (华东区
院系 调整委员会) merged Shanghai Municipal Industrial School to Shanghai Electrical School,
forming new Shanghai School of Electric Power Industry(上海电力工业学校 1952.10—1953.10). It is
limited to enroll children of the employees who are working for Shanghai electric power industry and
1 Data in this section draws from the official website of Shanghai University of Electric Power. on June 10, 2015.
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municipal workers in post， led by Eastern-China Industry Ministry, with three years of schooling.
The school duplicated the former Soviet Union in teaching, at the beginning. In November 1953, it
became led by the Ministry of Fuel Industry and renamed as Shanghai Power School (上海动力学
校，1953.10 —1959.8). It affiliated to the Ministry of Electric Power( 电 力部)in 1955.09-1958.02
and Ministry of Water Resources and Electric Power (水利电力部)in 1958.02-1959.08. And the School
was renamed as Shanghai College of Electric Power, still belonged to the Ministry of Water Resources
and Electric Power. In May and July 1960, for expanding the School size, East-China
Electric

Power Authority（华东 电 管局 ）merged the School with Shanghai Amateur Power

Engineering College and part-time Shanghai Electric Power Industrial College established, creating
Shanghai Technical College of Electric Power Industry (上海电力工业专科学校,1960.8—1985.1).
During the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), the College was at a standstill. Since 1977, it has been a
new development stage. In 1979, Ministry of Water Resources and Electric Power (水利电力部)
made decision to lead the College together with Shanghai Municipal Government. They jointly
worked for Shanghai higher education development in electric power. In such a dual leadership, the
Ministry plays main roles in administration, which is good for upgrading the School. It was upgraded
as Shanghai University of Electric Power (上 海电 力学院 , 1985.1--). Li Peng, the Vice Premier
and Minister of National Education Commission (国家教育委员会), wrote the name board for the
School. Referring to the leadership, Ministry of Electric Power decided to jointly administrate Shanghai
University of Electric Power with East-China Electric Power Group (华东电力集团); And the latter
dominated from 1995. Nowadays, the Central Government and Shanghai Municipal Government
jointly construct the University; however, Shanghai Municipal works as the major administrator, rather
than the Central. It has missions to serve for regional/ local development. Its Science Park, a
collaborative project between the University and Yangpu District of Shanghai City, has been approved
as one of the “National University Science Parks”. Based on the tradition serving for the industrial
improvement, the University is on its way to a Chinese- style entrepreneurial mode. (Zhou and Peng,
2008; Etzkowitz and Zhou, 2008; Zhou, 2014)
Conclusions and Policy implications
The electric power industry development is strongly affected by political power and follows a state logic,
which views electric power as critical national resource that needs state management and control,
forming “State Electric Power”. The policies and decisions by the government push electric power
industry going forward, which is an epitome for the process of industrialization. The plans launched by
the government have markedly accelerated the industrialization process, upon the national strategy of
foundational industry development.
Three factors, i.e., the State (represented by the Party and Government) administration, the state logic of
electric power industrial development as well as EHEIs, work together as independent and internalconnective system, constituting dynamic mechanism the triple helix to develop in the electric power
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industry. Reviewing Shanghai electric power industry development, we can find the advantages of a
Statist triple helix; that is, strong pulling force from the government. This study will provide
experiences for policymaking of other developing countries. It also brings up thinking: whether state
logic is necessary in the industry improvement; whether strong political power is an advantage in the
development.
Statist model emphasizes the coordinating role of government. Strong and weak roles for government
and industry are the defining characteristic of statist regimes. Change in statist societies is impelled
by need to speed up the innovation system by introducing new sources of initiative. Bureaucratic
coordination concentrates initiative at the top and tends to suppress ideas that arise from below.
An overlapping triple helix introduces a dynamic element by having three spheres interacting through
indirect relations going from one sphere through another as well as through direct relations. This can
be seen as an American-style indirect industrial policy, an action on the part of government to influence
and improve the level of industry by going through the universities to reach industry. Going through
one sphere to reach another is a first step toward moving the institutional spheres closer by a change
in government policy. (Etzkowitz, 2008)
University and industry in China, as triple helix actors, are pulled or controlled by government. Present
problem with this model is that government does not have an innovation mission directly nor a limit
on ownership of the enterprises that it creates. (Etzkowitzet.al, 2007) As the ownership changes and the
reform gets deeper, a transition to overlapping triple helix (Figure 2) is being expected. How can the
science / innovation policy assist the evolution to an interactive triple helix, how can an overdoing
towards a laissez faire model be avoided, and what is government’s optimal role and contribution to
innovation and development? These will be important topics in the future.

Future investigation will focus on whether State logic needs to be abandoned in some “national
strategy fields”; and whether the private sectors should be developed to share the state strategic
resources. Put differently, should a public-private pathway be taken in these fields? In addition, as
China’s triple helix evolves into an ideal model, what changes will happen to the industry and university
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spheres?
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Fig. 1 Conceptual hybrid model of a sustainable regional innovation ecosystem
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Abstract:The authors focus on the relational network among members in college student’
innovation teams, getting a clear picture about management learning in suchteams. As in the
students’ innovation teams, there are always informal leaders and formal leaders, who make
different influence on the knowledge management and team performance.Besides, the relationship
between leaders and members, including tie strength and centrality, also play a role. Moreover,
both the leader tie strength and centrality work through the most important factor—trust, which
consists of benevolence-based trust and competence-based trust. We will be in the details of the
relationship among such factors later in the text. Briefly two main methods (questionnaire and
interview) are applied by us to support our hypothesis. For the reason that this article report is
based on qualitative investigation, we only choose depth interview for further explanation. In
addition, the performance effect of college students’ innovation team is a promising area for future
research.
Keywords: College Students; Innovation Team; Knowledge Management
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1.

Introduction

There is broad recognition that effective management of knowledge is essential to thesuccess of
modern firms. Organizational leaders have reacted to this need by spendingnearly a trillion
dollars annually to analyze, store, and retrieve knowledge [1].Knowledge sharing is of vital
importance to organizations,enabling them to develop skills and competences,increase value, and
sustain their competitive advantage[2]. Knowledge is a firm’s mostvaluable resource because it
embodies intangible assets,routines, and creative processes that are difficult to imitate[3].
The means by which knowledge is shared withinorganizations and the factors that facilitate
knowledgesharing/transfer are core issues in knowledge management.In some professional
organizations, much of the mostuseful knowledge may be tacit in nature. Although critical
toorganizational decisions, tacitknowledge is difficult to measure and has been infrequently
studied[4]. While technology may facilitate the storage of explicit knowledge, tacitknowledge
resides only in the minds of people and its availability and use depends uponindividualdecisions
and relationships[5]
Innovation is the driving force for social progress. Community colleges as a n important enabler
of innovation activities, to some extent, dominated the social progress So, how to improve
innovation capability of independent innovation capability, especially college for students in
today's society requires thought. However, the study team is currently mainly aimed at business
innovation, and most stop at the large-scale, large-scale organization of a strong research team,
and the research team of college students’ innovation is not much.
For example of BUPT Innovation Base, which was founded in 2005, during 2008-2012, the
innovation base has held for the fifth exhibition of achievements in innovative practices aimed to
promote and encourage independent learning and research study, to develop their innovation and
practical ability. Information from the fourth team exhibitors, the exhibition team size show an
increasing trend, and the team has shown an overall upward trend in the size of the final stable at
4-5 individuals, the size of a five-man team dominated. As shown in Table 1. This also means
that innovation teams of college students for the study, analysis of influencing factors of tacit
knowledge within the team management and team performance, the direction of the management
and development of innovative team of college students have a very important significance.
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Table 1
年

团years

teams
team团numbers
队 人

Innovation team size distribution

数

份
量

08 year

09 year

10year

9
4
32
24
17
0
86

2
4
29
26
25
0
87

14
0
40
58
94
0
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11-12year

数

1
2
3
4
5
6
count

3
15
45
53
109
6
228

Through our research and demonstration, based on empirical research BUPT Innovation Team,
we get a new research model.
Trust as Mediators for Improving the Team Performance
2.

Definition of Trust

There hasn’t been an unambiguous definition of tr ust yet, which is one of the most crucial
problems that faced by researchers now. Though, some scholars have given their own definition on
trust: [6] Johnson -George and Swap (1982: 1306) asserted that "willingness totake risks may be
one of the few characteristics common to all trust situations."While, Li-Fang Chou，Bor-Shiuan
Cheng，Min-Ping Huang and Hung-Yueh Cheng suggested trust as the positive expectation of other
people’s intentionand behavior, and the willingness to risk being hurt bythem.Mayer et al. proposed
that "trust is a willingnessof a party to bevulnerable" AndRotter [7](1967: 651)，who definedtrust
"as an expectancy held by an individual or a groupthat the word, promise, verbal orwritten
statement of another individualor group can be relied upon.Renzlin said "trust is considered as the
willingnessto rely ordepend on some event, individual, orgroup”[8]. In this research, we regard
trust as the willingness of the members of a team to rely on their leader and we put trust into our
hypothetic model, arguing the relationship among Trust, Centrality, Tiestrength and Performance
of a team. In this situation, the team leader can seem as the trustee while the members regarded as
trustors.
3.

Theories of Trust

So, what are the characteristics of a trustee? Mayer and Davis[9] argued that Ability, Benevolence
and Integrity are the three main factors influencing the trustee. Many scholars have supported that
statement. Deutsch (1960) [10],Jones, James, and Bruni (1975)[11], and Sitkin and Roth (1993)[12]
all consideredability an essential element of trust. Others (e.g., Butler, 1991[13]; Butler 8ECantrell,
1984[14]; Kee& Knox, 1970[15]) used the word competence to define a similar construct.Giffin
(1967)[16]suggestedexpertness as a factor that leads to trust. Similarly, Gabarro (1978)[17]
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identifiednine bases of trust,including functional/specific competence, interpersonalcompetence,
business sense, and judgment.As a consequence, we use ability as one of the sub-divided
dimensionalities of trust to design our questionnaire. While for benevolence, several scholars have
used the term benevolence in their analyses of trust,focusing on the specific relationship w ith the
trustor.In addition, Jones, James, and Bruni proposed that confidence and trustin a leader are
influenced in part by the extent to which the leader'sbehavior is relevant to the individual's needs
and desires.Integrity is the relationship between integrity and trust involves the trustor'sperception
that the trustee adheres to a set of principles that the trustorfinds acceptable.McFall illustrated why
both the adherence to andacceptability of the principles are important and Lieberman included
integrity as an important trust factor.
There is another similar theory that classifies trust as three different types: competence-based
trust、integrity-based trust、benevolence-based trust.CBT is defined as the degree to which a
member believes thatother team members areknowledgeable and competent. BBT, by
definition,refers to the degree to which a member believes other teammembers will act in his
bestinterest. And IBT is the degree to which a member believes the team membersto be honest and
reliable(Mayer et al., 1995)[9]. These three diverse types of trusts have different functions.Levin
and Cross[18],pointed that a person’s BBT and CBT beliefs can enableeffective knowledge creation
and sharing in social networks. Stewart and Gosain suggested that affective (BBT)and cognitive
(CBT) components of trust are important to themembers’input effort, in other words, If a
contributor has high CBT in other team members,he will expect hisinputs to be useful and the
project to sustainongoing success, thereby making it more worthwhile to devotehis efforts to the
project(Stewart &Gosain, 2006[19]). What is more, BBTstems from emotional attachment between
a trustor and a trusteeand may, therefore, be most relevant to a member’s psychologicaland
emotional motivation

to

join

in,

stay

with,and

contributeknowledge

to

the

project

teams[19].Because of the close relationship between competence-based trust, benevolence-based
trust and social networks, in our research, we only use these two types of trust as our
dimensionalities rather than all three types.
On the other hand, Renzl said that trust isregarded as a facilitator of effective knowledgesharing.In
the sociological literature, it is emphasized that trustcomprises not only individuals’ beliefs about
others, butalso their behavior and their willingness to use knowledgetoinfluence future action.
Based on thistheory, two principal forms of trust are distinguished——cognition-based trust and
affect-based trust(McAllister ,1995[20]). first,cognition-based trust is basedon individual thinking
about and confidence in the otherand based on “good reasons” as evidence of trustworthiness.The
second type, affect-based trust, is groundedin the emotional bonds between individuals
involvingmutual care and concern. Similarly, Mayer et al[9].distinguish between benevolence,
which has a largeaffective component, and competence, which placesemphasis on the cognitive
component, as two keydimensions of trust. Likewise, Cook and Wallrecognizetrust as “faith in the
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trustworthy intentions ofothers” and “confidence in the ability of others”.
4.

Tie strength

Thereis considerable ambiguity as to what constitutes a strong or weak tie [21],Such as, ties refer
to the links that connect individuals with others through the frequencyand types of
communications among them[5]. A strong personal relationship between a seeker and a source is
positively related to the seeker’s sourcing frequency.Borgatti and Cross[22], for instance, find that
individuals are more likely to seek information from others with whom they have a perso nal
relationship .Granovetter said，The strength of atie is “a combination of the amount oftime, the
emotional intensity, the intimacy(mutual confiding), and the reciprocal services which characterize
the

tie”.evolved

in

sociological

researchanalyzing

information-sharing

between

individuals[21].Later, research on individual tie strength was extended to management-related
studies of knowledge transfer[23]. At the same time, studies were increasingly conducted at
organizational level, examining relationships between organizational sub-units within firms or
between firms[24]. Research on the relationship between the relational dimensionof social capital
and knowledge transfer has focused onunderstanding how the strength of a dyadic relationship
isrelated to effectiveness of knowledge transfer.There are two different perspectives on social ties,
namely strong tiesand weak ties. Both types of ties are critical for the success of anorganization.
they provide access to different kinds of resources[25], According to McPherson, we ak ties tend to
exist between dissimilar others[26].
Effective knowledge acquisition is believed to be highly dependent on thedegree of closeness
between or among partners[21].Frenzen and Nakamoto’s[27]research on the flow of market
information foundthat an individual is more likely to share valued informationwith a person with
whom they have a close, rather than aweak tie.The development of close personal ties appears to
be particularlyimportantfor the effectiveness of business relationships in Korea, where jeong,
which canbe defined as a bond of affection or feelings of empathyto others[28] plays a central role
in social relationships. Koreans tend to perceive a need forbeing emotionallyclose with their
business partners in order to share valuableinformation.Strong ties can also reduce knowledge
transfer costs,since they save the time needed to verify information，for strong ties are related to
trust, which can reduce

team conflicts

and

increase

team coordination(Granovetter,

1985)[29].Besides ，Strong relations also have been found to be positively associated with
referralsand to information acquisition[24].That people connected through strong ties are more
accessible and willing to behelpful in sharing behaviors[21]Strong ties provide people motivation
to share information[29]
Furthermore, compared with explicit knowledge transfer, transferring tacit knowledge is much
more complex and context-specific. Grant [2] contended that informal coordination, such asstrong
tie, is more efficient in transferring tacit knowledge than formal coordination. As strong tie loads
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more trustworthinessand frequent communications, Levin and Cross [18] proved that the more tacit
transferred knowledge is the more critical cognition-based trust will be in the transfer
process.Recent empirical work suggests that strong ties in fact maybeeffective vehicles for tacit
knowledge acquisition within and between firms [24].
Mayer, Davis, and Schoorman definetrust as “the willingness of a party to bevulnerable.”Trust is
an essential element for communication[30], cooperation and collaboration[31]. Trust is also
positively associated with issues that presumably would increase propensity to social ties such as
constructive dialogue and cooperative problem solving[32], cooperative involvement and
commitment, and satisfaction with the relationship[33].In this study we focus on two dimensions
of perceived trustworthinessidentified by Mayer et al [9]. benevolence and competence (i.e.,
ability). The relationship between strong ties and useful knowledge transfer is mediated by (a)
benevolence-based trust, and (b) competence-based trust. We decided not toinclude a third
dimension, integrity, because it did not seem relevant in the advice seekingcontext for explaining
the knowledge benefits of strong ties.Trust is an important reason why strong tiestend to have more
influence on technology acceptance through a process of knowledgesharing[18].In the social
network and knowledge transfer mixed studies, trust in co-workers is believed to mediate the link
between network and knowledge transfer.In a study of tie strength, Levin and Cross testified full
mediating effect of trust on the link between tie strength and knowledge sharing.
We argue that the reason strong ties promote effective knowledge transfer is because they tend to
be trusting ones.Actors who are sharing a strong tie tend to influenceone another more than those
sharing a weak tie [29].Actors who are connected through strong ties are most likely to trust each
other. Seeing a knowledge source as trustworthy should increase the chance that the knowledge
receiver will pay attention to, learn from, and absorb the knowledge that is transferred. For
example, Levin[23], in his study of R&D scientists and product development engineers, found that
strong, trusting ties usually helped improve outcomes but that trust alone was often just as good a
substitute when only weak ties existed.The relation between strong tie and bennovolencedtrust is
clear: although affect-based trust is not equal to friendship[18],strong t ie, which always
accompanies emotional intensity and involves reciprocal affection[34], no doubt attaches much
affect-based trust. Mayer et al.[18] argued that benevolence is a positive perception based on a
tractor’s understanding of a trustee’s current and previous behaviors and the results of those
behaviors. Since individuals linked by strong work-relationships will have more interaction and
cooperation experience, when knowledge seeking is needed, compared with other sources, ego will
have much more “e vidence”to ensure a close co-worker is benevolent.In addition, knowledge
seekers who trust a knowledgeresource’s competence to make suggestions and influence their
thinking are more likely to listento, absorb, and then take action on that knowledge source’s advice.
By better understanding aknowledge source’s skills and expertise, strong ties should result in
greater competence-basedtrust, which should in turn lead to more useful knowledge transfer.In sum,
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we find that people usually get useful knowledge from strong ties, because they trust them to be
benevolent and competent.
Although strong tie is likely to reflect more trust than Weak tie, it does not mean friendship is
superior in knowledge transfer. In addition to trust construction, strong and weak ties have their
respective traits. Strong networks always link persons with similar background, status and
knowledge[35] thereby result in a homogenous network. In this kind of network, actors’
perspectives, skills, and knowledge are likely to be overlapping and redundant[36]. Searching
knowledge from the homogenous strong network, ego will feel hard to find novel and useful
knowledge[37].While weak ties provide access to more non-redundant and novel information and
resources than strong ties and support effective knowledge exchange in organizational settings[18].
Granovetter[29]argued that weak ties are beneficial to searches for novel information.Hansen
[37]conducted a study involving 120 new product development projects undertaken by 41 divisions
in a large company. He found weak inter-unit ties help project teams search for useful knowledge
from other units and sped up projects when knowledge was not complex.Nevertheless,Levin and
Cross[18] found that when trust is controlled, tie strength is negatively related to the receipt of
useful knowledge. Therefore, when the effects of trust is controlled, the tie strength advantages of
strong tie will be weaken, while itshomogeneity problem still exists and impedes the efficiency of
knowledge transfer, and the effect of strong tie on knowledge transfer would be negative.
Centrlity
There have been many different theories about centrality in academic. Different people have
different definitions, so there hasn’t a exactly definition about centrality…... Centrality is defined
as the “extentto which an actor is central [or core] to a network”by Brass[38].In broad terms,
network

centrality

refers

to

individuals’degreeof

access

to

others

within

emergent

intraorganizational networks, might as well the extent to which a given in dividual isconnected to
others in a network. Centrality gives a quantitative measure of the extent of expertise for every
actor. It is themeasure of the incoming and outgoing connections held by a knowledge actor
(Hannemanand Riddle, 2005)[39]
What’s more,centrality is a key measure that reflects the distribution of relationshipsthrough the
network. In a highly centralized network,a small percentage of the nodes will have a
highpercentage of relationships with other nodes in the network. Incontrast, a netwo rk with low
centrality will have relativelyequal distribution of relationships through the network.Therefore,
when a member is located at the center of the cognitive and affective trust network, she/he will
have better effectiveness.
However the most popular theory was come up with Degenne and Forse(1999)[40].They indicate
that there are three types of centrality. First, degree centrality, thesimplest form, denotes only the
number of connections to others in the network.Second, closeness centrality, as the label implies,
measures more than just the numberof connections and looks at the closeness of the individual to
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the others. The third,betweenness centrality, is more specific in determining the level of
intermediary supportof information to the others. Borgatti[41]also provides a useful discussion of
thesethree approaches to measuring centrality and demonstrates how the specific measuresof
centrality reflect different conceptions of information flow within networks.
In other words,the degreecentrality of an actor is simply the number of peoplewith whom she or he
has contact, corrected for the totalnumber of people in a given network.Among various centrality
measures,in-degree centrality reflects the structural dependence of others on a focalemployee. As
what we said just before ,our research object in this article is the Students’ Innovation Team.As the
team, the trustamong all team members can be described in a net-likestructure, and the individual’s
position in the network canreflect the totality of all the interactions between the individualand
his/her teammates. In-degree centrality is a form of degreecentrality that counts only those
relations witha focal individual reported by other group members,and it thus does not suffer from
the limitationsof self-reports, as does out-degree centrality. For this, the degree of centralityis the
most used network position index (Sparroweet al., 2001)[42].The degree of centrality denotes the
degree ofbeing the core in the network – the stronger an individual’slinkage with others in the
network, the more central is hisor her position. Conversely, the weaker the linkage, themore
marginal is the individual’s position. So degree centrality measuresthe balance between having a
peripheral position (i.e..a small number of direct contacts) and having a centralposition (i.e., a
large number of direct contacts).
What’s more, there is a another classify of centrality .As Students’ Innovation Team，especially for
the technology team ,maybe there is one more leader,managerial leader and technological leader.
Managerial leader, we can call he/she formal leader here, he/she primarily responsible for the
management of the whole team, like organizing meetings, making plans and goal-setting. Then for
technology leader, we can call he/she inform leader. As what it sounds, the technology leader is the
most power people in technology.Formal and informalleaders have access to different types
ofpower and resources. The formal leader representsaccess to power and resources at thehigher
levels of the organization and knowledgeof the organization’s formal goals.
An effective group can quickly bridge the multiplelevels of power to access the proper
resourcesand different goals and needs from organizationsand followers and can bring them tobear
on improving group performance. For example,the Students’ Innovation Team formal leader
cangain more varied information on the issues affectingdevelopers via the informal leader.
Theformal leader can also communicate his or heropinions and ideas to followers both directlyand
through the informal leader, and he or shecan even persuade other followers on importantissues
with the help of informal leaders (March& Sevon, 1988)[43]
The informal leader understands the goals andneeds of followers, has access to resources
andfollowership (or acquiescence) within the group,and has powerand control over thos e
resources[44]
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In all, no matter the formal leader or the informal leader, they are all connected with the resource.
Centrality implies control over the resourceacquisition of others because central individualscan
choose from a greater number of alternativeindividuals when exchanging beneficialresources.
According to Burt, effectivenessdepends on one’s access to resources instead of thepossession of
resources, such as knowledge, opinion, andinformation of task, as well as non-job-related
resourcessuch as social identity and emotional support, and accessto resources is related to
centrality[45]. There are three advantagesassociated with centrality: (i) being able to acquire
uniqueresources; (ii) having stronger control or negotiation powerover resources; and (iii) better
opportunities for job promotion.Methods and data
Two main methods (questionnaire and interview) are used by us to support our hypothesis. For the
reason that this article report is based on qualitative investigation, we only choose interview for
further explanation.
The research process followed the studies of the theories of the relationship among Trust,
Centrality, Tie strength and Performance of a team. Firstly, we focused on ten college academic
innovation teams and took them as our primary subjects. According to the research’s aim, all teams
were divided into two categories----Technology and Theory.Furthermore, within a team, the
interviewees were classified as leaders and team members. As a consequence, we designed
questions varying according to types of interviewees and adopted face-face way. All questions
could reflect our theoretical model including Trust, Centrality, Tie strength and Performance (Table
2). Thus, through interviews we got the data we need.
Table 2 interview
The Serial Number of Team
Team A
Team B
Team C
Team D
Team E
Team F
Team G
5.

The Number of Mumber
3
2
3
2
3
3
4

The Type of Team
Technology
Technology
Technology
Technology
Theory
Technology
Theory

Anylizes and Findings

As has been explained before, in this research, we regard TRUST as the willingness of the
members of a team to rely on their leader and we put trust into our hypothetic model, arguing the
relationship among trust, centrality, tie strength and performance of a team. In this section, we
emphasis on the links between trust——centrality and trust——tie strength, using the data we got
through interviews.
C1 Trust has relationship with centrality
When leaders are high in centrality, sharing ties in the trust network is beneficial: the relationship
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between members' own advice centrality and influence is positive among members who are high in
sponsorship. But when leaders are low in centrality, sharing trust ties is detrimental: the
relationship between advice centrality and influence is negative among members who are high in
sponsorship and positive among members who are low in sponsorship.(Raymond T. Sparrowe and
Robert C. Liden)[46].
He's learning ability is especially excellent. We started this project in freshman year, so everyone’s
basic knowledge is weak, but he helps us from time to time. He even becomes the center of the
team.
When we meet some troubles, we are prone to get assistance from our leader, because he gets much
richer knowledge than us and has more flexible and practicable methods.
In conclusion, there is a link between trust and centrality and ability of the leader is a main factor
influencing that relationship.
C2 Trust has relationship with tie strength
Levin and Cross[18] discovered that trust has a strong moderating effect in the relationship of tie
strength and knowledge usage. Without trust, the tie strength would be weak ties to knowledge
usage.
As theleader of a team, I have to assume the responsibility to decide the direction of our all group,
so I take other’s ideas serious. If we share the same idea it would be adopted successfully.
Otherwise, choose the better on by democratic way.
As trust is the mediator of the link between network tie and knowledge transfer, promoting
interpersonal trust, whether it is cognition-based or affect-based, could enhance the knowledge
transfer between the trustor and the trustee.To be more precise, when a trusted relationship is
established, each partner can concentrate on its actual tasks, instead of worrying about the
partner’s intentions or actions, resulting in more effective knowledge acquisition.
Our leader was once the president of student union and he is indeed very strong executive power,
so we all pretty appreciate his leadership. And it is largely because of him that we practically
complete missions efficiently.
In addition, The amount of time alliance partners have invested in their relationship is likely to
influence inter-organizational trust, which may enhance knowledge transfer in new product
development alliances.The relationship between Trust＆Tie Strength and the results for Trust＆Tie
Strength can be described as the picture below:
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C3 Trust can influence knowledge share in a team
Davenport and Prusak,1998, proposed in his‘ The Relationship between Knowledge Management
and Trust: Malaysian Perspective’ that for knowledge market to operate in an organization, trust
must be established in the following three ways:①Trust must be visible. The members of the
organization must see people get credit for knowledge sharing. There is a direct evidence of trust②
Trust must be ubiquitous. The internal knowledge market must be trustworthy or else the market
will be less efficient③Trustworthiness must start at the top. Trust tendsto flow downward through
organizations. Trust value in the organization is identified through signals, sign and symbols.
Trust improves the usefulness of tacit and explicit knowledge exchange or knowledge management.
Trust as social capital can be a factor in determining organization capacity for knowledge
management [18]. And Abrams pointed out that ‘trust leads to increase overall knowledge
exchange, makes knowledge exchanges less costly, and increases the likelihood that knowledge
acquired from a colleague is sufficiently understood and absorbed t hat a person can put it to use’
exchanges less costly, and increases the likelihood that knowledge acquired from a colleague is
sufficiently understood and absorbed that a person can put it to use’.
The relationship between trust and organizational performance can be generally concluded as
illustration below:
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C4 formal leader and informal leader have different influence on team performance
Organizations impose vertical differentiation on groups, such as software development teams, by
assigning a formal leader. The groups themselves also create informal intragroup vertical
differentiation through their interaction patterns. That is, as certain individuals become more
central to the interaction patterns of the group (e.g., through advice giving), they become informal
leaders[44]. Formal and informal leaders have access to different types of power and resources.
The formal leader represents access to power and resources at the higher levels of the organization
and knowledge of the organization’s for mal goals (Etzioni, 1965)[46], The informal leader
understands the goals and needs of followers, has access to resources and followership (or
acquiescence) within the group, and has power and control over those resources [21]
We argue that An effective group can quickly bridge the multiple levels of power to access the
proper resources and different goals and needs from organizations and followers and can bring
them to bear on improving group performance. group social capital resources will be highest when
the dyadic relationship between the formal leader and the informal leader is strongest. For example,
the software team’s formal leader can gain more varied information on the issues affecting
developers via the informal leader.
There is the possibility that the same person occupies the formal and informal leadership roles. On
the formal side, the leader spends time and energy pursuing important external ties that will assist
in gaining needed resources for the group and in shaping the overall goals of the organization. On
the informal side, group members will be more likely to trust, to follow, and to exert greater effort
on behalf of the leader and the group as a whole. Thus, leaders who combine formal leadership
roles with informal ones tend to be more effective[46].
Since the network analysis helps identify informal mentors, they can be leveraged by the managers
and allocated as formal mentors. This would enhance the effectiveness of the mentoring initiative
and these people are also recognized for their knowledge sharing. In competencies where there are
no experts there would be the need to have a competency development plan. Similarly when there
is too much of a dependence on few experts it would be of interest to the organization to get other
people trained in the areas. This would minimize the impact of attrition of key resources.Therefore,
it would be advisable for the managers to share the holistic measures like density and reciprocity
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and the capability of the competencies rather than highlight the individuals who feature as experts.
6.

Conclusion
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The main contribution made by this article is the model. We have argued every parts before. As in
the students innovation team, there are always informal leaders and formal leaders. They ma de
different influence on the knowledge management and team performance. What’s more, the
relationship between them also make difference. Including their tie strength and centrality.
Centrality means the team leader plays different roles when they are as informal leader or formal
leader.
Moreover, both the leader tie strength and centrality contribute to knowledge management and
team performance through the most important factor—trust. Trust consists of benevolence-based
trust and competence-based trust. They have different meaning to the team performance.
In the article, two main methods (questionnaire and interview) are used by us to support our
hypothesis. For the reason that this article report is based on qualitative investigation, we only
choose interview for further explanation. In addition, the performance effect of students innovation
team is a promising area for future research.
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Abstract：Since the "innovation-driven development" has become the national strategy, almost all
the provinces and cities have carried out a positive response. Although Shaanxi has obvious
comparative advantage in science and technology, culture and natural resources etc., but the
existing strategy not only failed to reflect the stage characteristics of the innovation development,
but also failed to give full play to its advantages in existing. Based on the traditional theory of the
triple helix, a model of double triple helix of Shaanxi Province, close cooperation among three
kinds of innovation subjects as the foundation, synergetic Development among the three main
resources endowments and industries as the pillars, is constructed to analyze the operating
mechanism in the model. The conclusions can provide a theoretical reference for the
innovation-driven development practices for these related regions.
Key words: Innovation-driven Development; Model; Shaanxi Province; Double Triple Helix
Under the general background of national “innovation-driven Development” strategy, almost every
provinces and cities have established its own innovation strategy. According to the statistics in
twenty-nine provinces and cities of newly developing strategic industry policy suggestion, policies
of most areas possess high levels of convergence

[1]

. The essence of establishing strategy lies in

competition, but homogeneous strategies easily causes the situation of homogeneous competition,
industry repeat and industry excess, and f inally competitive strategy would become invalid.
Generally speaking, regional innovation strategy represents a framework system, but its great
significance lies in providing executors a feasible basic direction and target based on regional
features and potential.
Shaanxi Province is traditionally a big province with rich science and education resources,
however the problem of “being strong in technology while weak in economy” has been long
puzzled the regional development. In 2014, The working Scheme about Innovative Province
Establishment has been passed in Shaanxi Province. The scheme considers that current economic
development pattern in Shaanxi which is mainly driven by resources and capital is unsustainable.
“Innovation-driven
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Development” model is imperative. This article considers that “Innovation-driven Development”
strategy and concrete measures in Shaanxi failed to reflect the stage characteristics as well as fail
to give full play to its own advantages. Therefore, a model of double triple helix of Shaanxi
Province, close cooperation among three kinds of innovation subjects as the foundation, synergetic
development among the three main resources endowments and industries as the pillars, is
constructed in this article. Under the general background of national “innovation-driven
Development”, the study of development patterns in Shaanxi Province can provide a theoretical
reference for the innovation-driven development practices for these related regions.
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1. The development and existing problems of innovation-driven development in Shaanxi
1.1 The state of Shaanxi innovation-driven development
In the past several decades, all previous governments of Shaanxi Province continually looked ways
out to make technology promote regional economic development, but the outcome is not
satisfactory. Early in the 1998, the strategic policy of “education as foundation and technology as
power” was put forward, then the strategy of rejuvenating the province through science and
education was finally established in 1999. In this process, a series of policies and measures were
introduced to support technological innovation and improve the scientific and technological
progress contribution towards economic development in Shaanxi successively, such as “51251
project”,“1851”technology-economy integration plan, “13115”technologic innovation project, etc.
In this process, though great success has been made in economic and social development, “the
phenomenon of Shaanxi” still has not been radically changed and even gets worse. Study shows,
since “Twelve Five-Year” plan, the direct contribution rate of high-tech industry in Shaanxi to
gross value of production dropped nearly one percentage point comparing with that during the
period of “11th five year plan” plan, and even in some indexes, such as research and development
of high-tech industry investment growth rate and fixed investments are below the average of the
west areas and the whole country[2]. It is clear that though efforts of all sorts were made in the past
two decades in Shaanxi, rich resources of science and technology advantages fail to make a due
contribution to the regional economic and social development. The general effect is not
outstanding

[3]

.

1.2 The existing problems in Shaanxi innovation-driven development
In the past few decades, some studies have an objective understanding of existing problems in
Shaanxi economic and social development, such as structural reform and institutional innovation
are hysteretic, lack

platforms and motivation in transformation, subjects

in transformation are

obscure, low marketing-oriented level, ignoring the establishment of industry chain, industrial
cluster is fragile, lack adequate awareness of the development law of high-tech industry,
conservation in the thought and the innovative conception has not been formed, etc. These are
considered to be the major reasons of this phenomenon

[1]

. This article considers that the main

reason can be summarized as there are still some misunderstanding in connotation and model
selection of regional innovation-driven development.
（1）The convergence in innovation-driven strategy.
Currently, the concrete strategy of Shaanxi innovation-driven development has the problem of
drawing close one-sided the target of country innovation, so that make the regional innovative
strategy lacking pertinence [4]. The convergence of strategies not only can lead to cutthroat
competition among regions, but also be hard to effectively give full play to comparative
advantages of regional technology resources. That is to say, Shaanxi innovative strategy c annot
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copy the country strategy as well as follow other provinces’, but to make distinctive strategy which
is of high operability based on the characteristics of this region and be different from others.
（2）The boundedness of innovation-driven factors.
In the strategic details of regions around the country, there is a trend that innovation equals to
technological innovation, however the innovation-driven development is not only related to simple
conception of technology, but needs organic combination of a series relative factors[5]. For
Shaanxi which still in the second half of medium-term industrialization, in the process of
innovation-driven development, it is not only necessary to attach importance to the core function
of technological innovation but also should value other factors’ functions in the innovation-driven
development highly from the view of the strategy. Shaanxi was fettered excessively by technology
in the past few decades with little care about other innovative resources such as cultural resources
and energy resources.
（3）The feasibility of innovation-driven model.
The reason of being radically unchanged of “Shaanxi phenomenon” for a long time lies in the
feasibility of driving pattern. The main performances of lacking feasibility of innovation-driven
development model are two evident phenomena which are not synergetic. One is that innovative
subjects are not synergetic ，which is the basic reason of low percent conversion of technology
achievements in Shaanxi province. Though Shaanxi has abundant technological resources, for
innovative subjects lacking necessary communications, adding the market mechanism is imperfect,
plenty of innovative products cannot enter the market effectively. The other is that
innovation-driven factors are not synergetic. As the recognized province of great resources in
technology, energy and culture, Shaanxi innovation-driven development should be an organic
system depending on synergetic development of multiple preponderant elements. Only in this way,
can the region achieve scientific and ordered spiral escalation.
It is thus clear that a series coping strategies has been introduced to solve the developmental
problems in Shaanxi, such as establishing and improving the functional scientific platform,
constructing innovative platform which takes the enterprises as the main part creating
industry-university- research cooperation, constructing a batch of public service platforms for the
industry development, however the existing problems still have not been solved. The main reasons
are, one is that these measures are relatively independent which fail to form an effective supply
and demand system. For instance, for innovative subjects in Shaanxi have different interest appeals
and each part has unconnected

evaluation criterions which have badly affected the docking of

supply and demand of innovative achievements, so that it comes to the awkward situation for
corporations lack innovations as the same time research institutions fail to make transformation of
plenty of technological achievements. The other is that these measures fail to break barriers and set
up synergy mechanism among these subjects, so that fail to complement each other’s advantages.
For example, because innovative subjects especially some important research institutions and
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corporations have characteristics belonging to different ownerships and departments, it is easier for
colleges and research institutions to lack dynamic and pressure, government lack stro ngly
operational management methods, and corporations lack necessary methods and dynamic, so that
many innovations in Shaanxi cannot serve well for regional economical and social development.
So, in order to effectively boost The working Scheme about Innovative province establishment of
Shaanxi province, in the process of new strategic implementation, the problems of strategic targets
convergence and driving pattern operability must be solved. In all, if Shaanxi province wants to
boost innovation-driven development strategy, it must construct a new strategic framework system
which can make full use of its comparative advantages and be distinguished from traditional
innovation-driven development according to its own developmental state.
2. The frame system of Shaanxi innovation-driven development strategy
2.1 The basic ideas of innovation-driven development strategic framework system
Currently, some scholars have discussed about regional innovation-driven development models in
our country, and put forward Shanghai model[6 ] , Zhongguancun model[7] and Shenzhen model[8].
Even so, concrete innovation-driven development models of different regions are still in
exploration. From the view of typical innovative region developing models both at home and
abroad, though different from concrete models, there is one common thing in these areas that is
organic and interactive virtuous circles have been formed. And the innovative subjects and
elements cooperate with each other effectively. However, some of innovation-driven development
strategies in our country are not substantial, and the problem of “strategy is not proper and policy
is not carried out” has arisen, and even to the extent that it is taking the old path wearing the new
shoes[9]. In fact, Shaanxi has basically qualified the required factors to boost innovation-driven
development. And the key point is to clarity its own advantages and disadvantages so that to design
and establish a scientific and effective developing ideas and strategy.
Although presently Shaanxi province has recognized elements-driven and investment-driven are
unsustainable, it still needs a process of gradual transition and improvement to achieve
innovation-driven development. Currently, Shaanxi is still in the elements-driven stage, so it is
unpractical to overemphasize the single technology-driven function if internal and external
conditions cannot provide effective support. Therefore, innovation-driven development in Shaanxi
province not only needs all elements-driven together, but also needs all elements-driven
synergistically. In addition, in order to realize the transformation of technological resources
effectively under the background of marketability growth insufficiency and movement mechanism
are not perfect, it also needs to pay attention to effective cooperation among subjects, objects and
related factors. Hence, Shaanxi should broaden the mind ulteriorly so that to change the closed
single technological and man-made environment innovation into a new innovation model such as
global configuration resources innovation, regional cooperation innovation, non-technical
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innovation and ecosystem self-organizing system innovation[10].
Therefore, it is necessary to realize the stage, gradualness and chronicity of the task in the process
of implementing innovation-driven development strategy in Shaanxi province. On the basis of
taking all the advantages of this regional resources and potential capacity, to achieve scientific and
ordered spiral improvement.
2.2 The basic principles of innovation-driven development strategic framework system
（1）The phases of innovation
Michael Porter’s industry development stage theory and the history of the development around the
world showed that the process of development is gradually evolved[11]. After decades of rapid
development, China is in the efficiency-driven stage [12]. And Shaanxi ranks nineteenth among the
regional competitiveness lying at the low-mediate level[13]. From the view of the concrete strategy
of innovation-driven development, Shaanxi always wants to have a substantive leap through its
advantages of science and education resources. However, currently, Shaanxi still in the stage of
elements-driven development, we have much to do to realize innovation-driven development. Take
industrial structure as an example, the emerging industry strategic development in Shaanxi cannot
take the leading

place of traditional manufacture industry in a short time. The transformation

and promotion of traditional manufacturing industry and high-tech industry are still the main tasks
over a period of time [14]. Hence, innovation-driven is the target of the higher stage of development
towards Shaanxi. Presently, it is necessary to deal with the relationship among overall, stage,
long-term and urgency in the development strategy.
（2）The purpose of innovation-driven
From the view of basic contents of strategy in Shaanxi, there is an overwhelming emphasis of its
own science and education resources for a long time, and other resources are not paid adequate
attention strategically. Owing to Shaanxi has great difference with other regions in resource
endowments and developmental level which has decided that it is impracticable to simply
understand and copy the innovation-driven development models directly from others, and it should
not to equal innovation with technological innovation. Generally speaking, the essence of strategy
formulation is to gain competitive advantages so that strategy in Shaanxi should focus on the target
of demand development. That is to say, the developmental strategy should not follow the exterior
opinion, but to base on its actual developmental situation, stand from the present and look to the
future. On the basis of giving full play to the function of growth from multiple elements, it should
gradually accumulate innovative foundation to make a breakthrough by achieving the goal of
innovation-driven development. In fact, currently, it should be various in ways

to gain

competitive advantages and resources to reply on for Shaanxi.
（3）The coordination of development
A lot of facts show that regional development is a combined process involving politics, economy,
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technology, culture, and history. Looking around the world, innovation is not all-sided even in the
most developed country in the world. That is to say, if a country or a region wants to gain
sustainable competitive advantages, it is impractical to reply on single resource, industry and
department. Freeman clearly pointed out that British industry development pattern is not simply to
boost development of all industries at the same time, but featured taking several leading industries
as a breakthrough [15]. To this issue, some scholars of our country have put forward models of one,
two, three, or even four driven. It is thus clear that under the circumstance of relatively weak
foundation of innovation-driven development, it is necessary for Shaanxi to develop the
relationship among innovative factors, innovative subjects, innovative regions for promoting and
cooperating, so that to stimulate staged and hierarchical development relying on multiple forces.
（4） The hierarchy of strategy
Shaanxi’s innovation system is an important part of the national strategy, however it does not mean
that Shaanxi’s innovation strategy must be the same as our nation’s. In fact, from regional strategy
point of view, Shaanxi’s strategy exists differences between region and country, among regions and
across the region. For example, as the subsystem of country’s innovation system, on the basis of
keeping consistent and compatible with national strategy, Shaanxi strategy should remain some
differences in hierarchy and boundary of consisting of innovation elements and the function and
orientation of innovation activities [4]. Therefore, Shaanxi regional innovation system should not
simply correspond or copy the nation’s innovation strategy system, but to fully consider the
integrality and hierarchy of strategy starting from our regional characteristics as far as possible.
3. Double Triple Helix of Shaanxi innovation-driven development
3.1 Triple Helix Model
Based on the evolution of innovation-driven development theory and the resources endowments of
Shaanxi and existing problems in development, according to principles of stage of innovation,
purpose of driven, coordination in development, and hierarchy of strategy, this article proposes
Double Triple Helix Model of Shaanxi innovation-driven development. Double Triple Helix theory
was proposed by Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff in the 1990s [16]. The model is a typical example used
to explain integrated innovation behaviors among universities, industries and government. Double
Triple Helix theory not only provides general framework for the development of innovation system,
but provides a series of effective support in both theory and practice for development and evolution
mechanism of innovation system.
Currently, some scholars at home and abroad have made deep study by using Triple Helix Model
towards problems including driven form of country innovation, communication model, relative
position, function and operation mechanism among government, industries and universities, and
their achievements have been widely recognized. Even so, the application in practice of this theory
is still being explored. Scholars like Kim think that although the establishment of Triple Helix has
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decisive function for innovation and starting a business, this theory still has a limited effect in
many regional innovative practices [17]. This article considers that the main reason for this problem
is that this theory only provides a framework system for cooperation among government, industries
and universities, but still has limitation in some details such as application condition, system
construction and operation mechanism in practices. Therefore, some scholars also tentatively
propose some improvement measures. For example, based on the great changes of social
development today, Marcovich and Shinn put forward modified Four Helix model by adding an
important factor of society to Triple Helix[18 ]. The point is that it has been over ten years since the
study of Triple Helix theory in China, however there is a large gap when compared with western
countries[19]. The study of Chinese Triple Helix is still extremely urgent. The model should be the
important tong in making the breakthrough of innovation theory and pract ice[20]. However, there
are still many problems that needed to be solved in the process of Triple Helix theory Sinicized.
For instance, analysis of the factors relationships of Triple Helix Model in China, the motivation
mechanism forming of boundary organization, operation mechanism in system, security
mechanism, feedback mechanism and the gradualness and dynamics of development are obviously
insufficient.
On account of internal and external surroundings, developing evolution trend in the future and
advantages and disadvantages of history and reality of Shaanxi, this article based on the traditional
triple helix theory, constructs a multi-elements synergetic innovation-driven development double
triple
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framework

system

helix(government-enterprises-universities)

to

which
promote

is

based

small

triple

on

the

helix

big
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resources-cultural resources-natural resources), which are illustrated in Fig. 1. Shaanxi’s
innovation-driven development double triple helix model consists of the big triple helix and the
small triple helix. They are in the different level, for the big triple helix stresses the interaction
among organizations while the small triple helix stresses the synergetic development among
regional advantaged elements. In addition, the double triple helix also exists in the macro and
micro cycles. Macroscopical cycle places emphasis on the supply of basic conditions such as
cooperate polities, interactive platforms, and synergetic network, while microcosmic cycle pays
attention to the marketization of concrete innovative outcomes among organizations. In this model,
the three parts of double triple helix intercross and cooperate with each other, and their roles can
transfer into another, communicate smoothly multilaterally and bilaterally, and then a organic
innovation system is formed.
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Fig.1. The double triple helix model of Shaanxi innovation-driven development
3.2 The big triple helix Shaanxi innovation-driven development
The big triple helix consists of government, enterprises, universities and institutions which is
mainly showed in the organizational level of system. As the source of contractual relationship,
government ensures the effective interaction among subjects within the system and the stable
exchange of information flow and capital flow, so it is a principle part of market. Enterprises or
industries undertake the responsibility to commercialize scientific and technological achievements
finally, which is the main part in system transformation. As the source of new knowledge and
achievements, universities and institutions are the subjects of technological achievements
production.
The three parts of the big triple helix retain their unique identities and their original effects, at the
same time show some competence of the other two, and they keep the interaction by information
flow and capital flow. This needs to be stressed that there is a gradual evolution process of the
three parts’ status and function in different periods [21] , which are illustrated in Fig. 2. As can be
seen in the picture, in the initial, government’s effect is evidently bigger than that of enterprises
and universities. This is mainly for currently Shaanxi’ market mechanism in transformation of
technological achievements is imperfect. So it is necessary for the government to intervene and
should take the responsibility to organize, lead, and promote in industrial layout and industrial
development directly, and protect and cultivate the new but weak industries through polities,
regulations and intervention of special executive functions. The achievements

of government’s

function is beneficial to establish and create a positive policy environment where technological
innovation can be propelled , break the fragmentation barrier of technological resources among
regions and departments, improve the supply and demand channel of technological achievements,
and finally improve system efficiency. Then, with the improvement of market mechanism, the
leading function of government will decline gradually, while the functions of enterprises and
universities will get promoted rapidly in the innovative system and surpass government in the end.
At that time, the main job of government is to provide top-level design and public service, w hile
industrial status and function in innovative activities will play the leading role and a virtuous
market mechanism will be formed in the end.
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Fig.2. The big triple helix model of Shaanxi innovation-driven development
3.3 The small triple helix of Shaanxi innovation-driven development
The small triple helix consists of technological resources, natural resources and cultural resources, and
it is mainly showed in the concrete operational level of the system. People always attribute the
dissatisfaction in the past development of Shaanxi to the cause of technology. In fact, the success of any
region’ development will never be the outcome from one single factor, but to attribute to a benign,
interactive and orderly developmental system. That is to say, it is the lack of coordination of all
resources in regions that lead to the awkwardness with all superior resources in Shaanxi large but not
strong. The small triple helix is just constructed based on the regional superior resources of Shaanxi and
the demand of innovation system, which are illustrated in Fig. 3.
A innovation

A

C innovation

C

B

B innovation

A--Science and Technology Resources
B--Culture Resources
C--Natural Resources

Fig.3. The small triple helix model of Shaanxi innovation-driven development
Though Shaanxi’s technological resources has a relative advantage, the society contribution rate is not
satisfactory. And one of the reasons is the unreasonable distribution of scientific research input.
Majority of high-tech companies in Shaanxi, especially small companies are facing the problems of
lacking scientific research fund and adequate channels in the process of development. In addition, as an
innovative activity, technological innovations need to be implemented in an innovative environment and
culture. The rich energy resources in Shaanxi can provide adequate capital for technological innovation
activities, and the innovation of cultural resources can provide necessary cultural innovation
environment and atmosphere for the technological innovation activities.
The reserves of energy power in Shaanxi rank the front row in the country as well, but for most of them
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are exploited in an inefficient way, they are not strong though with large quantities. Ore resources are
merely regarded as an increasing source of regional economy for a long time, but the function of it in
the future innovation system does not get adequate attention. Under the background of country’s
innovation-driven development, even the mention of elements-driven development has been avoided. In
fact, resources elements not only can work as driving force of economic development, but also can be
the innovative source of development by changing development ideas. As another province rich in
energy resources, Shanxi has declared to regard coal resources as a breakthrough in regional
innovation-driven development. However, if we want energy resources in Shaanxi both big and strong,
it undoubtedly needs technological resources to make an effective transition so that to have the initiative
of future society development in industrial fields such as new energy and ecological environment.
In addition, Shaanxi is a province with rich cultural resources, which possesses ample history culture
resources, but its competitiveness of cultural industry is relatively backward in the country. Presently,
cultural industry is regarded as a new economic growth point in the world. For this point, it should not
only put cultural industry in the first place, but also need to establish a practical developmental strategy
for Shaanxi. The development of Shaanxi cultural industry needs to be established on the basis of
development of industries in regional technology and energy, so that to make the region a strong
consuming market for cultural products. And cultural industry should achieve balance and innovat ion
between ancient and contemporary culture, traditional and modern culture to improve the soft power of
the whole region.
In all, the coordination of three elements in the small triple helix is not only the interior coordination of
each resource, but also the coordination among various resources, which gives double triple helix
motivation of continuous development. In particular, Shaanxi possesses its own features when
compared with other regions in many aspects. The effective operation of double triple helix should be
with an eye to the mutual coordination among local industrial features, relative systems, and business
model innovation of industrial development.
4. Conclusion
Although Shaanxi is relatively backward in the regional comprehensive competitiveness of the whole
country, the comparative advantage in various resources provides an important foundation to catch up
with and finally surpass others. Under the general background of establishing innovative country, it
cannot directly use and simply imitate others’ developmental models, but to fully coordinate
technological resources, cultural resources, and energy resources effectively and explore a new
innovation-driven development model with multi-elements coordination which is facing market, sharing
cooperation and targeting at mutual benefit and win-win result to achieve the sustainable development
of economy and society. It is necessary to point out that because of the different regional resources and
the phase of development, the innovative elements in the model are not confined to the three above, and
they can change with the evolution of developmental phases. According to the current research
literature, besides paying attention to the technological innovation, scholars have proposed diversified
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innovation-driven development elements, such as innovation of system, market, culture, even

service,

process, talents, channels, and conception. In addition, in the system of double triple helix, boundary
spanners’ functions among organizations are of great significance, for they can collect different ideas
among organizations, as well as strengthen communications to close the divergence among
organizations[23],[24]. What’s more, whether double triple helix strategy proposed in this article can solve
“Shaanxi phenomenon” radically is closely related to the concrete operational mechanism in the process
of strategy performance. And study in problems related is one of the important directions in the future.
In all, the proposal of Shaanxi innovation-driven development double triple helix model has
systematically explained the relationship among government, enterprises and universities, as well as the
influencing mechanism among different innovation elements, such as technological, natural and cultural
resources. And it also has provided a explaining framework for the innovation-driven development
model. The relevant conclusions can provide theoretical reference for the concrete regional
innovation-driven development practices for other regions in our country.
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1.

Introduction

Entrepreneurship has been an emerging issue both in research and practice in China, especially in these
years. Chinese government has brought out the policy of “Mass Entrepreneurship” as the new economic
engine of Chinese economy. However, the failure rate of new venture cannot be ignored [1]. Even if new
venture could survive, they can hardly perform well [2]. In examining influencing factors of new venture
performance, several researchers have discussed the effect of entrepreneurial capability [3-5]. However,
there has not reached a widely acceptable agreement on the concept of entrepreneurial capability (EC).
Some researchers focus on firm’s capacity, introducing the concept of entrepreneurial capacity as a firm’s
capacity to sense, select, and shape opportunities, and synchronize their strategic moves and resources in
pursuit of these opportunities [5]. This firm-level definition of entrepreneurial capacity has some overlap
with dynamic capabilities [6]. Furthermore, where does this “firm’s entrepreneurial capability” come from?
As most of new venture formed mainly by the entrepreneurs themselves, the influence of entrepreneurs’
characteristics on new venture performance cannot be ignored. The central role of the entrepreneur in
determining firm performance has been studied by several researchers [7, 8]. Several researches has
noticed the important role of entrepreneurs’ characteristics in new venture, by proposing the concept of
entrepreneurial passion [9], or the concept of entrepreneurial alertness [10] and examined the prior
knowledge as its antecedents, and firm’s innovations as its consequences. However, these two concepts
about entrepreneur’s characteristics cannot capture the whole view of entrepreneurs’ characteristics. As
the role of entrepreneurs in new venture is not only having passion towards the firm, or having alertness to
acquiring new opportunities, but also, seizing business opportunities, and exploiting and configuring
existing resources to maximize firm performance [11]. Previous researches on entrepreneurial capability
(EC) attempts to take the whole process view of entrepreneurs’ characteristics in new venture, including
from the aspect of entrepreneur characteristics [12], the aspect of entrepreneurial opportunity [3], the
aspect of learning [13], the aspect of contextual factors [14], and the aspect of network relationships [15].
This study aims at developing a theoretical reasonable measurement of entrepreneurial capability, by first
reviewing existing literatures in this area, and then summarizing and defining the concept of
entrepreneurial capability. From this foundation, we propose that entrepreneurial capability consisting of
four distinct elements: passion and self-achievement, integrity and commitment, leadership and
management, and active learning and analysis. We then develop a scale with solid psychometric properties
on individual entrepreneur-level, which is different from previous firm-level scales developed by other
researchers. Our research reports two studies to develop and validity a scale for entrepreneurial capability.
In Study 1, we first use expert interviews to generate 41 items, and then employs exploratory factor
analysis and then confirmatory factor analysis to assess reliability and factor structure. The revised scale is
then be used in Study 2 to test nomological validity of entrepreneurial capability, by examining prior
knowledge acting as its antecedents, and new venture performance acting as its outcomes. After that, we
further test the moderating role of entrepreneurship education in the relation between entrepreneurial
capability and new venture performance, and propose that to entrepreneurs who have received
entrepreneurship education during in universities, the positive effect of their entrepreneurial capability on
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their new venture’s performance would be stronger than those have not received entrepreneurship
education.
Our study makes several contributions to entrepreneurial capability research. First, we offer a specific
scale which could help researchers to grasp the dimensions of entrepreneurial capability and its
implications. Second, we also discusses the antecedents and consequences of entrepreneurial capability.
Third, we propose the moderating role of university entrepreneurship education in the relation between
entrepreneurial capability and new venture performance, which indicates the importance and meaning of
entrepreneurship education in universities.
2.

State-of-the-Art

Entrepreneurial Capability. We argue that the concept of “competitiveness” or “competencies” is too
broad for studying entrepreneurial capabilities. “Competitiveness” could also be used at various levels of
study, such as the firm level, the industry level, and even the national level [7, 16]. As for entrepreneurial
capabilities include several subtle human characteristics which could hardly been seen as one type of
competency [17]. Meanwhile, as competitiveness is always ultimately concerned with the long-term
performance [7], which is not a quite perfect measurement for new venture as few of new venture could
survive to have long-term performance. Thus, to measure new venture performance, without solid
external data source or annual reports, using entrepreneurs’ own perceptions might be more appropriate.
We summarize existing literature related to entrepreneurial capability. The results reports in Table 1. As
Table 1 shows, most researches on entrepreneurial capability take the firm-level research, meanwhile,
major amounts of researches are theoretical research or case study, without solid empirical test. Thus, this
paper aims to focus on individual entrepreneur-level capability, and take conductive studies to test
reliability and validity using empirical research.
Table 1 Summary of researches related to entrepreneurial capability
Construct
Entrepreneurial
capability

Entrepreneurial
competency

Definition

Dimensions

firm’s capacity to sense,
select, and shape opportunities,
and synchronize their strategic Sensing, Selecting,
moves and resources in pursuit Shaping, and
of these opportunities
Synchronizing
a
Entrepreneurial,
higher-level characteristic
Opportunity,
encompassing personality
Relationship
traits, skills and knowledge, Conceptual,
can be seen as
Organizing,
the total ability of the
Strategic, and
entrepreneur to perform a job Commitment
role successfully.
competencies
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Researchers

Research
type

Abdelgawad et
al. (2013); Zahra,
Abdelgawad,
Theoretical
& Tsang (2011) research

Man, Lau, &
Chan (2002)

Theoretical
research

International
entrepreneurial
capability

Entrepreneurial
capability

Entrepreneurial
orientation

International
Zhang et al.
experience,
(2009)
Firm-level ability to leverage international
resources via a combinations marketing
of innovative, proactive, and capability,
risk-seeking activities to
international
discover, enact, evaluate, and learning capability,
exploit business opportunities networking
across borders.
capability, and
innovative and
risk-taking
capability
Woldesenbet,
Ran, & Jones
(2012)

Empirical
research with
survey

A micro-foundation for
dynamic capability and
includes creative search

Opportunity
identification and
enacting,

A managerial attitude that
will guide the entire
strategy-making process
following an
entrepreneurial strategic
posture

nine-item, sevenpoint scale
Alegre & Chiva
proposed by Covin (2013)
Case study
and Slevin (1989)

Case study

Passion and Self-Achievement. Passion and self-achievement allows entrepreneurs possess
entrepreneurial passion towards their ventures [9, 18] and high self-achievement orientation. This
dimension of entrepreneurial capability assists helps lay the foundation for devoting into new venture that
reflect an individual’s belief of his/her own career and the capability to hold the view.
Integrity and Commitment. Integrity and commitment focus on keeping honesty and caring about others,
having high social responsibilities, and possessing highly commitment towards careers. It accounts for
complying with laws and social morality, caring about others, as well as having the spirit to dedication and
working hard. This capability reflects the entrepreneur’s role as ethical leadership, which would in turn
enhance employee’s perceived vision of the firm, and thus improve firm performance.
Leadership and Management. Enterprise management capability and leadership allows entrepreneurs
could not only lead employees to reach goals, but also, aware and seize business opportunities [10, 19].
Active Learning and Analysis. Active learning, critical thinking, and logical analysis allow
entrepreneurs to keep an open mind, and active explore and search new information, and seek and
discover innovation [11], as well as make reasonable judgements based on critical analysis, both of them
are essential to be a successful entrepreneur.
Study 1: item generation, reliability, dimensionality, and factor structure
This study aims to generate a scale for entrepreneurial capability, and test the reliability and discriminant
validity of the scale, using both exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis. Using both
deductive and inductive approaches for item generation [20], we first generated 41 items to assess the
entrepreneurship capability construct and to reflect the four dimensions theorized to comprise
entrepreneurial capability.
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3.

Method

A survey was conducted to collect data from entrepreneurs across multiple industries in Beijing, China.
The survey was drafted in English and translated into Chinese according to the back translation guidance
of Brislin [21]. Of the 600 surveys, 293 questionnaires were returned with complete data, reflecting a
response rate of 48.9%. The detailed demographic statistical analysis was shown in Table 2.
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To explore and confirm the entrepreneurship scale, using SPSS 20.0, we first split the dataset randomly
into 2 approximate equal datasets, using the first half of the sample (N=148) to conduct an exploratory
factor analysis. Results showed that the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin overall statistic was .95, much higher than
the recommended .60 threshold. Meanwhile, the approximate chi-square of Bartlett’s test of sphericity of
2395.37 (degree of freedom=435) was significant. Thus, the whole correlation matrix was appropriate for
factor analysis. Our observations to respondent ratio for this analysis was 3.6:1, which does not exceed the
5:1 rule-of-thumb ration [22]. Then, using a principal components exploratory factor analysis with
Promax rotation, 4 factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 were generated. Among them, 2 items (e.g.,
“You have clear self-assessment”, and “You can learn actively”) were eliminated due to failing to pass
reliability analysis. Then, 1 item (e.g., “You can correctly communicate information using multiple
methods”) was eliminated due to its factor loading was less than .40, 7 items (e.g., “You can reflect
through the lesson”, “You can tolerate setbacks and failures at work”, “You can actively maintain your
work relationship networks”, “You can actively maintain your work relationship networks”, “You can
reasonably allocate your firm’s internal human, finance, and property resource”, “You can make decisions
quickly”, and “You can consider problems in flexible thinking.”) were eliminated due to lack of
discriminate validity across different factors. Then, one item was eliminated due to fail to load on its
intended factor (e.g., “You have a firm and indomitable perseverance”).
The Promax rotated factor solution of the remained 30 items were shown in Table 3, indicating that these
4 factors explained 63.01% of the total variance. All items had positive loadings greater than .40 on their
intended dimensions and there were no cross loadings, suggesting that the 4 factors are readily
interpretable and represents the 4 dimensions of entrepreneurial capability. As also presented in Table 2,
the high internal consistency indicators for each factor showed the reliability estimates of .93 for active
learning and analysis, .86 for integrity and commitment, .93 for leadership and management, and .76 for
passion and self-achievement, the inter-correlations of the 4 dimensions ranged in magnitude from .43
to .73.
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4.

Results and Discussion

Confirmatory Factor Analysis of Each Variable, Correlation Analysis and Consistent Reliability
Analysis. Next, we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis on the items of each of the variables of the
second half of the sample (N=145), using AMOS 21.0. The proposed 4-factor model was estimated to
demonstrate that they empirically define distinct latent variables. Specifically, we put active learning
and analysis, integrity and commitment, leadership and management, and passion and self-achievement
into a 4-factor model (Model 1) and compared its fit with a one-factor model (Model 2). After admitting
31 pairs of correlations between error terms, the final results indicated that in terms of goodness-of-fit
indices, the 4-factor model provided a superior fit to the data over each of the other models (χ2/df=2.25<3,
CFI=.92>.90, RMSEA=.07<.08), and fit was significantly better (χ2=834.06, df=370, p<.001) than a
one-factor model (χ2/df=7.07, CFI=.89, RMSEA=.14).
Test for common method bias. Then, we conducted several tests as below to alleviate the concern about
common method bias: First, we took Harman’s one-factor test by including all items in a principal
components factor analysis [24]. As each factor explains roughly equal variance, without particularly
differences in covariance, so that the data did not indicate evidence for common method bias. Second, we
conducted a partial correlation. As Table 3 indicates, the correlation matrix does not indicate any highly
correlated factors (the highest correlation r=.73<.90), which indicate no extremely high correlation exists
between every factors, thus the concern of common method bias could be alleviated to some degree.
Meanwhile, Table 3 also indicates the discriminant validity of the four dimensions. We calculated the
square root of the average variance explained by each of the four dimensions of entrepreneurial capability,
following the procedure recommended by Fornell and Larcker [25]. The value present on the diagonal of
Table 3, represents the variance accounted for by each items that compose the scale, and which must
exceed the corresponding latent variable correlations in the same row and the same column to demonstrate
discriminate validity, which means that the variance shared between any two dimensions is less than the
average variance explained by the items that compose the dimension. As Table 4 indicates, the three
dimensions of entrepreneurial capability are distinct from one another thus each of them measure unique
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aspects of entrepreneurial capability.
Table 4
Means, standard deviations, and zero-order inter-correlations (2nd half sample of Study 1, N=145)
Variable
1. Active learning and analysis
2. Integrity and commitment
3. Leadership and management
4. Passion and self-achievement

Mean
4.34
4.63
4.17
4.47

S.D.
.56
.43
.56
.52

1

2

3

4

.95
.63**
.73**
.43**

.89
.58**
.50**

.92
.45**

.78

Note: 1. **p<0.01, two-tailed test. 2. Square root of the average variance explained appear on the

diagonal, which must be larger than all zero-order correlations in the same row and column so that they
appear to demonstrate discriminant validity [25].
Study 2 Nomological Validity and Moderation Effect
This study aims to further test the nomological validity of the entrepreneurial capability scale, by
examining the effect of prior experience acting as antecedent, and new venture performance acting as
consequence. Meanwhile, this study aims to test the moderating effect of entrepreneurship education on
the relation between entrepreneurial capability and new venture performance.
5.

Method

We conducted another survey using modified scale of entrepreneurial capability, adding measure of prior
experience and new venture performance to further evaluate the nomological validity of the scale of
entrepreneurial capability. The survey was conducted to collect data from entrepreneurs across multiple
industries in Wuhan, Xiamen, and Beijing in China. Of the 300 surveys, 113 questionnaires were returned
with complete data, reflecting a response rate of 37.7%. The detailed demographic statistics as well as
correlations between variables was shown in Table 2.
The 30 items for entrepreneurial capability from the first study was used. The results of exploratory factor
analysis for the second survey showed consistency with the results of first study in sample adequacy test
[22]. Results showed that the KMO overall statistic was .92, much higher than the recommended .60
threshold. Meanwhile, the approximate chi-square of Bartlett’s test of sphericity of 2635.03 (degree of
freedom=435) was significant. Thus, the whole correlation matrix was appropriate for factor analysis.
Then, using a principal components exploratory factor analysis with Promax rotation, 4 factors with
eigenvalues greater than 1 explained a cumulative 69.87% of total variance.
The scale for new venture performance (а=.91) was composed of 13 items which loaded on 3 dimensions:
innovation performance, growth performance, and management performance. Innovation performance
(а=.86) consisted of 4 dimensions: (1) The patents application number of my firm is higher than
competitors; (2) The new product release number of my firm is higher than competitors;
(3) The development speed of new product of my firm is faster than competitors; and (4) The proportion of
new products sales in total sales is higher than competitors. Growth performance (а=.85) was composed
of 5 dimensions: (1) The profit rate of my firm is higher than competitors; (2) The growth of product sales
of my firm is faster than competitors; (3) The growth rate of market value of my firm is faster than
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competitors; (4) The growth rate of market share of my firm is faster than competitors; and (5) Our firm is
satisfactory with growth of performance. Management performance (а=.81) was composed of 4
dimension: (1) The customer satisfaction of our firm is higher than last year; (2) We accept and implement
more employee advice than last year; (3) Employee capabilities are highly improved than last year; and
(4) Just a few of employees hold the view of turnover. Each item of new venture performance was rated on
a 5-point Likert scales (1-totally disagree; 2-basiclly disagree; 3-not sure; 4-basiclly agree; and 5-totally
agree). The scale for prior experience (а=.70) was composed of 7 items following: (1) Specific knowledge
about the industry; (2) Multidisciplinary foundation; (3) Technology and R&D experience; (4) Marketing
experience; (5) Accounting experience; (6) Manufacturing experience; and (7) General management
experience.
A total of 9 control variables were included. Firm size was measured by number of current employees in
the firm, and was divided into 5 categories: (1) below 10 employees; (2) 10-200 employees; (3) 21-100
employees; (4) 101-300 employees; and (5) above 300 employees. Industry type was measured with
China Industrial Classification and Codes for National Economic Activities (GB/T4754-2011). Originally
12 categories of industries were included in the survey. Gender was measured with a dummy variable
(0=female, 1=male). Age was measured with 5 categories: (1) <30;
(2) 30-40; (3) 41-50; (4) 51-60; and (5) >60. Major type was measured with 5 categories: (1) Science
department; (2) Engineering department; (3) Economics & Management department; (4) Humanities
department; and (5) Others. Major relation referred to the degree of relatedness between the
entrepreneur’s major in university and the industry of the firm, and was coded as “1” for “consistent”;”2”
for “related”; and “3” for “unrelated”. Education was coded as “1” for “less than college degree”; “2” for
“4-year college graduate”;”3” for “Master degree”;”4” for “Ph.D. degree”; and “5” for “others”. Abroad
referred to whether the entrepreneur had abroad learning, training, or living experience, and was coded
with a dummy variable (1=yes, 2=no). Entrepreneurial experience referred to serial entrepreneurs who
have entrepreneurship experience before they start the existing new venture. This variable was measured
with categories: (1) No entrepreneurial experience; (2) once; (3) twice; (4) triple times; and (5) others.
To measure the moderating effect of entrepreneurship education, participated entrepreneurs were asked to
answer whether they have received or participated in entrepreneurship education (e.g., entrepreneurship
competition or lecture, entrepreneurial guidance) in universities (1=yes, 0=no).
Here we propose hypotheses as below:
Hypothesis 1: Each of the four dimensions of entrepreneurial capability is positively related to new
venture’s three dimensions of performance.
Hypothesis 2: Prior experience is positively related to each of the four dimensions of entrepreneurial
capability.
Hypothesis 3: Entrepreneurship education positively moderates the relation between entrepreneurial
capability and new venture performance: to entrepreneurs who received
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entrepreneurship education, the positive effect of their entrepreneurial capability on new venture
performance is greater than to those who did not receive entrepreneurship education.
6.

Results and Discussion

Initial analyses. Basic statistics includes means, standard deviations, and Pearson’s correlations among
all variables were shown in Table 5.
Pearson’s correlations among all variables was reported in Table 4. Entrepreneurial capability was
significantly positively correlated with prior experience, and new venture performance as expected. The
correlations among the four dimensions of entrepreneurial capability (passion, integrity, management,
and learning) ranged from r=.53 to r=.84. The correlations among the three dimensions of new venture
performance (growth performance, innovation performance, and management performance) ranged from
r=.50 to r=.62. Therefore, we added two analysis separately for entrepreneurial capability, and new
venture performance, to ensure discriminant validity among their dimensions. First, for entrepreneurial
capability, we compared a 4-factor measurement model with 1-factor model. Results show that the 4-factor
model fit the data (CFI=.93, RMSEA=.07, χ2/df=1.54) while the one factor model did not (CFI=.70,
RMSEA=.13, χ2/df=2.95). For new venture performance, we compared a 3-factor measurement with
1-factor model. Results show that the 3- factor model fit the data (CFI=.97, NFI=.91, RMSEA=.07,
χ2/df=1.52) while the one factor model did not (CFI=.72, NFI=.67, RMSEA=.17, χ2/df=4.36).second,
following procedure recommended by [25], we calculated the square root of average variance explained
for each of the four dimensions of entrepreneurial capability, and the square root of average variance
explained for each of the three dimensions of new venture performance. For entrepreneurial capability, the
values for each of the four dimensions are greater than the correlations among the scale dimensions. For
new venture performance, the values for each of the three dimensions are also greater than the correlations
among the scale dimensions.

Then, to ensure the independence of the antecedents and consequences of entrepreneurial capability, using
structural equation modelling, we began with a 1-factor model where all of items for the 8 scale (passion,
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integrity, management, learning, prior experience, growth performance, innovation performance, and
management performance) were loaded on 1 factor. While this model cannot be converged to
identification. Then, we estimated an 8-factor model with one factor representing each of our variables,
and suggested that prior experience act as antecedents of four dimensions of entrepreneurial capability
(passion, integrity, management, and learning), and three dimensions of new venture performance (growth
performance, innovation performance, and management performance) act as consequences of
entrepreneurial capability. The 8-factor model could fit the data (CFI=.85, RMSEA=.07, χ2/df=1.56).
Hypothesis testing. Results of hypothesis 1 testing as well as nomological validity between
entrepreneurial capability and its antecedents are presented in Table 6. As Model 1, 5, and 7 shows,
education significantly related to passion, management, and learning. Hypothesis 1 predicts that prior
experience is significantly related to each dimensions of entrepreneurial capability. As expected, the effect
of prior experience on passion, management, and learning was positive and significant (Model 2, 6, and 8).
However, the effect of prior experience on integrity was not significant (Model 4).
Hierarchical F-tests confirmed that for passion, management, and learning, the predictive power was
significantly stronger after entering prior experience into the model. Thus, Hypothesis 1 was partially
supported.
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Results of Hypothesis 2 testing as well as nomological validity between entrepreneurial capability and its
consequences are presented in Table 7-Table 9. Hypothesis 2 predicts that the 4 entrepreneurial capability
dimensions are positively related to new venture performance. Table 7 reports the effect of entrepreneurial
capability on growth performance, and the moderating effect of entrepreneurship education on above
relation. As expected, passion (Model 2), leadership and management capability (Model 4), and learning
capability (Model 5) all have positive effect on growth performance. But integrity and commitment
(Model 3) does not have significant effect on growth performance. Hierarchical F-tests confirmed that for
above significant relations, the predictive
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power was significantly stronger after corresponding entrepreneurial capability was entered. Thus,
Hypothesis 2 was partially supported. We used 2-step regression analysis by entering latent variable’s
Anderson & Rubin factor score [26] into regression to examine entrepreneurship education’s
hypothesized moderating effect. With a bootstrapping approach (drawing on 500 random samples), based
on findings that distributional assumptions would always not be supported in small samples [27].
However, the moderating role of entrepreneurship education in the relation between any dimensions of
entrepreneurial capability and growth performance is not significant (Model 6-Model 9). Table 8 reports
the effect of entrepreneurial capability on innovation performance, and the moderating effect of
entrepreneurship education on above relation. As expected, passion (Model 2), leadership and
management capability (Model 4), and learning capability (Model 5) all have positive effect on innovation
performance. But integrity and commitment (Model 3) does not have significant effect on innovation
performance. Hierarchical F-tests confirmed that for above significant relations, the predictive power was
significantly stronger after corresponding entrepreneurial capability was entered. Thus, Hypothesis 2 was
partially supported. However, the moderating role of entrepreneurship education in the relation between
any dimensions of entrepreneurial capability and innovation performance is not significant (Model
6-Model 9).
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Table 8
Results of regression analysis for Innovation performance (Study 2, N=113)
Model Model Model Model
Model Model
Variable
Control
Firm size
Industry
Gender
Age
Major
Major relation
Education
Abroad
Entre exp
Passion
Integrity
Management
Learning
Entre education
Passion*Entre edu
Integrity*Entre edu
Management*Entre

Model

Model

Model

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

.16
-.10
.03
.08
.10
-.07
.20
-.02
-.03

.15
-.10
.07
.06
.10
-.10
.14
-.02
.01
.22*

.16
-.10
.04
.08
.10
-.08
.19
-.01
-.02

.13
-.09
.05
.09
.07
-.10
.14
.03
-.04

.14
-.06
.06
.08
.09
-.11
.12
.02
-.38

.16
-.08
.08
.07
.11
-.11
.14
-.02
.00
.28*

.15
-.09
.06
.11
.11
-.08
.21
.01
-.00

.13
-.08
.06
.08
.08
-.10
.15
.03
-.04

.14
-.05
.05
.07
.09
-.12
.12
.02
-.05

.07

.15
.25**

.26*
.23*
.75
-.81

1.38
-1.40

edu
Learning*Entre edu
R2
Adjusted R2
ΔR2
ΔF

-.05

.21†
-.30

.01

.10
.02
.10

.14
.06
.14

.10
.01
.10

.16
.07
.16

.14
.06
.14

.15
.05
.15

.12
.01
.12

.12
.02
.12

.28
.14
.04
.14

1.24

1.68†

1.16

1.87†

1.66

1.47

1.13

1.15

1.38

Note: †p<.1, * p<.05,
1.68†
** p<.01, *** p<.001. Standardized coefficients are reported. Results are based on
500 bootstrap samples.
Table 9 reports the effect of entrepreneurial capability on management performance, and the
moderating effect of entrepreneurship education on above relation. As expected, passion (Model 2),
integrity and commitment (Model 3), leadership and management capability (Model 4), and learning
capability (Model 5) all have positive effect on innovation performance. Hierarchical F-tests confirmed
that for above significant relations, the predictive power was significantly stronger after corresponding
entrepreneurial capability was entered. Thus, Hypothesis 2 was supported. Meanwhile, entrepreneurship
education has positive moderating effect on the relation between management capability and management
performance (Model 8), and on the relation between learning capability and management performance
(Model 9), but the moderating effect of entrepreneurship education is not significant for passion (Model 6)
and integrity (Model 7). Hierarchical F-tests confirmed that for above significant relations, the predictive
power was significantly stronger after interaction between corresponding entrepreneurial capability and
entrepreneurship education was entered. Thus, Hypothesis 3 was partially supported.
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Table 9
Results of regression analysis for management performance (Study 2, N=113)

Variable
Control
Firm size
Industry
Gender
Age
Major
Major relation
Education
Abroad
Entre exp
Passion
Integrity

Mode

Mode

Mode

Model

Model

Mo

Mode

Model

Model

l1

l2

l3

4

5

del 6

l7

8

9

.16
-.10
.11
-.01
.05

.16
-.10
.14
-.03
.05

.15
-.08
.14
-.04
.02

.12
-.09
.14
-.01
-.00

.13
-.04
.15
-.03
.03

.16
-.11
.13
-.00
.03

.15
-.10
.13
-.01
.00

.16
-.09
.10
-.04
-.04

.14
-.04
.11
-.04
-.01

.09
.31**
.01
.07

.06
.26
.00
.10
.21*

.04
.26
.03
.10

.04
.21
.08
.07

.01
.17
.07
.06

.08
.24*
.01
.10
.21†

.06
.25*
.04
.10

.06
.18†
.07
.02

.02
.12
.06
.01

.24*

Management
Learning
Entre education

.23*
.42***

.26*
.40***

.25*
.59

.28

-1.16*

1.23*

Passion*Entr e
edu
Integrity*Ent re

-.50

edu
Management

-.18

*Entre edu
Learning*En tre
edu
R2
Adjusted R2
ΔR2
ΔF

1.28*

.11
.03
.11
1.40

.15
.06
.15
1.76†

.16
.08
.16
1.92†

.27
.20
.27
3.76***

.23
.16
.23
3.12**

.16
.06
.16
1.55

.17
.07
.17
1.67†

.30
.22
.30
3.62***

1.35*
.28
.19
.28
3.18**

Note: †p<.1, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.001. Standardized coefficients are reported. Results are based
on 500 bootstrap samples.
Summary and Concluding Discussion Key findings and contributions
Our study makes several important contributions to entrepreneurial capability research. First, we
summarize and redefine entrepreneurial capability, by specifically proposing that entrepreneurial
capability consisting of four dimensions: (1) the capability of active learning, critical thinking and logical
analysis; (2) the capability of keeping integrity towards others and towards the society, and commitment
to the career; (3) the capability of enterprise management, and possessing business sense and leadership;
and (4) the capability of possessing passion towards entrepreneurship and high self- achievement.
Second, we answered the call for improved entrepreneurial capability construct development and
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measurement by developing and validating a theoretically justified measure for entrepreneurial capability.
Our scale was found to reflect solid psychometric properties as indicated by the confirming evidence
across two different samples. The items retained after two rounds of validation test indicated strong
internal reliability. Study 2 propose that prior experience significantly predicted all four dimensions of
entrepreneurial capability. This finding corresponds with previous research.
Meanwhile, the nomological model tested in Study 2 contributes to current understanding of
therelationship between entrepreneurial capability and new venture performance.
Third, we offered a measurement of capability on the individual-level instead of firm-level. Previous
researches focused on firm-level entrepreneurial capability has seldom empirically supportive evidences
mainly due to the difficulty to measure the whole firm’s entrepreneurial capability, and the lack of validity.
This study provide a new aspect to study entrepreneurial capability. We also contribute to entrepreneur’s
characteristics literature, by developing and testing that entrepreneurial capability as one type of
individual characteristic and its role in firm performance.
Finally, we discovered that receiving/participating in entrepreneurship education in

universities

positively moderates the relation between management capability, learning capability and new venture’s
management performance. For entrepreneurs who have received entrepreneurship education, the positive
effect of their leadership and management capability, and active learning and analysis capability on their
new venture’s management performance is stronger than entrepreneurs who did not receive
entrepreneurship education.
Limitations and strengths
Since Study 2 was based on entrepreneurs’ self-reported new venture performance, as well as
self-reported entrepreneurial capability, common method biases cannot be ignored. However, we have
tested this issue adapting Harman’s one-factor test and partial correlation method [24]. Although our
results indicate that common method bias was not a major concern in this study, this measurement issue
should also be prevented in future research.
This study has several notable strengths. First, the re-conceptualization and operationalization of
entrepreneurial capability presented in this paper builds on current work, integrating previous researches
and offering new sights into the four dimensions of entrepreneurial capability.
Conclusions and implications for future research
We used two sequential iterative studies to develop and validate the scale of entrepreneurial capability,
and tested its influences on new venture performance. Besides, our findings that prior experience act as
antecedents of entrepreneurial capability as well as the moderating effect of entrepreneurship education
could stimulate further researches about entrepreneurship education, as well as entrepreneurship policy
making to build universities which simultaneously perform well in research, teaching, and, increasing
importantly, in fostering entrepreneurship. Since entrepreneurial capability plays a major role in new
venture performance, and could be affected by entrepreneurs’ prior experience, it is reasonable that such
entrepreneurial capability could be learned or fostered by subjective efforts. With the development of this
new entrepreneurial capability scale, future research could further investigate which type of
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entrepreneurial capability could easily be learned through university education, which has far-reaching
implications especially to building entrepreneurial universities.
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